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Preface 
Retailing is the practice of selling goods or commodities to consumers. These items 
are purchased from the manufacturer or wholesaler and sold to the end user at a 
marked up price. In the new multichannel reality, the boundaries between virtual and 
physical space are becoming blurred, the retail industry is confronted with 
unprecedented change. Economic turmoil, technological advances, innovation in 
supply chain practices are reshaping the retail landscape taster than some retailers are 
able to react. Retailers today are constantly innovating aspects of their supply chains 
to achieve efficiency. savings and supply chain management has gained a growing 
concern among academia and practitioners. Companies are constantly improving their 
business models and organizing themselves in supply chains to cope with these 
changes. The competition today is between supply chains and not between companies. 
One of the competition winning factors in the field of retailing is implementation of 
innovations in the domain of Supply Chain to improve the supply chain performance, 
which is a complex construct overall. Not only that performance contains several 
criteria like effectiveness, efficiency, quality, innovation or flexibility, which need to 
be balanced within each firm, but also there should be a consistent alignment of these 
criteria in the entire supply chain. There are various aspects of supply chain like 
logistics, warehousing, inventory management, IT implementation. sourcing, that 
need to be streamlined and made more efficient. Therefore supply chain performance 
management approach is required which can enable companies to manage supply 
chain strategy through improvement methodologies. In recent years, research has 
made extensive progress in the analysis of supply chain management. This research 
provides insight into supply chain practices of leading retailers from India and abroad. 
Furthermore, topics directly relevant to supply chain practices of retailers such as 
sourcing and distribution practices, retailing formats, product mix, private labels, 
innovative supply chain practices etc. are discussed in this study. This study provides 
a comparison of supply chain practices of major Indian and foreign retailers and tries 
to find aspects on which the Indian retailers are lagging. 
This study is divided into six chapters. The first chapter introduces the concept of 
retailing and discusses the Indian and the global retailing scenario. The chapter also 
talks about supply chain its importance for the retailing business. Second chapter is a 
detailed review of literature. Research studies conducted in the field of Supply chain 
pertaining to various domains like automobile, pharmaceutical. mobile phones, 
printing etc. in India and abroad have been highlighted. The third chapter 
'Methodology' is a detailed description of research strategy employed for conducting 
this study. The problem statement, research objectives, hypothesis framed, rationale 
of the study, research design adopted, data collection instruments used, the size and 
composition of sample and pattern analysis have been enumerated in this chapter. 
Chapter four presents quantitative analysis of data collected through the administered 
questionnaires. The frequencies and means of the data gathered have been analyzed 
for an insight into the practices of the surveyed retailers. The chapter also presents the 
results of the hypothesis testing done by applying ANOVA to the collected data. 
Comparison of various business practices of the selected players using secondary data 
is undertaken in chapter five. The players being compared are Pantaloon's Big 
Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and Spencer's retail from India; the foreign players are Wal-
Mart of the United States of America, Tesco of the United Kingdom and Carrefour 
from France. The chapter talks in detail about the retailing and supply chain practices 
of these retailing giants. It presents a qualitative analysis of their various vital 
business practices. The sixth chapter concludes the study by presenting the results 
and highlights of the study. It also identifies the implications and future directions of 
the research. 
The researcher hopes that his work will inspire more work in the supply chain 
practices of the leading retailers and enrich the available knowledge base in the field. 
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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter-1: Introduction 
This chapter deals with concept of retailing and retailing in India. It is organized into 
eleven sections. Section one defines the concept of retailing, followed by section two 
which deals with the global retailing and section three throws light on the retailing 
scenario in India. The various other sections that follow discuss unorganized and 
organized retailing, detail food and grocery retailing, then deal with formats of 
retailing, concept of supply chain, supply chain in Indian retailing and importance of 
supply chain. It concludes with a justification and objective of research. 
1.1 Retailing Defined 
The htdian economy is booming and the boom has triggered a new array of 
opportunities, which targets people from different facets of life. India has become the 
hub of foreign direct investments after the economic reforms. The IT, 
telecommunication and many other industries have seen unprecedented growth during 
the last couple of years, but one industry that has caught the eye of the common man on 
the road is the hooming retail industry. 
Retailing has been defined as the last link in the chain of production, which begins at 
the extractive stages, moves through manufacturing, and ends in the distribution of 
goods and services to the final consumer. The distribution of consumer product begins 
with the producer and ends with the ultimate consumer. Between the producer and the 
consumer there is a middleman—the retailer, who links the producers and the ultimate 
consumers, It can also be called as a conclusive set of activities or steps used to sell a 
product or a service to consumers for their personal or family use. 
Some of the factors that have driven the Indian retail sector over the last few years 
include favorable demographic, a young and thriving population, zooming consumer 
confidence, psychographic changes relating to India's consumer class, international 
exposure, availability of increasing quality retail space, wider availability of products 
and brand communication. Till a few years back, the apparel brand stores or the 
regional retail chains dominated the Indian retail market. Though lucrative 
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opportunities exist across product categories, food and grocery, presents the most 
significant potential in the Indian context, as consumer spending is highest on food. 
Further, 'wet groceries' i.e. fresh fruits and vegetables is the most promising segment 
within food and grocery as very few organized retailers have tapped this opportunity in 
spite of wet groceries being the preferred choice of most Indian households. With the 
entry of large corporate houses, the landscape of the organized retailing in the country 
is changing (Srivastava, 2008). 
The retail industry has emerged as a fascinating and a popular choice for researchers in 
the field of supply chain management as it presents a vast array of stimulating 
challenges that have long provided the context of much of the research in the related 
area of IT implementation, operation research and inventory management. The recent 
past has witnessed exciting new researches aimed at addressing some of the retail 
industry's many pressing challenges in the western countries. However, in India, there 
are only a few researches done on retail supply chain. Moreover, there continue to be 
host of open problems facing practitioners and academicians. Retailers are facing tough 
time due to high customer expectations, low margins, high property cost and poor 
infrastructure. (Agarwal and Smith, 2008) 
1.2 Retailing Global Scenario 
The economy at the global level has changed, the rise in incomes has made the 
shoppers seek both convenience, new tastes and stimulation, supermarkets have 
expanded the products offered, consumer demand has shifted, and retailers' operating 
systems are infused with far more technology than ever before. The new technologies 
have allowed retailers to carry and manage thousands of items and have led to 'just-in-
time' store replenishment. The technology in retailing has come a long way with 
computer-operated depots, logistical systems, integrated store replenishment, to name a 
few. 
The retail industry is one of the largest at the global level where the worldwide retail 
sales alone are valued at S 7 trillion. The top 200 retailers account for 30% of 
worldwide demand. The leader has in-disputably been the USA where some two-thirds 
or $ 6.6 trillions out of the $ 10 trillions American economy is consumer spending. 
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Retail turnover in the EU is approximately Euros 2000 billion and the sector average 
growth looks to be following an upward pattern. The Asian economies are expected to 
grow at 6% consistently. 
The UK is the world leader as the most international retail market. Europe is the most 
able in its ability to attract the world's top retailers with 52% of the world's top 250 
retailers having a presence in Europe. The UK outperformed other major European 
economies such as Spain, France, Germany and Italy, ranking first among the top 15 
most international retail markets. The US is 10th globally, with 39% of international 
retailers. This can be attributed, at least in part, to the size, maturity and strength of its 
domestic market. US retailers tend to penetrate their vast national market extensively 
before considering international expansion. Although Europe continues to dominate, 
with eight out of the top 15 most international retail locations, emerging economies 
such as China, Russia and the UAE have gained significant ground over the past few 
years. 
Though the growth in the global retail sector has been phenomenal over the past two 
decades, global retail sales declined 3.7 percent in 2009. It is worthwhile to note that 
while sales for 2009 were low the global retail industry have doubled since 2003 when 
worldwide retail sales were $7 trillion USD. The profitability for most retailers has also 
been sharply affected over the last few years. The profit margins of the 200 largest 
retailers in the world fell to 2.4 percent from 4.1 percent during fiscal 2008-09 and 
many retailers also posted losses during the period. Wal-Mart remained the world's 
largest retailer, ahead of Caaefour Group. The retail spending is forecasted to decline 
in major markets like the US and UK while emerging markets such as China and India 
are forecasted to have a strong growth. 
1.3 Retail-Indian Scenario 
The phenomenal growth in the Indian retail sector in India has created job opportunities 
in different areas. According to the Global Retail Development Index 2012, India ranks 
fifth among the top 30 emerging markets for retail. Increased consumerism with a 
capacity to spend on luxury items and increased spending power in the hands of Indians 
are few of the many Factors that have led to the growth of this sector. India's 
consumption pattern owning to diversity in culture, religion and the family values 
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encourage spending on specific occasions keep the retail business well oiled and special 
occasions such as marriages add a big dimension to the retail spends. 
The India's retail sector is estimated to be around $450 billion and the organized retail 
accounts for around 5% of the total market share. It is estimated that the retail sector 
would continue to grow at 10-I2 % per annum, which is extremely encouraging when 
the country's economy is only projected to grow at 6%. 
A booming economy and a growing affluent middle class has increased the purchasing 
power of people. There is great emphasis on personal care items and luxury goods. 
Urbanization has lead to densely packed cities and towns, which has led to the retail 
giants rolling out store after store in almost all A and B class cities in the country. 
Saturation of retail business in the European and other Asian markets has also 
prompted foreign retailers to set shop in India. The dream run of the retail industry has 
thus opened vast employment opportunities for the youngsters in India. Favorable 
demographics, rising consumer incomes, real estate developments, especially the 
emergence of new shopping malls, availability of better sourcing options both from 
and within India and overseas and changing lifestyle have transformed hitherto savings-
oriented and conservative Indian consumers and made them akin to those in developed 
markets (Kumar, 2005) 
India is ready to enter into the next stage of retail evolution where a large number of 
players would build scalable models with India wide appeal with an aim to be 
sustainable in the long term. There are abundant opportunities, across formats and 
categories, as the new Indian consumer has clearly demonstrated a readiness for all 
organized retailing segments. As the case has been in retail markets across the globe, 
the influx of foreign brands into India shall transform the retail landscape as domestic 
players grow bigger and become more innovative in the face of enhanced competitive 
pressures. All this will spell good news for the Indian consumers who will be inundated 
with a flurry of state-of-the-art products and services at reasonable prices - a state they 
have long craved for (Srivastava, 2008). 
Simple retailing is maturing into a more microscopic and systematized process. The 
traditional era saw the emergence of the neighborhood store to cater to convenience of 
the Indian consumers. The era of government support saw indigenous franchise model 
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of store chains run by Khadi & Village Industries Commission. The KVIC has a 
countrywide chain of 7000 plus stores in India. This period also witnessed the 
emergence of shopping centers with car parking facility. The Modem era has a host of 
small and large formats with exclusive outlets showcasing a complete range of 
products. Over the last three years, this sector has witnessed an exorbitant growth due 
to the establishment of numerous international quality formats to suit the Indian 
purchase behavior. (Negi H.S., 2008) 
Retailing in India in contrast to developed economies, is highly fragmented and 
unorganized though the country has one of the highest retail densities worldwide with 
close to 12 million retail outlets. The Indian category Indian Retailer includes street 
vendors, restaurants, kiosks, street markets and vendors, where the ownership and 
management rest with one person, are classified as traditional or unorganized retail 
outlets. These formats typically require employees with low skills and account for 
around two-thirds of the sector's output. These are highly competitive outlets, with 
minimal rental costs, cheap labor and negligible overheads and taxes but unorganized 
retailers suffer due to poor shopping experience and inability to offer a wide range of 
products and value-addition due to lack of sourcing capabilities. The modern Indian 
consumer is seeking more value in terms of improved availability and quality, pleasant 
shopping environment, financing options, trial rooms for clothing products, return and 
exchange policies and competitive prices. This has created a rapidly growing 
opportunity for organized, modem retail formats to emerge in recent years and grow at 
a fast pace. Inefficiency in the existing supply chains presents further opportunity for 
organized players to draw on this large market even as lack of consumer culture and 
low purchasing power restricted the development of modem formats. India is in the 
phase of the retail evolution where domestic customers become more demanding with 
their rising standard of living and changing lifestyles. Attractive yields on investments 
have resulted in a sharp increase in property development. From 25 operational malls in 
2003, the country had over 220 malls in 2006 with a cumulative estimated space of 40 
million sq ft and over 600 malls in 2010, with as much as 100 million sq ft retail space. 
Availability of retail space is expected to increase further whenever property funds and 
investment trusts are permitted, which will help create a secondary market for real 
estate in the country. (Kumar, 2005) 
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Apart from the above-mentioned factors India is the fourth largest economy in 
purchasing power parity (PPP) terms and is forecasted to be the third largest economy 
in terms of GDP in next five years. 
It is amongst the top 10 FDI destinations and has a stable Government with 2nd stage 
reforms in place. Indian retail has big billion investment plans in infrastructure in next 
5 years, it is the second most attractive developing market, a country with the largest 
young population in the world with more English speaking people in India than of in 
the whole of Europe (Srivastava, 2008). 
All the above factors and many more make the Indian retail industry the largest 
industry in India, with an employment of around 8% and contributing to over 10% of 
the country's GDP. Retail industry in India is expected to rise 25% yearly being driven 
by strong income growth, changing lifestyles, and favorable demographic patterns. 
(Das M.S., 2007) 
Retailing sector is the second largest employer in the country with almost over 12 
million retail outlets in India though it is fairly fragmented. Organized retailing is 
gaining momentum rapidly growing at almost 25-30% per annum. It is forecasted to be 
10% of the total retailing by the end of 2010. According to the Union Minister of 
Commerce & Industry, Shri Kamal Nath, the organized retail sector is expected to grow 
to a value of Rs. 2,00,000 crore (US$45 billion) and may generate 10 tol5 million jobs 
in next 5 years. The jobs can come in two broad forms: 2.5 million of these 
opportunities may be associated directly with retailing and the rest 10 million may be 
generated in related sectors that will be pulled up through the strong forward and 
backward linkage effects. (Economy Watch, 2010) 
According to the 8th Annual Global Retail Development Index (GRDI) of AT Kearney, 
India retail industry is the most promising emerging market for investment. In 2007, the 
retail trade in India had a share of 8-10% in the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) of the 
country. In 2009, it rose to 12% and is expected to rise further in the coming years. 
1.4 Organized versus Unorganized Retailing 
The Indian retail industry can be categorized broadly as organized large, unorganized 
and informal sector enterprises. The organized retailers are the who possess legal 
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permissions or licenses to undertake the activity and are registered with sales tax/VAT 
etc. These enterprises include super markets, hypermarkets, retail chains, and also the 
privately-owned large retail businesses. Their presence is of recent origin though they 
are gradually gaining importance and are growing at a decent pace. The unorganized 
retail trade enterprises include all those local kirana and general shops, family managed 
— own account trade enterprises (Mom-Pop shops), registered under the Shops and 
Establishment Act (s), administered by the local authorities. They are very large in 
number and dominate Indian scenario with a whopping 98 per cent estimated share in 
the total establishments. At this juncture, they, apparently, are providing tough 
competition to large retail outlets. The third category of retailers includes small shops 
such as tiny grocery and vegetable shops run from a room of a house, wayside vendors, 
and handcarts operating without any licenses, which is not any past-time activity for 
owners, but is an economic necessity. (Prasad and Koshy, 2012). Food and grocery 
sector, which is at 60%, is the biggest chunk of unorganized retailing in India. (Refer 
figure 1.1) 
Figure 1.1 
Unorganized Retail: Sector-wise Break-up 
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1.5 Food and Grocery Retailing 
The food and grocery sector in India is witnessing a remarkable change in retailing 
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patterns. Food retailing is coming of age from a period when food items were sold in 
small road side grocer shops and mandis, haats and bazaars by vendors to a stage when 
food and groceries are retailed through supermarket stores where eansumers can 
inspect, select and pick up the products they like in a comfortable ambience and still 
pay a fair price for the product and the merchandise. From simple trading activity, food 
retailing is now heading to the status of an industry. Traditionally, Indians were used to 
buying their sugar, wheat, pulses, rice etc. from their neighborhood store. The majority 
of food and food products were and still are retailed through neighborhood kirana 
stores. The majority of fresh produce is sold from the carts of traveling vendors. Such 
produce is deemed to be of low product quality, variety and hygiene. The retail food 
industry is revolutionizing the shopping experience of Indian customers. Growing at the 
rate of 30%, the Indian food retail is going to be and no doubt is the major driving force 
for the retail industry. Food accounts for the largest share of consumer spending. Food 
and food products account for about 50% of the value of final private consumption. 
Food has the largest consumption in the Indian economy and will remain the single 
largest category. The growth in organized retail for various popular sectors in India is 
depicted in figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2 
Sector-wise C/1GR Grow h: Qryanized Retail 
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1.6 Retailing Formats 
The retail format is the store `package' that the retailer presents to the shopper. A 
format is defined as a type of retail mix, used by a set of retailers. Store Formats are 
formats based on the physical store where the vendor interacts with the customer. It is 
the mix of variables that retailers use to develop their business strategies and constitute 
the mix as assortment, price, transactional convenience and experience. (Sinha and 
Kumar, 2004) 
Organized retailers are the contemporary formats by which shoppers have the edge of a 
world class shopping experience. Pantaloon, Shoppers Stop and Trent are some 
examples of these formats. Organized retail may broadly be classified into the 
following formats 
Malls: These are the largest form of organized retiling today located mainly in metro 
cities, in proximity to urban outskirts. They range from approximately 60,000 sq ft to 
7,00,000 sq ft and above, lend an ideal shopping experience, and have an amalgamation 
of product, service and entertainment under one common roof. 
Hvwermarkets: The Hypermarkets have a multiple division layout, and usually have an 
"industrial-look" interior. They generally provide daily necessities and grocery like 
items. Pricing at hypermarkets is competitive and offer volume discounts. 	- 
Multiple Brand Outlets MBO's): Multi Brand outlets are also known as Category 
Killers and offer several brands across a single product category. These usually do well 
in busy market places and Metros. 
Super Markets: These are large self-service outlets, catering to varied shopper needs 
and are located in or near residential streets. They can further be classified into mini 
supermarkets typically 1,000 sq ft to 2,000 sq ft rid large supermarkets ranging from a 
size of 3,500 sq It to 5,000 sq ft. They have a strong focus on food and grocery and 
personal sales. 
Discount Stores: They are discount stores or factory outlets and offer discounts on the 
maximum retail prices through selling in bulk and thus reaching economies of scale or 
selling excess stock left over at the season. The product category can range from a 
variety of perishable to non-perishable goods. 
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Convenience Stores: They are relatively small stores of 400-2,000 sq. feet located near 
residential areas and stock a limited range of high-turnover convenience products and 
are usually open for extended periods during the day mostly seven days a week. Prices 
at these stores are slightly higher due to the convenience premium. 
Departmental Store.  They are large stores ranging from 20000-50000 sq. ft catering to 
a variety of consumer needs and are further classified into localized departments such 
as clothing, toys, home, groceries, etc. 
Exclusive Store: They range from a size of 500 sq ft to 5,000 sq ft. and above, this 
format is owned or managed by the Company or through its franchise. These can offer 
single brand as well as multiple brands. 
Specialty Store: They focus on a specific product category and are medium sized layout 
in strategic locations. Specialty stores provide a large variety base for the consumers to 
choose from. (Negi H.S., 2008) 
1.7 Supply Chain 
According to \ ikipedia supply chain is a system of organizations, people, technology, 
activities, information and resources involved in moving a product or service from 
supplier to customer Supply chain activities transform natural resources, raw materials 
and components into a finished product that is delivered to the end customer. In 
sophisticated supply chain systems, used products may re-enter the supply chain at any 
point where residual value is recyclable. Supply chains link value chains. 
Business Directory defines it as network of manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, 
and retailers, who turn raw materials into finished goods and services and deliver them 
to consumers. Supply chains are seen as integrated entities, which mean that closer 
relationships between the organizations throughout the chain can bring competitive 
advantage, reduce costs, and help to maintain a loyal customer base. In other words it 
aligns the capabilities of suppliers, manufacturers, channel partners and customers in 
order to control the physical flow of products from source to point of use. 
Supply chain is a network of retailers, distributors, transporters, storage facilities and 
suppliers that participate in the sale, delivery and production of a particular product. A 
typical supply chain begins with ecological and biological regulation of natural 
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resources, followed by the human extraction of raw material and includes several 
production links, for instance; component construction, assembly and merging before 
moving onto several layers of storage facilities and finally reaching the consumer. A 
supply chain is a chain of processes which supply one to another. In its most simple 
layout, the chain is a one-way sequence of processes. (Refer figure 1.3) 
Figure 1.3 Supply Chain Layout 
The exchanges encountered in the supply chain can therefore he between different 
companies who will seek to maximize their revenue within their sphere of interest, but 
may have little or no knowledge or interest in the remaining players in the supply chain. 
More recently, the loosely coupled, self-organizing network of businesses that 
cooperates to provide product and service offerings has been called the extended 
enterprise. 
Although these Supply Chain definitions sound very simple, effective management of a 
Supply Chain can be a real challenge. In more complex, real-world situations, the 
involved processes can form a whole supply network where processes can supply to 
each other and form flexible patterns. 
A supply chain essentially has three main parts, the supply, manufacturing and 
distribution: 
• The supply side concentrates on how, where from and when raw materials are 
procured and supplied to manufacturing. 
• Manufacturing converts these raw materials to finished products and 
• Distribution ensures that these finished products reach the final customers 
through a network of distributors, warehouses and retailers. 
The chain can he said to start with the suppliers of your suppliers and ends with the 
customers of your customer. 
1.8 Supply Chain in Indian Retailing 
Supply chain is of paramount importance to any retail business for on it depends the 
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growth. The aim of the Indian retailers should be to create a shelf centric partnership 
with their suppliers and manufacturers as this will create loss free supply chain and will 
give rise to top and bottom line growth. In the Indian organized retail sector the 
presence of fresh produce is very small as the nature of supply chain is very 
fragmented. This implies that supply chain has to play an important role in the 
organized retail sector. 
In the Indian retail market the role of supply chain is very important, as the customer 
demands a variety of product mix at affordable prices. In Indian warehousing plays a 
major role as an aspect of supply chain as the infrastructure in India in terms of road, 
rail, and air links are not sufficient. Indian retailer is trying to reduce transportation 
costs and is investing in logistics through partnership or directly. The retail supply 
chain should become responsive and adaptive to the customer demands as the Indian 
retail sector is growing hence making the role of supply chains all the more important. 
Supply chains should become cost efficient and collaborative to win the immense 
competition in this sector. The growth of the Indian retail industry to a large extent 
depends on supply chain, so efforts must be made by the Indian retailers to maintain it 
properly. 
1.9 Importance of Supply Chain 
With the growth in retailing, the Indian retailers are working towards efficient supply 
chain management systems. Warehousing is gaining ground. Will all this translate into 
better service to the final consumer, and to reduced price. And organized retailers in 
India have begun understanding and adopting international business practices and 
solutions, that go towards providing better service to customers. Warehousing and 
supply chain management is the area that almost every retailer is looking at today. 
(Mittal, 2008) 
The current boom in India can only sustain its momentum if supply chain management 
is given top priority by retail players. An underdeveloped situation in any aspect of 
SCM be it movement of raw material or finished goods or inventory can cause harms of 
big magnitude to growth and development of this sector. The importance of managing 
supply chains is paramount to achieve profitable growth over the long term in retail 
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sector, supply chains need to be aligned into efficient, agile and adaptable network that 
can handle larger volumes, expand reach, balance cost and address the demographic 
variations while providing scalability. (Murali and Roy, 2008) 
Management of supply chains requires retailers to perform a balancing act that meets 
multiple needs simultaneously. Retailers must keep costs low in order to remain 
competitive while delivering high service levels and as they manage global supply 
chains other pressures come from more demanding consumers as well as from the 
increasingly global nature of the industry, which has retailers both sourcing and selling 
products in more places around the world. 
Businesses can address both current and future complexity in the area of supply chain 
with cost-effective, integrated solutions that help retailers drive enhanced supply chain 
efficiency and trading partner collaboration by better connecting product information, 
processes, systems, and people. These solutions address key retail business issues such 
as making order and replenishment processes more effective; lowering inventory levels 
in warehouses and distribution centers; improving out-of-stock levels; reducing 
paperwork; and improving data accuracy. 
1.10 Justification of Research 
Food and grocery sector is the fastest growing sector (CAGR-48.12%) and has the 
largest sector wise share of retail spend (60%). As retailing is still largely unorganized 
in India, there is immense scope for improving performance of this sector. Retailing is 
well developed in the developed economies —USA, UK France etc. Their markets are 
saturated. One can learn from the experience of retailing in these economies and 
experiment in India. 
1.11 Objective of Research Study 
This research titled "Retail Supply Chain: A Study of Business Models of Select Players 
from India and Developed Countries " aimed at studying in detail the business models 
of three leading retailers from developed countries namely Wal-Mart from United 
States (US), Tesco from United Kingdom (UK) and Carrefour from France to draw on 
their key success factors and use them as benchmark to conduct a comparison with the 
Indian retailers. The selected Indian retailers are Big Bazaarof the Future Group, 
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Reliance Fresh of the Reliance Group and Spencer's Fresh of the RPG Group. The 
research aimed to use secondary data to study the business models of the retailers from 
the developed countries and for the Indian retailers the data sources were both 
secondary and primary. 
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CHAPTER-2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter -2: Literature Review 
This chapter presents an overview of research studies undertaken in the area of supply 
chain management. It is organized into two major sections. The first section presents an 
overview of studies in retail supply chain with respect to various factors which have a 
bearing on performance of retail supply chain like radio frequency identification 
(RFID), innovative supply chain management (SCM) techniques, Physical distribution 
and Digitalization, logistics, customer relationship management (CRM), sourcing, 
electronic data interchange (EDI) broad non-food nierchandize, virtual store, 
procurement and SCM, private brands, supply chain and inventory management, 
efficient consumer response (ECR) grocery, manufacturer and retailer relationship, 
green supply chain management, supply chain and performance, supply chain and 
macro environment, supply chain management and integration, pricing, quality, drivers 
of retail performance, promotion and supply chain and retailers and entry strategy. The 
second section presents studies focusing on a select industry-they being fashion and 
garment retail, supply chain and grocery, food supply chain, automobile industry 
supply chain, mobile phone industry supply chain. 
2.1 Parameters of Supply Chain 
The following presents a review of studies with respect to various supply chain (SC) 
parameters. 
2.1.1 RF%D and Supply Chain 
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) has generated enormous interest in the area of 
supply chain, as it is a recent and emerging technology. RFID technology enables 
inventory tracking in real time bringing reduced processing time and labor. It enables 
complete visibility of accurate inventory data throughout the entire supply chain, from 
manufacturer's shop tloor to warehouses to retail stores. which in turn provides 
opportunities for improvement and transformation in various processes of the supply 
chain. (Lee, et al 2009). Retailers face various issues like stock-outs, inventory 
management, product recalls, theft, shrinkage and product counterfeiting. RFID 
deployment can help them in solving these problems as it provides supply chain 
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partners with the ability to foresee the movement of inventory, goods and customer 
demand, allowing them to plan in advance. It helps the firms to enhance visibility in 
supply chain and checking movement of products. In brief it provides real time 
visibility in supply chain and hence strengthens communication between the trading 
partners. (Madhani, 2009). RFID has a wider range of benefits than its predecessor 
technology bar code though it currently comes at a price that is considered not very 
reasonable by many businesses. It is advantageous because it does not require line-of-
sight scanning, acts to reduce labor levels, enhances visibility, and improves inventory 
management. The ultimate aim of RFID in SCM is to provide item-level tracking and 
act to revolutionize SCM practices, introducing another level of efficiencies never seen 
before. (Michael and McCathie, 2005). RFID has become one of the most discussed 
retail technologies as it promises to cut supply chain costs and also bring about other 
benefits to the chain. 
Mehrjerdi, (2009) did this study with the purpose of understanding important supply 
chain (SC) strategies for a complete success. It reviewed key points about the radio 
frequency identification (RFID) and the fundamental concepts of supply chain 
management (SCM). The methodology was case study wherein some applications of 
RFID in SC are briefly reviewed and three large cases of RFID implementation in SC 
are discussed. The study proviaed key elements of SCM, a brief background on RFID, 
and the integration of SC and RFID to generate new systems with higher level of 
profitability and efficiency. It found that to make the SCM functional and successfully 
operational, management must be committed to high standard of performance including 
competitive lead times to customers, significantly reduced inventories, world-class 
product quality, and reduced process and product complexity. The basic issues related 
to RFID technology are explored, including its promises as well as its pitfalls. A 
conceptual discussion of the evolution of RFID is provided, its application in various 
industries is discussed, implementation challenges highlighted, and adoption phases 
and success factors have also been elaborated upon. It was found that RFID is the most 
recent prolific technology that provides supply chain collaboration and visibility, 
increasing corporate ROI and at the same time improving the retail supply chain 
communication. 
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If handled properly, RFID technology can result in an evolutionary change 
incorporating legacy systems with the real-time supply chain management of 
tomorrow. It is that the stumbling point seems to be a variety of issues outside the 
technology itself, which include marketing problems, false promises, security and 
privacy considerations, and a lack of standards. It confirms that RFID is a powerful 
technology in its infancy with untapped potential for supply chain collaboration. The 
biggest implementation challenge is for IT experts to determine how to integrate RFID 
with existing supply chain management (SCM), customer relationship management 
(CRM), and enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications. (Attaran, 2007). 
(1) Impact of RFID Application 
This study by Visich et. al undertaken in 2009, focuses on the benefits of radio 
frequency identification (RFID) on the performance of supply chains, It is based on 
primary study that is through investigational evidence. It classifies and reviews existing 
quantitative empirical evidence of RFID on supply chain performance. It concludes by 
classifying the evidence into operational and managerial and the processes by the effect 
they have had which are automation, informational or transformational. It concludes 
that RFID implementation has had automation effects on the operational processes 
through inventory control and efficiency improvements. It shows informational effects 
on the managerial processes which is reflected in observed for improved decision 
quality, production control and the effectiveness of retail sales and promotions. This 
research gives an understanding of the quantitative benefits of RFID in the supply 
chain. (Visich, et al, 2009) 
Zelbst, et at (2010) undertook an evaluation of structural model that utilizes radio 
frequency identification (RFID) technology and supply chain information sharing as 
antecedents to supply chain performance. Data was collected from a sample of 155 
manufacturing sector and service sector organizations. It assesses the model using a 
structural equation methodology. The research concludes that RFID technology 
utilization does not affect the supply chain performance directly but leads to improved 
information sharing amongst the supply chain participants, leads to improved supply 
chain performance and improved customer satisfaction. 
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The literature that follows focuses on the application of RFID in different sectors-
grocery, prints, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, FMCG and fiber industry 
(2) Grocery 
Prater et at (2005) undertook a study of application RFID in supply chains within 
grocery industry. It outlines the market drivers that effect the way the grocery industry 
approaches RFID and also areas of research on RFID that should be undertaken to 
better provide the grocery industry with managerial insights. The paper develops a 
research framework that includes research using modeling techniques, RFID 
implementation, drivers that have lead to RFID implementation in grocery industry and 
the impact of RFID on daily operational issues. It provides a detailed framework of 
research areas that are of practical importance to the grocery industry. The study 
concludes that the adoption of RFID technology and its attendant supply chain 
management techniques holds the promise of being more successful than the automatic 
replenishment program (ARP) implementations of the 1990s and that the use of RFID 
might allow grocery stores to keep smaller quantities of each product on their shelves 
while still retaining high service levels. 
(3) Printing Industry 
Hou and Huang (2006) undertook a study aimed at revealing the business 
characteristics of the printing industry. It undertook a quantitative analysis of costs and 
benefits for RFID applications in different logistics activities. The study was based on 
interviews and was based on information collected through a questionnaire. Its 
objective was to explore business operation requirements and RFID acceptance of 
distinct roles in the printing supply chain. It concludes by classifying printing supply 
chain into six models and providing RFID application scenarios for them. It finds that 
item tagging mechanism is the ideal approach for RFID application in the printing 
supply chain and provides reference information for enterprises to evaluate the RFID 
implementation in the supply chain. 
(4) Healthcare 
Kumar et at (2009) studied the healthcare supply chain with the objective of 
determining portions of healthcare supply chains which were most efficient and cost 
effective and in which radio frequency identification devices (RFID) could be 
implemented. It also provided specific examples of RFID implementation and 
demonstrated how these business applications could add to the effectiveness of the 
healthcare supply chain. It described the current state of RFID technology scenario and 
provided practical information for managers in the healthcare sector to make sound 
decisions about the possible implementation of RFID technology within organizations. 
It examined literature related to Healthcare industry sighting examples of specific 
instances of RFID implementation using an integrated simulation model using Excel, 
@Risk and Visio software tools. The study concluded that the cost of implementing 
present day RFID technology is too high for broad implementation within the 
healthcare sector but there are certain areas where this technology could be effectively 
leveraged in a cost-effective way. The study showed that RFID technology has come a 
long way in the recent past and has potential to improve productivity and efficiency of 
the healthcare sector. 
Wyld's (2008) study focused on the fast-growing problem of counterfeit prescription 
drugs and the steps being taken by both the private and public sectors to counteract it. 
The author documented both the size and scope of the counterfeit pharmaceutical 
problem in the USA. The study recommended use of RFID technology to track 
pharmaceuticals in the supply chain and counter the growing threat of counterfeit 
drugs. The study is a valuable overview of the problems associated with the 
vulnerability of the pharmaceutical supply chain in the USA and the potential cost-
effective, life-saving use of RFID to better secure prescription drugs, both in transit and 
in inventory. The study demonstrated that RFID provided the only effective method of 
providing "track and trace" electronic pedigrees for prescription drugs. 
(5) Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 
Miragliotta et al (2009) described an analytical model to assess the costs and benefits of 
RFID in FMCG supply chain. They presented an in-depth literature review and a 
classification of the main contributions regarding the assessment of RFID applications. 
The impact of RFID technology on supply chain processes has been modelled using an 
activity-based approach. The model was validated based on a discussion with logistics 
and SCM managers of thirty FMCG companies. They concluded that the pallet tagging 
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showed limited benefits, whereas the actual potential of RFID was in the case level 
tagging. The study also concluded that the profitability of these projects was 
significantly affected by the costs of RFID tags and by the characteristics of the base-
line supply chain in terms of efficiency, quality requirements and product features. The 
model provided a clear assessment of how and when a positive return on investment in 
terms of cost and performances could be achieved. 
(6) Fiber Industry 
Kwok and Wu (2009) in their study aim at describing the design of a radio frequency 
identification (RFID)-based intra-supply chain (intra-SC) system, which could enhance 
coordination, and integration of supply chain functions and activities eventually 
enhancing the overall performance of a supply chain. The structure of the intra-SC 
system is designed for a chain of entities in the textile industry. These entities were a 
fiber producer, fiber dyeing producer, yarn spinning producer, knitting and finishing 
producer, distributor, and a textile retailer. The system was designed to tackle issues 
related to information invisibility, which is considered a huge cost lost for obsolete 
stocks and ineffective intra-SC operations in the textile industry. The major difficulties 
encountered by the supply chain participants were short product life cycle and high 
forecast errors. The research concludes that implementation of the RFID based intra-SC 
system improves, operational time, costs, lead-time, and accuracy of inventory holding 
and cycle time operations. It is of great benefit to the manufacturer as it helps seek 
obsolete stock effectively and capture real-time data automatically. 
The determinants of RFID technology adoption are technological, organizational and 
environmental. Companies' willingness to adopt RFID technology is significantly 
influenced by the explicitness and accumulation of technology, organizational 
encouragement for innovation, quality of human resources, and governmental support. 
There is a positive association between the willingness to adopt RFID technology and 
supply chain performance for service providers. (Lin and Ho 2009). 
Mehrjerdi, (2010) reviewed key points about the radio frequency identification, and 
productivity enhancement in SCM through the use of radio frequency identification. 
The methodology was case study wherein the author briefly reviewed some 
applications of radio frequency identification in supply chain and five cases of radio 
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frequency identification implementation in supply chain were discussed. The study 
found that to make supply chain system successful operational manufacturers can use 
radio frequency identification solutions to reduce operating costs through decreasing 
the labor costs, claims, and returns. This will help them to increase the operating 
income. Working capital can also be reduced by enabling reductions in inventory and 
lowering the inventory write-off from the return goods and those items that are un-
saleable at the end. It suggested that it is the collection of such strategies that can bring 
higher level of profitability and productivity to the supply chain. 
Adoption of RFID has automation effects through inventory control and efficiency 
improvements, and informational effects through improved decision-making and 
production control and effective retail sales and promotions. 
It leads to more information sharing, improved supply chain performance and improved 
customer satisfaction. 
For grocery chain, benefits of RFID adoption may be in the smaller inventories and 
higher service levels and it has the potential to counter threat of counterfeit drugs in 
pharmaceutical supply chains, higher benefits could be accrued in case level tagging as 
compared to palette tagging in FMCG products; helps provide benefits of information 
visibility and thus reduce forecasting errors in garment supply chain. 
2.1.2 Innovative Techniques in SCM 
Hingley, et al (2007) undertook a study to investigate the implications of the 
introduction of radio frequency identification (RFID) tagging on suppliers and the 
impact it would have on suppliers of the UK grocery retail market. The research 
focused on two specific research questions, which were firstly "What are the 
implications of the introduction of RFID on suppliers?" and secondly "How will these 
implications impact on the success of RFID in the future?" A selection of different 
suppliers were interviewed. The study focused on business-to-business implications of 
RFID to the FMCG/perishable food sectors, notably in comprehension of supplier 
perspective The study found that in order to keep costs of application of RFID to a 
minimum, retailers and suppliers need to develop standardized but flexible systems. It 
also concluded that implementation of RFID should take into account the context of 
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supply chain power imbalance and suggested that retailers and suppliers should work 
together. 
Hoffman and Mehra (2000) studied efficient consumer response (ECR) as a supply 
chain strategy in grocery businesses. They analyzed the adoption of ECR strategy by 
five major grocery operations in US markets and presented a management action plan 
for future adoption of ECR strategy by similar business operators. 
Fliedner 2003 examined collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment 
(CPFR), which is a Web-based tool to coordinate the various supply chain management 
activities including production and purchase planning, demand forecasting, and 
inventory replenishment between supply chain trading partners. He defined CPFR in 
detail, cited benefits that have been achieved, identified obstacles to implementation, 
and discussed the future of CPFR. 
Fernie in 1994 discussed the development of quick response techniques in different 
parts of the world, notably the UK, USA, continental Europe and Japan. He focused on 
grocery markets where arguably quick response should be a part of corporate 
philosophy. The study demonstrated that enabling technologies like quick response 
were in place but its success at reducing inventory through the supply chain and in 
minimizing lead times varied from country to country and also between companies in 
specific countries. The study also found the reasons for such variations which were the 
nature of retailer-supplier relations, the degree of fragmentation or concentration of 
retail markets, the extent of retail branding and the distribution "culture" evident in 
different parts of the world. 
Warkentin et al, in 2001 evaluated the increase in inter- and intra-organizational 
knowledge sharing capabilities brought about by the Internet-driven "new economy" 
technologies and the resulting managerial implications. It built on the extensive 
literature in knowledge management and inter-organizational systems by identifying 
the opportunities of each in creating "e-knowledge networks" to support organizational 
collaboration. They applied the framework to four industry case studies — supply chain 
management networks, adserver networks, content syndication networks, and business-
to-business exchange networks. The results suggested that in the new economy, 
characterized by ubiquitous and often automated information sharing capabilities, the 
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ability to create knowledge-based networks of partners would be critical to maintaining 
competitive advantage. 
Dewsnap and Hart in 2004 proposed that the fashion industry might usefully follow the 
grocery industry's lead and implement category management. The authors did a 
comprehensive review of the literature on category management, which highlighted the 
opportunity for fashion marketing to consider the potential of category management. 
The study was exploratory in nature and involved survey of consumers. The study 
found that as a consumer-oriented joint planning tool, category management offers 
retailer-supplier partnerships in the fashion industry an important adjunct to the 
industry's quick response methods. 
Adoption of innovative technologies improves performance of a SC. For RFID to be 
successfully deployed, retailer and supplier need to work in close collaboration. 
Adoption of CPFR resulted in co-ordination of production, purchase, demand planning, 
inventory replenishment between parties of SC. QRS helped reduce lead time and 
inventory in SC; but magnitude of impact depended upon the relationship between 
parties of SC, the degree of fragmentation or concentration of retail markets, retail 
branding and also culture of distribution. Further e-knowledge networks further 
enhance collaboration among entities of a SC. 
2.1.3 Physical distribution and Digitalization 
Iyer, et al in 2004 empirically investigated the relationships among supply chain B2B 
e-commerce, environmental uncertainty, organizational structure, and time-based 
delivery performance and found that B2B e-commerce enhances time-based delivery 
performance, the process turbulence component of environmental uncertainty has direct 
influence on B2B e-commerce implementation and an indirect influence as mediated by 
the integration dimension of organizational structure. It also found that process 
turbulence indirectly has a positive effect on time-based delivery performance, whereas 
demand unpredictability has no effect. Integration within the firm is associated with 
B2B e-commerce implementation, while decentralization and formal control are 
unrelated to B2B e-commerce. 
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Inkinen, et al (2009) did this study to assess electronic information transfer in logistics 
organizations. The paper used interview data to show information exchange patterns 
within one particular logistics chain. The interviews were designed according to current 
topics in information management literature and analyzed with content analysis. The 
study found the need to enhance information distribution in B2B operations. It also 
found that business to government operations rely, to a large extent, on a combination 
of paper and electronic information distribution and suggested that the government 
interface should also be recognized. 
Relationship among SC B2B e-commerce enhances time-based delivery performance. 
B2B e-commerce implementation is closely associated with integration within a finn 
while decentralization and formal control are unrelated to B2B e-commerce. There was 
a need to enhance information distribution in B2B operation. 
2.1.4 Logistics 
Hingley, et at undertook the research in the year 2011 which aimed to investigate 
benefits of and barriers to the use of fourth-party logistics (4PL) management as a 
catalyst for horizontal collaboration. The authors conducted semi-structured interviews 
with three suppliers; three logistics service providers (LSPs), and one grocery retailer 
for this exploratory qualitative study. The study found that large LSPs could establish 
4PL management but there is a deterrent that was the need of significant investment. 
The parties interviewed believed 4PL would negatively influence the grocery retailer-
supplier dynamic but it could also provide key potential benefits. It also found that 
retaining supply chain control meant more to grocery retailers than cost efficiencies 
realized through horizontal collaboration. The study also found that barriers to such 
integration were created by power plays among lead stakeholders in grocery retailing 
that inhibit horizontal collaboration regardless of cost or other benefits. 
Bourlakis and Bourlakis in 2006 investigated the integration process of retailer's 
information technology strategy within logistics strategy and tried to find out those 
aspects of the retailer's distribution and operational performance that were mostly 
influenced via that integration. The study used a qualitative case study methodology 
where the managers of the major domestic and multinational firms operating in the 
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Greek food multiple retail market were interviewed. The integration process of the 
information technology and logistics strategies of these retail firms were linked to their 
relevant distribution and operational functions. The study also employed secondary 
data from the Greek food multiple retail sector. It was found that logistics and 
information technology strategies were developed and implemented in a parallel way 
by both local and multinational food multiple retailers in Greece. Using a financial ratio 
analysis carried out for these firms it was found that multinational firms possessed 
greater operational efficiency at both secondary and in-store distribution operations 
compared to domestic fines, something that was largely attributed to their integration 
of logistics and information technology operations. It was also found that multinational 
firms' superior operational efficiency was resulting in a higher profitability 
performance. 
This study done by Bourlakis and Bourlakis in 2005 investigated the evolutionary 
process of the retail logistics network formation, with the objective of proposing a 
relationship framework between the logistics asset buyer (which is the retailer) and the 
logistics asset supplier (which is the third-party logistics firm). The study used 
secondary data for the UK food retail chain and the evolutionary process was based on 
the way the asset specificity element of transaction costs theory could be perceived by 
the logistics asset buyer and the logistics asset supplier. The asset specificity element 
was linked to both network and buyer-supplier relationship theories with the aim of 
conceptualising a buyer-supplier relationship framework. A new relationship 
framework was developed based on the buyers'-suppliers' perceptions in relation to 
logistics asset specificity, and the conditions required for the formation of the retail 
logistics network were illustrated. If transaction costs were perceived as high by both 
the buyer and the supplier of a logistics asset, the retailer would engage into a fourth-
party logistics network formation where the use of information technology systems 
were of critical importance. At this stage, these systems would become the primary co-
ordination device for the reduction and absorption of complexity in the retail chain. 
Large logistics service providers (LSPs) used fourth-party logistics (4PL) for horizontal 
collaboration but it required significant investments to be made. The horizontal 
collaboration could add to cost efficiency in SC. There is great need to integrate IT 
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strategy to logistic strategy of the company and multi national companies (MNCs) 
possessed greater operational efficiency compared to domestic firms simply because of 
higher level of integration. 
2.1.5 CRM 
Nguyen, et al in 2007 undertook a study which aimed to put forward strategies for 
successful implementation of CRM and discussed barriers to CRM in e-business and 
m-business. The study combined narrative with argument and analysis. The study 
found that CRM stores all information about its customers in a database and uses this 
data to coordinate sales, marketing, and customer service departments so as to work 
together smoothly to best serve their customers' needs. The study also demonstrated 
how CRM, if used properly, could enhance a company's ability to achieve the ultimate 
goal of retaining customers and gain strategic advantage over its competitors. 
Feinberg and Kadam in 2002 attempted to uncover relationships between e-CRM and 
customer satisfaction by determining the presence of e-CRM features on retail Web 
sites. The study also attempted to determine if the amount of e-CRM was related to 
customer satisfaction or which, if any, of the various features of e-CRM were related to 
customer satisfaction. The study found that retailers differed in the presence of the 42 
different e-CRM features; that there was a positive relationship between the amount of 
e-CRM on a Web site and customer satisfaction with the Web site; and that not all e-
CRM attributes were equal — some were related to satisfaction and some were not. It 
also concluded that there was no relationship between the level of e-CRM on a retail 
Web site and sales and profit. 
Feinberg, et al in 2002 undertook study to analyze the availability of electronic 
customer relationship management (E-CRM) features on retail Web sites and their 
relationship to consumer satisfaction and site traffic. The authors analyzed top 100 
specialty store, standard retail store, and Internet retailer Web sites for the presence of 
41 E-CRM features. The availability of these features was then assessed for their 
relationship with consumer traffic to the site and customer satisfaction with the site. 
The study found that internet retailers were significantly more likely to have E-CRM 
attributes on their site and that only the chat feature, spare parts availability, gift 
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certificate purchase, mailing address, search engine, links, and a company profile were 
associated with customer satisfaction. The study also found that no E-CRM feature was 
associated with customer traffic to a site, standard retailers appear to he behind in 
implementing E-CRM features in current operations. 
Curry and Kkolou in 2004 undertook a study and presented a self-assessment tool 
which organizations could use to evaluate their use of CRM. The authors used three 
case study examples to illustrate how the tool could be used. They analyzed the 
examples in terms of key CRM criteria to show where their relative strengths and 
weaknesses lay. The case examples encompass a spectrum of approaches that work 
well in terms of sustained customer orientation. To draw conclusions about the cases 
displayed in the form of positioning maps the CRM factor evaluation matrix and the 
balanced scorecard were used. The study found that all the case organizations had 
strong profiles for different reasons. Boots the Chemists emerged as particularly well 
performing in terms of the sophistication of their approach to CRM and had a 
consequent beneficial effect on the organization's TQM culture. 
Lee-Kelley, et al did the study in the year 2003 and provided evidence of how to 
improve planning for customer management by presenting and testing a conceptual 
model of the process by which the implementation of electronic relationship marketing 
(e-CRM), could enhance loyalty. The authors while building the framework found, 
price sensitivity to be a primary confounding element on loyalty and was included in 
the study for control. An exploratory study of Internet retailers, e-retailers, and their 
customers was conducted and the findings revealed that e-retail companies dealing in 
products like CD, DVD. video and book products should consider customers' 
perceptions of relationship marketing efforts, as they were fundamental to enhancing 
customer loyalty and that an enhancement of customer loyalty reduces price sensitivity. 
CRM application stores and uses information about customers to co-ordinate sales, 
markets and customer service to derive competitive advantage. Also there was a 
significant relationship between e-CRM on websites and customer satisfaction but no 
relationship between customer traffic. Further e-CRM had relationship with customer 
loyalty. 
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2.1.6 Sourcing 
Cox, et at (2007) undertook a study with the aim of proving that a proactive sourcing 
strategy could be just as important as a proactive marketing strategy in achieving 
sustainable competitive advantage. The methodology is inductive and qualitative, using 
a multi-case, multi-site approach and was based on action research carried out in the 
UK beef industry, with a focus on the food service supply chain. Multiple participants 
were interviewed at various stages of the supply chain starting from farm gate to the 
consumer. The research offered partial support for configuration-based approaches but 
also raised doubts as it is not the complexity or ambiguity of the relationships that is 
key in the case, but the fact that brand ownership and contracts created property rights 
for their owner that created a relatively permanent power resource for Pioneer, the case 
study company, in its market struggle with its customers and competitors. The power 
and property rights views of strategic management is supported by the research more 
than the configuration approach. The case study has also illustrated the importance for 
business managers of linking this sourcing strategy with a firm's marketing, and more 
specifically its branding strategy. 
Zeng (2003) adopts a process viewpoint and examines the design and management 
issues associated with the global sourcing process. This is based on a case study at a 
leading firm in the US aviation industry. The study evaluated the effectiveness of the 
company's global sourcing process, compared the design alternatives of the supply 
chain structure, and summarized the critical issues of efficient management of the 
process. It also developed three logistics-based criteria to indicate the effectiveness of 
the transportation and distribution network. The process design can be assessed based 
on the dimensions of supply chain integration is also demonstrated and a flow-level 
matrix is developed to identify the critical issues of managing the global sourcing 
process. 
The research by Ho, et al (2011) aimed to develop an integrated analytical approach, 
(combining quality function deployment (QFD) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 
approach) to enhance the effectiveness of sourcing decisions. AHP is used to determine 
the importance of evaluating factors and preference of each supplier with respect to 
each selection criterion while QFD is used to translate the company stakeholder 
requirements into multiple evaluating factors for supplier selection, which are used to 
benchmark the suppliers. Application to UK based automobile manufacturing company 
is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. 
Wagner, et al (2005) studied the SME's with the purpose of gaining insight into 
attitudes and perceptions of supplier development and local sourcing programmes in 
the UK grocery retail sector. A qualitative approach to data collection was undertaken 
using semi-structured in-depth interviews as the research was exploratory in nature. 
The study concluded that retailers do seem to be undertaking supplier development as 
defined in the literature but the data collected highlights some of the difficulties 
experienced by all suppliers in supporting grocery retailer category management and 
branding strategies. The paper offers an insight into the debate on SME supplier 
development and local sourcing by providing empirical evidence of the current shape 
and scope of the various initiatives in the UK grocery sector and stated that local 
sourcing also implies the involvement of the micro-enterprise producer which had the 
potential for greater levels of power and trust imbalance. 
Sourcing strategy to be successful should be integrally linked with a firm's marketing 
and branding strategy. Retailers take interest in developing suppliers, but in turn 
suppliers are not very effective in supporting retailer in their category management and 
branding strategies. 
2.1.7 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and SCM 
Supply chain management (SCM) is about enhancing relationship between a company 
and its suppliers and customers. It is characterized by inter-organizational coordination 
to enable companies to work jointly with their customers and suppliers to integrate 
activities along the supply chain to more efficiently supply product to end users. 
Standardised systematic integration is an indicator of evolved SCM and automatic 
inter-organizational interfaces. Such systematic integration is enhanced by Information 
technology (IT) usage by enabling more efficient and automatic information flow. Hill 
and Scudder (2002) studied the impact of electronic data interchange (EDI) on inter-
organizational information transfers in the supply chain. Data from a survey of the food 
industry was utilized to examine the use of EDI with respect to inter firm coordination 
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activities involving suppliers and customers. The influence of demographic 
characteristics on EDt use was also investigated. The study concluded that EDI was 
viewed more as a tool for improving efficiencies rather than a tool for facilitating 
integration of supply. It further concluded that there was a difference in firm's use of 
EDI in relation with customers than to suppliers as firms had a tendency to be much 
more accommodating to the desires of their customers than of their suppliers. 
2.1.8 Broad non-food merchandize 
Chu, et al (2010) aimed to examine whether brand image and evaluation mode could 
alleviate a negative Country of Origin (COO) effect. A 2(COD)x2(brand)%2(evaluation 
mode) experimental design was employed in order to examine whether brand and COO 
effects on product evaluation vary under different evaluation modes. The data were 
analyced by a repeated measure MANOVA. The results showed that products made in 
favourable countries were rated higher in joint evaluation mode than in separate 
evaluation mode. Conversely, products made in unfavourable countries were better 
evaluated in separate evaluation mode than in joint evaluation mode- The results of the 
study are not in favour of the notion that a strong brand image could overcome the 
negative effect of COO. 
A strong brand image cannot overcome a negative effect of COO. 
2.1.9 Virtual stores 
Kim and Yin (2006) undertook research with the aim of presenting a general overview 
of the characteristics of virtual communities hosted by apparel retailers. The authors did 
a content analysis on 2,521 web sites hosted by apparel retailers which were identified 
from Stores Magazine "top 100 specialty retailers" and "top 100 retailers" listings, and 
Guogle search engine directory. Web sites were analyzed in terms of general 
characteristics of apparel retailers (e.g. apparel product categories, ability to purchase 
online, presence of brick-and-mortar stores). The authors found that apparel retailers 
selling casual merchandise to the young teen market had the strongest representation 
and a total of 13 virtual communities hosted by apparel were found. Most of the virtual 
communities used bulletin or message board tools. About half of the virtual 
communities had registration requirements and rules or membership policies. 
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Manganari, et al (201 1) did a study with the purpose of examining the virtual store 
layout's perceived ease of use effects on consumer behaviour and the perceived 
differences of two layout patterns most commonly used in air travel web sites which 
are grid and freeform layout. Structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to evaluate 
the research model and test the research on data collected through a laboratory 
experiment from a total of 241 students at a business school. The results confirmed and 
extended available knowledge regarding virtual store layout effects on shopper 
responses. Findings also implied that layout pattern affects perceived pleasure and not 
ease of use in the investigated sector. The study also confirmed the moderating role of 
atmospheric responsiveness. 
Fiore and Kelly in the year 2007 did a study to examine major issues related to 
integration of auditory features at online stores with reference to social and experiential 
implications of implementing auditory atmospherics, product presentation techniques 
and other features to the online context. The researchers surveyed a total of 70 online 
retail, manufacturer and representational web sites for recording and categorizing their 
use of sound. Discussion was developed on projected directions for the use of sound 
online, adopting examples like product demonstrations to highlight conceptual and 
practical differences. The study found that most of the web sites using sound are large 
corporations who employ audio features to enhance the display of selected products 
and within multimedia features. The study discussed the potential impact of auditory 
technologies for social and experiential aspects of shopping online and on how sound 
could better be used to overcome physical barriers between shoppers, products and the 
retail environment and to increase the potential for more fulfilling shopping and 
consuming experiences. This work provides a cross-disciplinary basis to guide initial 
developments in the integration of auditory features in online stores with regard to 
potential social and experiential implications for users. 
Jang and Burns in 2004 studied apparel websites with the aim of investigating 
components of apparel Web sites and to examine whether differences existed among 
the types of Web retailers in their components. For the purpose, thirty-six apparel Web 
sites were classified into four categories: virtual e-retailer, catalog company, bricks-
and-mortar retailer, and multi-channel retailer. The Web sites were analyzed according 
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to the components or the apparel Web including merchandise, promotion, and customer 
service, Significant differences were found among the four types of Web retailers with 
regard to components (product description, product price information, advertising, 
catalog service promotion, placing order, and returns policy) included an the Web sites. 
The study also found that current competition among Web sites is not based on what 
information is available, but how information is provided. 
Kim and Stoel in 2005 studied customers with the aim of exploring online customer 
service dimensions and to examine how attitude towards online customer service 
influence online purchase intent. The study employed human factors approach to 
identify online customer service dimensions by analyzing service provided by 
salespeople at retail stores. Regression analysis supported the predictive validity of 
these measures, revealing that customer service dimensions of ease in searching, 
availability of frequently asked questions (FAQs), availability of in-stock status 
information, and ease of comparison shopping were important predictors of online 
purchase intent. Results from this study suggested that online retailers needed to 
provide more information (e.g. FAQs) and remake browsing easier to help customers 
have satistactory shopping experience. 
Hannu Yrjola (2003) conducted a study with the objective of describing an 
evolutionary model for traditional grocery traders to start Electronic Grocery Shopping 
(EGS) gradually, mainly based on investments already made. It studied, in detail, the 
cost structure of some essential elements of the new supply chain and presented the 
initial results. It found that to become a viable option for consumers the EGS has to be 
supported by a completely new logistics structure in which the Internet could he used to 
connect all parties in the supply chain to the same real time information. It further 
concluded that the supply chain (from the supplier to the household) also needs to be 
redesigned. 
Smaros and Holmstrom (2000) analyzed the opportunities offered by bar code and 
radio frequency identification (RFID) technology to develop a new type of e-g'ocery 
related service, namely vendor-managed inventory (VM[) in the household. It 
addressed a number of key operational issues i.e. data capture, solution robustness and 
cost saving potential in the supply chain and concluded that the development of new 
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value offerings such as VMI was critical in c-grocery businesses to gain a competitive 
advantage over traditional retail formats 
Delaney-Klinger, et at (2003) undertook an examination of the Internet grocery 
industry. The methodology was case study. It compared two business models, that of 
the now-defunct Webvan and that of Tesco. It compared the two businesses according 
to the level of strategic alignment between marketing and operations strategies 
displayed. It demonstrated how creating a match between a firm's operations and 
marketing strategies was critical for success. It also used an e-operations profiling 
method to compare the operating characteristics of the two e-commerce ventures to 
traditional business operations. It made predictions offered as to the future of electronic 
commerce in the grocery industry and also reflected why Tesco and other bricks-and-
mortar grocers had achieved greater success selling groceries online than did Webvan. 
Clewley, et al (2009) examined the credibility which refers to believability of 
information as it is an important consideration of Internet shopping. The authors did an 
evaluation, which was conducted by incorporating Fogg's 10 Stanford Guidelines for 
Web Credibility into Nielsen's heuristic evaluation. Furthermore, security and 
individualization were considered as additional heuristics. Evaluation criteria were 
developed based on these 12 heuristics. Three UK car insurance web sites were 
selected for evaluation, including the AA, Norwich Union and Tesco. The results 
showed that the Norwich Union site seemed to be the most credible while the Tesco 
site appeared to he the least credible. The most significant credibility problems were 
found to lie in the areas of "trustworthiness", "expertise" and `real-world feel". In other 
words, these three areas were key issues For future improvement of these sites. 
Ellis-Chadwick, et al (2007) did the study with the aim of developing a better 
understanding of the expansion and development strategies used by retailers based in 
the UK for creating sustained competitive advantage in online grocery retailing. The 
authors addressed the objectives of the research by using a qualitative research strategy 
consisting of two specific methods of data collection: primary and secondary data 
collection. The study suggested that retailers have tended to follow an incremental 
approach towards the development and expansion of their online service provision. 
This route to expansion involved the trialing of new ideas, keeping close watch on the 
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competition while endeavoring to introduce innovative new services to capture 
consumer interest and deliver customer benefits. 
Xing et al, did this study in 2011 focusing on the growth of online shopping. It 
presented challenges for physical distribution service quality (PDSQ) provided by 
retailers due to the growth of online shopping. Issues emerging from a consumer survey 
regarding electronic physical distribution service quality (e-PDSQ) formed the base of 
their study. The research study employed qualitative interviews with retailers, logistics 
service providers and experts to consider the consumer survey findings and discuss the 
current market situation and suggest improvement. The study found that the pure 
players offer better e-PDSQ than multi-channel retailers as well as important constructs 
of availability, time, condition and returns regarding this phenomenon. The study also 
raised issues of relationships between retailers and LSPs and costs regarding service 
trade-offs. 
If traditional store is extended to make provision for virtual store; it needs to be 
supported by a totally new logistics structure wherein the Internet could be used to 
connect all parties of a SC. It also suggests a total re-designing of the SC. Also success 
of virtual store depended upon trust expertise and real world feel. Virtual store layout 
pattern affects perceived pleasure more than ease of use. Virtual stores also use online 
sound to overcome physical barriers between shoppers, products and retail environment 
and to increase the potential of a more fulfilling shopping experience. Different 
categories of virtual stores (web retailers) display differences in product description, 
pricing information, advertisement catalog, and service promotion, placing of order and 
returns policy. Competition of these stores is based majorly not on what information is 
provided but more so on how the information is provided. Decision to purchase online 
is influenced by factors like ease of search, availability of frequently asked questions, 
in-stock status information and ease of comparison-shopping. 
2.1.10 E-Procurement and SCM 
The adoption cif c-procurement has been in use for supply chain management. There is 
no significant research examining the critical role of quality in this context. E-
Procurement cuts operational costs all across the supply chain, but it raise the 
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expectations of buyers posing a challenge for supply chain satisfaction and supply 
chain performance. Using the theoretical lens of Dynamic Capabilities Theory and 
Resource-Based View, the writers suggest that online information and process work as 
resources that result in logistics fulfillment capabilities. These capabilities in turn lead 
to satisfaction with e-procurement. The methodology was survey based wherein data 
was collected from 131 purchasing and procurement managers. A research model was 
developed using structural equation modeling. The linkages had been empirically 
examined by analyzing data collected from procurement managers. The results 
suggested strong support for the relationships between information flow process 
quality, logistics fulfillment quality processes, and c-procurement satisfaction 
performance. Their study concluded that fulfilled order timeliness has a greater impact 
on satisfaction than fulfilled order accuracy. These finding pointed to the important role 
the dimension of time plays in today's competitive environment. (Vaidyanathan & 
Devaraj, 2008) 
EDI helped to bring more to operational efficiency rather than bring integration. 
Between entities of SC. Further organizations used ED[ more to link with customers 
rather than suppliers. 
2.1.11 Private Labels 
Pepe, et al did this study (2011) with the purpose of investigating the influence of 
private label resources possessed by a supermarket retailer on the shopping behavior of 
loyal customers. The study examined whether private label products could help in the 
overall enhancement of product category performance. The study examined the 
performance of a supermarket retailer in the Northeast United States that operated over 
100 stores and generated a total yearly sales volume in excess of $3 billion. Data 
obtained from the Supermarket's point of sale information were used. The study 
concluded by developing a research model from the literature review and used 
structural equation modeling to analyze the data. The findings showed that overall 
dollars spent by loyal customers significantly impacted overall profitability. It also 
found that private label products could represent increased profitability for retailers and 
consumers preferred a full assortment of merchandise. It also concluded that an over 
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emphasis on private label brands could however result in diminishing category 
performance. 
A relationship was established between private label products and performance of a 
product category. Private label products helped to increase profitability for retailer but 
an over-emphasis on private label brands could in the long run result in reducing the 
performance of the product category. A strong growth of private brands has been noted 
with a market share of 30% of total retail sales. Benefits accrue in the form of reduction 
of price of national brands but benefits of supply chain accrue only when cross 
elasticities are small. 
2.1.12 Supply Chain and Inventory Management 
Fleisch and Tellkamp (2005) examined the relationship between performance of retail 
supply chain and inaccuracies in gauging inventory. The examination is done by 
simulating a three-echelon supply chain with one product by exchanging end-customer 
demand between the echelons. In the base model, without alignment of physical 
inventory and information system inventory, inventory information becomes inaccurate 
due to low process quality, theft, and items becoming unsalable. In a modified model, 
these factors that cause inventory inaccuracy were still present, but physical inventory 
and information system inventory were aligned at the end of each period. The results 
indicate that an elimination of inventory inaccuracy could reduce supply chain costs as 
well as the out-of-stock level. It further concluded that automatic identification 
technology offered the potential to achieve inventory accuracy. 
2.1.13 Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) and Grocery 
Efficient consumer response (ECR) is a grocery industry supply chain strategy 
designed to make the industry efficient and more responsive, ECR is enabled by the use 
electronic commerce (EC). Despite the fact that ECR can bring many benefits, the 
adoption rate has been slow in many regions. There is no well-developed theory of 
adoption of technologies at this wide scale that can explain this slow uptake at this 
stage. Kurnia and Johnston (2003) studied the Australian grocery industry with the 
objective of exploring its experience with ECR adoption. A combination of both 
quantitative and qualitative research methods is employed to obtain a more reliable 
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snapshot of ECR adoption practices, the barriers and hindrances to it and also 
perceptions. As the Australian grocery industry has a unique structure, important 
observations obtained from this study provide a unique and different perspective and 
enrich previous ECR adoption studies. 
This research by Mejias-Sacaluga and Prado-Prado (2002) aimed to highlight the 
importance of adequately defining relationships between firms in a supply chain 
management (SCM) framework as the basis for its integrated functioning. The authors 
use an empirical study to analyze the state of manufacturer-retailer relationships and 
the implications of these on efficient functioning of the grocery supply chain in Spain 
with Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) as a backdrop. Using personal interviews 
with logistics managers in forty eight manufacturers and retailers in Spain, the study 
focused on the order fulfillment or demand satisfaction logistics process, and concluded 
that there was willingness for collaboration among the enterprises using best practices 
and information and communication technologies (ICT's) associated with ECR. 
This study done by Hoffman and Mehra (2000) discussed efficient consumer response 
(ECR) as a supply chain strategy in grocery businesses. It analyzed the adoption of 
ECR strategy by five major grocery operations in US markets and illustrated a 
management action plan for adopting ECR strategy in the future by similar business 
operations. 
Martens and Dooley (2010) reappraised efficient consumer response (ECR) in the 
grocery and food industry to determine whether financial and operating performance 
improved with adoption of ECR. The authors used a time-series multiple regression 
model for the study and concluded that ECR adoption has beneficial impacts for both 
financial and operational performance in the food and grocery industry. 
Holmstrom (1997) undertook a study with the objective of identifying the issue of 
product range management in European supply chain operations and the role it played 
in achieving efficient consumer response in the regional markets within the EU. It did 
so by assessing the supply chain performance of a select European supplier from the 
perspective of a regional market. It highlighted that supply chain management played a 
very important role for the groups managing large product range in different markets 
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and for different customer g oups. It also illustrated some alternative tactics for 
achieving the strategic goal of continuous supply in small regional markets. 
Though ECR adoption leads to improvement in financial as well as operational 
performance of Sc; and there exists willingness amongst different parties of SC to 
collaborate; the rate of adoption has been very slow. 
2.1.14 Manufacturer and Retailer relationship 
Daugherty (2011) undertook a study with the aim of providing an overview of the 
evolution of relationship-related research in the area of logistics and supply chain 
management. The methodology adopted was a review of previous literature. It 
concluded that the literature related to logistics and supply chain relationships have 
become increasingly sophisticated over the years but there still remains many 
opportunities for extending the literature base. It also raises questions regarding the 
long-term success of many partnership or alliance-type relationships. 
Hammervoll and Bo (2010) did this research with the aim of finding the efforts of a 
wholesaler in overcoming one of the main barriers to successful marketing channels, 
which was defined as the "transparency problem". The authors developed a decision-
support tool, which was capable of providing detailed cost-analysis of transportation 
arrangements. It was an action research project set up to improve information exchange 
of sensitive information between a shipper and two carriers in a Norwegian grocery 
supply chain. The study found that the application of the decision-support tool helped 
to strengthen the relationship between the players by transforming arm's-length 
transactional relationship to integrated collaborative relationship. This enhanced 
communication and trust between the parties and brought about substantial savings in 
distribution costs. The study provided practical suggestions for achieving mutual 
benefits from closer collaboration between buyers and suppliers of transportation 
services. 
Fernie. et al (2010) overvie«wed the logistical transformation of British retailing over 
the last thirty years and discussed the likely challenges that face logistics managers in 
the future. The authors reviewed the key works on retail logistics from researches 
undertaken by the authors over the last two decades. The study highlighted challenges 
for the future, which included macro-environment issues such as climate change, 
recession and improvements in operations with regard to e-fulfillment and 
implementation of technologies such as RFID. It illustrated how retailers had achieved 
control of the supply chain in the UK by drawing upon examples from both the grocery 
and fashion sectors. 
2.1.15 Green SCM 
The supply chain has been traditionally defined as a one-way, integrated manufacturing 
process wherein raw materials are converted into final products, and then delivered to 
customers. According to this definition, the supply chain includes activities that are 
associated with manufacturing only, that are from procurement of raw material to 
delivery of the final product. The recent changing environmental requirements affecting 
manufacturing operations has made it necessary to change certain rules, increased 
attention is being given to developing environmental management (EM) strategies for 
the supply chain. Beamon (1995) focuses on investigating the environmental factors 
leading to the development of an extended environmental supply chain, describes the 
elemental differences between the extended supply chain and the traditional supply 
chain and also attempts to describe the additional challenges presented by the extension 
of SC. It also presents performance measures appropriate for the extended supply chain 
and tries to develop a general procedure towards achieving and maintaining the green 
supply chain. 
Organizations are adopting green practices to enhance performance of a supply chain, 
but this leads to increase in the challenges faced by the organization. 
2.1.16 Supply Chain and Performance 
Trkman et al's (2010) study investigated the relationship between analytical 
capabilities employed in the planning, sourcing, making and delivery area of the supply 
chain and performance where information system support and business process 
orientation were used as moderators. Structural equation modeling has been done by 
employing a sample of 310 companies from different industries from the USA, Europe, 
Canada, Brazil and China. The study concluded that there existed a statistically 
significant relationship between analytical capabilities and performance. The 
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moderation effect of information systems support is found to be considerably stronger 
than the effect of business process orientation. The results also provide an 
understanding of the areas where the impact of business analytics could be strongest. 
In their research endeavor, Reiner and Treka (2004) pointed out that an analysis of a 
supply chain must be very product and company specific. Therefore they suggest an 
improvement model that helps enhance the performance of a specific supply chain. A 
target system for supply chain evaluation that was necessary to analyze different 
improvement alternatives was introduced. It was shown that the ideal robust supply 
chain setting depends on the demand situation, which is either smooth or volatile. This 
model was illustrated in detail. The present research studied a product-specific supply 
chain in the food industry, analyzes the effects of changes carried out and shows how 
demand uncertainties are dealt with. To measure and analyze the performance effects a 
simulation environment is developed. 
Performance measurement of entire supply chains allow for tracking and tracing of 
efficacy and efficiency failures and leads to more informed decision making with 
regard to chain design hence making it an important issue. But the choice of 
appropriate supply chain performance indicators is a complicated issue due to the 
presence of multiple inputs and multiple outputs in the system. The paper aims to 
evaluate the usefulness of a novel conceptual model for supply chain performance 
measurement in an agri-food supply chain. This is the first step in developing an 
integrated performance measurement system that contains financial as well as non-
financial indicators combined with the specific characteristics of agri-food supply 
chains. This is done by evaluating a conceptual model for integrated supply chain 
performance measurement in a Dutch-German tomato supply chain by means of a case 
study approach. The proposed conceptual framework is found to be useful for 
measuring performance of the tomato supply chain. From the case study it is concluded 
that four main categories of performance measures, which are efficiency, flexibility, 
responsiveness, and food quality, are a key performance components of the tomato 
supply chain performance measurement system. (Aramyan, et al. 2007) 
Achieving end-to-end traceability across the supply chain is a significant challenge 
from a technical, co-ordination and cost perspective. The research by Keleporis et al 
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(2007) aims to study and examine how the technology of radio frequency identification 
(RFID) technology can address the main requirements of traceability. They propose an 
information data model and a system architecture that would make traceability feasible 
and easily deployable across a supply chain. The design research approach is followed 
to associate traceability requirements to a proposed system design. They found that 
technological approach use. It has great implications in relation to the cost associated 
with a traceability system and the ease of its deployment. Validation of the proposed 
information data model and system architecture was required through practical 
deployment in different settings. Their researeh'study paper provides practitioners with 
insight on what technological approach is more appropriate and how RFID technology 
could meet traceability requirements and contribute by suggesting a specific 
technological approach, exploiting the new possibilities provided by RFID technology, 
to address these issues. 
Studies indicate that there exists a significant relationship between analytical 
capabilities used in planning, sourcing, making and delivery and performance of supply 
chain. Also results of studies cannot be generalized for every industry; they should 
essentially be product or company specific. Further traceability across supply chain 
poses challenge from technical, cost as well as co-ordination perspective. 
2.1.17 Supply Chain and Macro Environment 
Feame and Hughes (1999) present recent evidence of supply chain developments in the 
UK fresh produce industry. The methodology was survey based wherein interviews 
with chief executives from the country's most successful suppliers were undertaken. A 
number of success factors were identified which were continuous investment (despite 
increasingly tight margins), good staff (which was key to driving the process of 
innovation and developing good trading relationships with key customers), volume 
growth (for funding the necessary investments and provide a degree of confidence), 
improvement of measurement and control of costs for gaining efficiency, and 
innovation (not just in terms of the product offer but also the level of service) and the 
way of doing business with key customers. 
Crowing world population and depletion of arable land demand controlling the 
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sustainability of agricultural inputs to the industry. Control over the sustainability of 
the said supplies implies controlling the economic, social, and environmental 
performance of the supply chain. Not much is known about how companies can 
efficiently extend the scope of their existing supply chain controls to cover the above 
stated aspects. This study by Hanvprecht et al (2005) is an effort towards addressing 
this particular gap. A method for integrating the controls of social and environmental 
performance in a supply chain controlling framework has been proposed, The 
methodology was case study of Nestle's food supply chains. The study highlighted the 
importance of quality controls along the whole food supply chain sustainability and is 
useful for the food industry in the control of sustainability of agricultural inputs to the 
industry. 
2.1.18 SCM and Integration 
The term `supply chain management" is frequently used in today's materials 
management environment and is generally associated with advanced information 
technologies, rapid and responsive logistics service, effective supplier management, 
and customer relationship management. Most materials managers are familiar with the 
supply chain mantra of "suppliers' supplier to customers' customer", but research 
shows that few companies are actually engaged in such extensive supply chain 
integration. Fawcett and Magnan (2003) undertook the study with the objective of 
obtaining an accurate view of currently practiced SCM. The methodology adopted was 
both surveys and case study interviews. They concluded that supply chain practice 
seldom resembles the theoretical version. The paper identifies three different levels of 
SCM implementation and also a number of limiting factors. It finds that managers must 
recognize the tension that exists between SCM's competitive potential and the inherent 
difficulty of collaboration. (Fawcett and Magnan, 2002) 
There has bee a profound change in the understanding of the dynamics of competitive 
advantage. Managers now acknowledge that a firm's success is tied partly to the 
strength of its weakest supply chain partner. Spekman, et al (1998) developed the 
concept of supply chain management and argues that one can only fully achieve the 
benefits of cost reduction and revenue enhancing behaviors through close collaborative 
linkages through the entire supply chain. It presents data that look at a range of supply 
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chain management practices and processes. Attempts are made to better understand 
challenges facing managers who advocate supply chain management by examining 
differences in practices and processes between buyers and sellers, along with the supply 
chain. The work proposes a change in mind set for the traditional procurement manager 
and presents insights for them to adapt to the requirements of the new competition. 
Fawcett, et al (2008) provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the benefits, 
barriers, and bridges for making collaboration successful in strategic supply chains. 
The methodology adopted was a review of literature, the cross-channel analysis, and 
case studies. They studied a macro picture of the goals, challenges, and strategies for 
implementing supply chain management. 
The study found that customer satisfaction and service was perceived as more enduring 
than cost savings; technology, information, and measurement systems are considered as 
major barriers to successful supply chain collaboration by all the managers and people 
issues such as culture. trust, aversion to change, and willingness to collaborate were 
found to be more intractable. Research finds that people are the key bridge to 
successful collaborative innovation and should therefore not be overlooked as 
technology, information, and measurement systems. It further provides a new insight 
into understanding the success and hindering factors of supply chain management. 
Ellram, et al (1996) undertook research with the objective of identifying current 
logistics practices and trends. The methodology was survey based. The focus of the 
survey was on customer service factors, use of a supply chain management approach in 
retailing channels, and the impact of information technology on retail logistics today 
and in the future. The study concluded that 1990s would likely be an exciting and 
challenging time in the management of the retail logistics function based on the 
importance that retailers attach to customer service, supply chain management and 
information technology, 
Storey, et al (2006) undertook the research with the objective of critically assessing 
current developments in the theory and practice of supply management and tries to 
utilize the assessments to identify barriers, possibilities and key trends in the current 
supply chain management scenario. Their research was based on detailed study of six 
supply chains, which encompassed 72 companies across Europe and was conducted 
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over a span of three years. The firms under the lens in each instance were sophisticated, 
blue-chip corporations operating on an international scale. The supply chains were 
traced and observed and managers across at least four echelons of the supply chain 
were interviewed. They concluded that supply chain management is still only emerging 
in both theory and practice. Few practitioners were able or even seriously aspired to 
extend their reach across the supply chain in the manner prescribed in modern theory. 
The study also finds a range of key barriers, hindrances and enablers to supply 
management and ends with an assessment of the main trends. It presents a number of 
challenges to existing thinkers about supply strategy and supply chain management and 
reveals that the substantial gaps between theory and practice still exist. 
Gimenez and Ventura (2003) studied the Spanish grocery sector to analyze the 
relationship between internal and external integration processes, their effect on firms' 
performance and their contribution to the achievement of competitive advantage. It 
analyzed performance improvements through costs, stock-out and lead-time reductions 
and measured achievement of a better competitive position by comparing the firm's 
performance with its competitors' performance. 
Hendrickson et al (2001) study focused on restructuring of the retailing and processing 
sectors. The methodology was case study and of dairy sector of USA. They discussed 
the restructuring of the food production, processing and retailing sectors in the USA 
and described different methods of vertical and horizontal integration that have 
occurred. Authors also discussed the consolidation of business in retailing and referred 
to the relationships that were being formed between the supermarket chains, Wal-Mart 
and Kroger, and dominant food-chain clusters. It also considered whether or not 
smaller retail chains and wholesalers should feel threatened by the consolidation 
Though theory on supply chain (SC) propagates extensive integration in SC extending 
from supplier's supplier to customer's customer, in practice it is adopted by very few 
companies because of difficulty in collaboration. The many barriers to collaboration 
were technology, information and management systems. 
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2.1.19 Supply Chain and Organization Structure 
Caputo and Mininno in 1998 presented the results of the survey named "Organizational 
structures and logistics in the branded product history of the grocery section in Italy." 
The survey was undertaken with the aim of pointing out the organizational structures 
for the logistics co-ordination of successful firms. The study undertook a review of 
literature of the main logistics organization theories and presented an organizational 
analysis of 118 industrial firms operating in Italy in the grocery sector. It proposed a 
classifying model of the organizational configurations presently adopted in Italy for 
internal integration. The model identified six different organizational solutions which 
were integrated logistics, partially integrated logistics, bipartite logistics, distribution 
logistics, manufacturing logistics, and split logistics. 
The study was done by Alonso in 2011 about Muscadines (Vitis Rotundifolia Michx.), 
a vine native to the southern USA which is processed into different products, including 
wines. The study explored to what extent wineries were engaged in relationships with 
local or state restaurants. It also focused on challenges that wine operators face in the 
process of seeking to market their wines to hospitality operations. Data was collected 
from thirty one winery owners located in different southern states, including Alabama, 
Florida and North Carolina. The methodology adopted was telephonic interviews. The 
study finds that almost half of the respondents (15, 48.4 per cent) acknowledged 
synergies between their wineries and hospitality businesses; however, the other 16 
(51.6 per cent) were not involved in such relationships. Such absence of networks and 
relationships is to a great extent due to concerns of surrendering control of their wines 
to wholesalers and distributors (in many cases winery operators are not allowed to sell 
directly to restaurateurs), and the apparent lack of appreciation of muscadine wines by 
many hospitality businesses. 
C'hung, et al in (2010) researched to examine the influence of market orientation on 
Chinese buyer-supplier relations. A model is proposed depicting relationships among 
retailer market orientation, supplier market intelligence, supplier role performance, and 
retailer economic and social satisfaction. The authors collected data from ninety nine 
chain store buyers and managers from twenty five cities in China. Structural equation 
modeling was used to analyze the data. It found that retailer's market orientation is 
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critical for its own economic and social satisfaction by increasing supplier market 
intelligence (MI) and supplier role performance. It also found that economic 
performance was more important in charnel relationships than social relationship and 
hence suppliers should focus on improving retailers' economic satisfaction through role 
performance and market intelligence rather than social satisfaction. 
Jalalvand, et al, (2011) did the study with the purpose of developing a method to 
compare supply chains (SCs) of an industry in the scope of supplier's supplier to 
customer's customer. The proposed method is based on live processes provided in 
SCOR model version 9.0 (plan, source, make, deliver and return) and main business 
stages of the industry. It uses Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and PROMETHEE II, 
a multiple criteria decision-making technique, as tools to compare SCs in the process 
level, business stage level and SC level. Therefore, the method is basically a new 
combination of existing models and methods including SCOR model, DEA and 
PROMETHEE 11. To show the applicability and strength of the method in comparing 
SCs, it has been implemented in the seven SCs of the Iran broiler industry as a case 
study. The study concludes that comparing SCs of an industry via the proposed method 
results in process benchmarking, business stage benchmarking and SCs ranking in the 
scope of supplier's supplier to customer's customer. 
The application of decision-support tools strengthens relationship between different 
entities of a supply chain and increases communication and trust between them. 
However it is suggested that 'economic satisfaction' played a more important role than 
`social satisfaction' in such relationships. 
2.1.20 Pricing and Quality 
Potter, et al (2007) undertook a study with the aim of analyzing the reasons behind the 
leadership shown by a retailer through the introduction of factory gate pricing (FGP) 
within the grocery sector. It also evaluated the transport management techniques used 
to support FOP and the operational benefits gained. This study is based on a single 
case study of a UK grocery retailer, which had adopted FGP. A range of data sources 
had been used during a project with the retailer. The various techniques used include 
process mapping, interviews, workshops and company presentations. The study found 
that the introduction of FGP had provided economies for the retailer strengthening its 
position in the market. Different transport management techniques had been deployed 
which generated reductions in transport and inventory costs and improved customer 
service levels. The study concludes that FGP requires a certain degree of scale to be 
effective, and should complement the current processes within a business. Also there 
was a need to manage relationship issues with suppliers and transport providers. 
Fotopoulos, et al (2011) used a sample of 997 consumers that aimed to validate the 40-
item Schwartz's portrait value questionnaire (PVQ) typology. The methodology 
adopted was survey. It was undertaken to investigate whether higher-than-average 
regular purchasing of quality food products (i.e. organic and PDO labelled products) 
coincides with stronger identification with specific PVQ values. The authors used 
confirmatory factor analysis and cluster analysis as the main analytical techniques. The 
study found that at the value-based segmentation level of the analysis, identification 
with the PVQ value domains decreased per cluster progressively and jointly for almost 
all value domains. This trend led to the identification of five distinctive national 
consumer segments. The trend of stronger identification with security, universalism and 
benevolence that appeared at the sample level re-emerged for the "urban upper class", 
the "countryside class I" and the "countryside class I1", which accounted for two-thirds 
of the overall sample and were the clusters with the most dynamic quality food 
purchasing profile. 
Ozimek and Zakowska-Biemans (201 1) did the study which focused on identifying 
factors underlying Polish consumers' food choices and their perception of food quality 
attributes in relation to selected food products. It also focused on the implication of 
shifting consumers' expectation towards food for the national food industry. The study 
provided a review of previous research results relevant for the problem analyzed — 
emphasizing the results from the authors' own research conducted in the years 2000-
2007 with the use of quantitative approach on representative in terms of gender, level 
of education, place of residence samples of Polish consumers. The study found that 
Polish consumers are more concerned with various food quality attributes and 
particularly sensory properties, healthiness and safety. It further differentiated between 
quality of foodstuffs offered in various points of sale and had favorable opinion about 
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specialized shops and perceived the quality of food bought in super and hypermarkets 
as inferior. The study also pointed that the perception of food quality was dependent on 
the product being assessed, and foodstuffs addressed to particular groups. These groups 
could be infants and people facing health problems. Food with additives, highly 
processed and genetically modified was assessed as having low quality. 
Quality of food differs depcndcnt upon points of sale; quality perceived was higher in 
specialized shops and inferior in super markets and hypermarkets. Also it differed 
based on the product and the group for whom food was being assessed. 
2.1.21 Drivers of Retail Performance 
Chan, et at conducted this study in 2011 with the purpose of investigating fine- and 
country-level drivers of retail performance. The study used regression to test 
hypotheses on a database of the top 200 global retailers that was drawn from a 
population of Global Powers of Retailing data of 2005. The predictors were able to 
explain firm level variations in sales growth though not ROC The study also found that 
retailer's sales growth is positively related to expansion speed but negatively related to 
number of retail formats and number of countries of operation. It also found that 
retailers who choose to expand into a host country that is less developed with relatively 
high disposable income tend to be more successful than others. Findings provide 
guidance for companies who already have foreign subsidiaries and for those who are 
interested in opening new markets. 
Cacnbra-Fierro, et al conducted a study in 2011 with the purpose of establishing a 
framework for clarifying and extending the concept of inter-firm market orientation 
(IMO) and to complement the relatively small body of literature related to this concept. 
The conceptual framework is informed by empirical research based on a longitudinal 
multi-case study. The research identified a nexus linking IMO with value creation in 
inter-firm partnerships. The findings suggested that IMO has an impact on companies' 
performance in terms of knowledge transfer, innovation and market access. 
Retailer sales are positively impacted when a retailer expands operations but is 
negatively impacted with it experiments with different formats. 
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2.1.22 Promotion and Supply Chain 
Dr. Tokar et al, in 2011 undertook a study with the objective of finding the impact of 
sharing of information of the magnitude and timing of retail promotions on cost 
efficiency in the supply chain. The study compared performance against theoretical 
benchmarks and drew conclusions significant to managers. The study was based on 
experiments on two groups- students and managers from manufacturing firms. The 
results from the single-echelon study, revealed the cost-reducing effect of knowing the 
magnitude and timing of demand generated by a promotion. However, the poor 
performance, compared with the theoretical benchmarks, by respondents in the multi-
echelon study, even when the lead time per node is half that of the single-echelon case 
and the subjects were experienced managers, highlights the complexity of the task that 
results from a lack of coordination. The results also suggested that while 
communication is helpful, coordination may represent a more serious challenge. A 
relationship was established between information sharing about promotion and cost 
efficiency of the supply chain. Knowledge about magnitude and timing of demand 
generated by promotion helps reduce cost supply chain. 
2.1.23 Retailers and Entry Strategy 
Sparks (2011) study aimed at evaluating the comparative progress of Asda in the UK 
since its surprise takeover by Wal-Mart in 1999. Wal-Mart expected to become the 
number one retailer in the UK, but its expectation was not met. This study investigated 
in finding reasons for its unsuccessful venture. Asda's progress was considered through 
a brief discussion of the company's history to 1999, an investigation of the changes 
Wal-Mart subsequently made to Asda's operations, the comparative impact of these 
changes and a consideration of the restrictions on impact deriving from organizational, 
competitive and environmental factors. The study found that despite the strong rhetoric 
on entry, the commercial reality has seen only moderate success for Asda and a 
widening gap to the market leader, Tesco. It concluded that it tasted only moderate 
success because of competitive strategy and reactions, market restrictions particularly 
in land-use planning and also its unwillingness to alter their focused store format 
strategy. 
Success of a retailer in a new market is dependent upon various factors; however the 
store format it adopts plays a very important role. 
2.2 Supply Chain in Different Industries 
The literature that follows focuses on the supply chain in different industries. 
2.2.1 Mobile Phone Industry 
Reuver (2011) undertook a study with the aim of finding how interorganizational 
governance mechanisms within mobile eco-systems was affected by the end of the 
walled gardens and what this implied for developing mobile Internet services. The 
methodology adopted was case study. It studied how the Dutch walled garden i-mode 
portal evolved in an open WAP-based portal. The study finds that the transition of 
walled garden to open portals dramatically changed governance mechanisms between 
operator and content providers. The end of the walled garden reduced authority-based 
governance in the form of operator rules, contract-based governance in the form of 
formalized agreements, and trust-based governance in the form of close collaboration. 
The author demonstrated that theoretical concepts of interorganizational governance 
were relevant for actors within the mobile ecosystem. 
Mondragon, et al (2011) addressed the need of having performance measures that could 
be used to provide an accurate diagnosis of the state of the supply chain. It addressed 
both its forward and its reverse components and identified the level of integration 
existing between parties. The study used elements gathered from the literature review 
to present a set of measures that could be applied for the purpose of auditing in the 
forward supply chain; product returns and reverse logistics; flows of materials and 
information and integration between supply chain. The methodology adopted was case 
stud. The case study was of a major European mobile phone network operator. The 
proposed set of measures for auditing purpose provide an overall picture of the 
performance of a closed-loop supply chain by revealing high levels of stock for the 
products analyzed, consequence of the difficulty to generate accurate forecasts and the 
accumulation of high quantities of product prior to launch. The methodology adopted 
identified links between product returns (faulty and non-faulty) to operations in the 
forward component of the supply chain (design, sourcing, manufacturing and 
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forecasting) and also indicated how performance is affected because of integration. 
Aspara, et al (2011) undertook a study of Nokia Corporation's business model 
transformation between 1987 and 1995. The study was conceptual in nature and 
resulted in a process model of business model change, demonstrating how central 
business units feed strategic alternatives and capabilities to the corporate-level 
transformation process. The results highlighted the importance of corporate level 
`market mechanism' that allow promising strategic alternatives to emerge and select 
out inferior options and found that in the process, a key mechanism is the exchange of 
executives and cognitive mindsets between business units and corporate headquarters 
(CHQ). 
Collin and Lorenzin (2006) undertook a study with the purpose of describing how 
demand planning could increase agility in supply chains. The methodology is a case 
study of mobile infrastructure industry with explicit focus on project business 
environment. The study was a theoretical review on supply chain agility, different 
planning and forecasting concepts, and explored the linkages between them. Empiric 
evidence was collected from Nokia Networks as a case study. The study found that 
suppliers should pay more attention on effectively utilizing customer's project plans for 
aligning their supply chain, It further concluded that supply chain agility does not just 
happen but requires continuous planning and suggested that suppliers should utilize 
customer's project plans in building agility in their supply chains. 
Study by Paula and Swatman (2009) presents the findings of the MobiCert project, 
which utilized mobile commerce technology to enhance information access and 
provision for organic primary producers, so as to improve their integration into the 
grocery supply chain. The authors selected rapid appraisal research approach for this 
research as it is particularly suited for gathering fast, rich and deep data in rural and 
remote areas. The development of a mobile information community prototype for 
organic primary producers in rural South Australia which provides information access 
and data gathering functionalities through the use of a PDA/Smart phone is discussed 
in this study. The Rural Area Technology Acceptance and Diffusion of Innovation 
Model is developed to investigate acceptance of mobile technology and the likely 
diffusion of this innovation in rural areas and otters a theoretical underpinning for the 
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project. It also illustrates how this paper contributes to the management/marketing 
literature. 
A characteristic, which is distinct to mobile SC, is high level of stock because of 
inability to generate accurate forecast. SC integration plays very important role in 
mobile SC. SC agility can be brought about by continuous planning at all levels. 
Further mobile commerce technology could utilized to enhance information 
accumulation and improve integration of SC 
2.2.2 Automotive Industry 
Phongpetra and Johri (2011) studied automobile manufacturer in Thailand. The 
purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of business strategies on the 
organizational performance. Empirical analysis was conducted using structural 
modeling method and confirmatory factor analysis to refine different business 
strategies. The study concluded that cost focus, cost leadership and integrated cost and 
differentiation were the business strategies while manufacturing, human resource 
management and marketing strategy are the functional strategies that positively affect 
on organization's financial and marketing performance. 
Zhou (201 1) undertook a study in China with the objective of identifying supply chain 
risk dimensions in special purpose vehicle (SPV) industry in the context of product 
design change and its impact on supply chain risk. Semi-structured interviews and 
cause-effect diagram were used to collect data and find the internal and external risk 
dimensions of supply chain risk. The study concluded that customer-required design 
change normally leads to risk in supply, delivery, and policy for external supplier and 
the risk dimensions are R&D, production, planning, information, and organization for 
the internal manufacturer. 
This study was done in Germany (Weingarten et al, 2011) focusing on targeting the 
automotive industry supply chain. The study highlighted importance of information 
quality for competence of collaborative supply chain practices. The methodology was 
based on primary data based on a questionnaire which were administered on 
procurement managers throughout the supply chain in the automobile industry. The 
difference in performance of collaborative practices under high and low information 
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quality scenarios was illustrated using regression analysis. The study found that 
collaborative supply chain practices signified by information sharing, joint decision-
making and incentive alignment varies with quality of information exchanged through 
the supply chain. Incentive alignment and joint decision making have a positive effect 
on operational performance only when the quality of the information is high on the 
other hand information sharing improves operational performance on both instances of 
low and high quality information exchange. 
Kamaruddin et al (2009) did this study with twin aim of firstly identifying the 
importance of technology adoption factors and finding out how they influence suppliers 
of automotive manufacturers decision of adopting the supply chain technology (SCT) 
within their organizations. The methodology adopted was based on primary data 
collected based on questionnaires. The questionnaire was administrated to suppliers of 
two leading manufacturers. The response rate was 60%. The study found that (SCT) 
adoption is positively related to factors namely organizational structure, size and supply 
chain member pressure. 
The recent environment concerns and challenge of supply chain sustainability were the 
focus of study of Shukla, et al (2009). The basic objective was to identify the drivers, 
implementation level, practices and performance of environmentally and socially 
conscious supply chain management (SCM) in Indian automobile industry. Data was 
collected using a structured questionnaire and personal interviews from thirty entities, 
which constituted of first and second tier suppliers and original equipment 
manufacturers. A statistical analysis of drivers, practices and performance was done 
and also a broad review of literature was conducted to understand the challenges and 
barriers related to adoption of green supply chain management (GSCM) practices. The 
study found that there is a rise in awareness and willingness to adopt environmentally 
and socially responsive supply chains in India and the phenomena is still in nascent 
stage of adoption, these measures were not being addressed properly and adequately. 
Maia et al (2010) analyzed the buyer-supplier relationships in supply chains of 
automotive sector in Brazil. It used semi-structured interviews to explore the 
relationship of an automotive engine manufacturer and six of its suppliers. The results 
suggest that transaction costs are reduced and performance is improved where the 
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relationships are trustful and long lasting. It also found that automakers and suppliers 
relationship at times resembles competition and at other times cooperation. The aspect 
of asset specificity is found to be greater in the first-tier of the supply chain and it has a 
tendency of being mediated by reasons such as the amount of production assigned to 
the manufacturer, maximizing return on previous investments the objective of 
maximizing return on previous investments, and also the configuration of higher value-
added supply operations. 
Bennett and O'Kane (2006) undertook a study with the objective of identifying the 
current trends in the automotive supply industry and finding their effects on first and 
second tier supply chain. The study aims to highlight the interaction between suppliers 
and their customers. The study conducts a review of literature, which is categorized as 
strategy, co-ordination and structure in a manufacturing environment and identifies the 
impact of synchronous supply on the above areas of operations management. The study 
concluded that synchronous supply can lead to efficiency in automotive supply chain. 
Scavarda et al (2009) undertook a product variety multi-market study in the auto 
industry to conduct a benchmarking analysis of the practical findings against the 
theoretical ones obtained in a European Community Research Project (Intelligent 
Logistics for Innovative Product Technologies — ILIPT). The authors conducted an 
exploratory research that encompasses significant passenger car models from a global 
vehicle manufacturer in relevant automotive markets. The data collection techniques 
employed included interviews, contextual performance data and an analysis of product 
offerings from the manufacturer's web sites. The benchmarking also indicated that the 
variety offered in the European market exceeded the "appropriate" level of variety 
considered best in class by the ILIPT project and the emerging countries variety offered 
was below this level. This suggests that there was space for improvement in the product 
variety management of both supply chains. The study classified product variety in the 
auto industry into four categories. The results suggested that all the other product 
variety categories were restricted in emerging markets and were very refined in Europe. 
Seitz & Wells (2006) undertook a study to look into one specific product recovery or 
remanufacturing operation by a major European car manufacturer. The study used 
secondary data that was sourced from internal company reports, sixty four non- 
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directive interviews and process observation. The study presents an in-depth insight 
into the issues within automotive product take-back and recovery and concludes that 
product take back in this sector was not necessarily the outcome of company policy of 
taking responsibility but was also based on other motives which might include long-
term supply of spare parts. It also found that the remanufacturing processes had 
challenges that had been investigated during original operations. 
Xia and Tang (2011) undertook a study in the auto industry's supply chain, It proposes 
a remedy for supply chain management (SCM) to counter the challenges of plunging 
demands due to economic downturn, the gloomy trend in technology development, and 
the fierce global competition. The study collected information from managers at 
different levels of the auto industry's supply chain management, applied management 
theories and develops an innovative theoretical model of sustainability in SCM for the 
auto industry. The study argued that outsourcing to low cost country (which is the 
current supply chain strategy) was unsustainable for the auto industry and proposes a 
Triple-C (Cease-Control-Combine) Remedy for the auto industry's supply chain 
management. The study stated that proposed Triple-C strategy will save the auto 
industry big money in R&D investment by reducing quality cost and inventory waste, 
help the industry go through the volatile economy, and achieve sustainable 
development. 
Lin et al (2009) undertook a study of auto industry in China with the objective of 
understanding the 3Cs that is context, configurations and capability requirements of 
modular supply networks in automotive industry. The methodology adopted was case 
based wherein different network contexts were analyzed using a 3C framework 
approach. This framework considers the capabilities of product design, production, 
inbound logistics, information sharing, and also configuration of the role structure, 
process structure and information structure as they are instrumental in achieving the 
above stated capabilities. The study concluded that there were two types of modular 
supply networks; one which is a fully integrated module supply network where the 
module supplier needs sufficient capability for upstream supply network integration 
and modularization; and the other is a partly integrated module supply network where a 
third-party logistics provider plays an important role with regard to production 
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capability. 
Kim et al (201 1) investigated the strategic role evolution of local subsidiaries of foreign 
automotive parts suppliers who have followed their major client into China. It analyzed 
units of five local subsidiaries of foreign automotive parts suppliers who had business 
dealing with Beijing Hyundai Motor Corporation. The study employed a case study 
methodology based on interviews with managers of the subsidiaries. It was found that 
the development of a subsidiary's functional capabilities varied from subsidiary to 
subsidiary and depended on the headquarters' global strategy and its interactions with 
external players. Also the levels of its functional capabilities critically influenced 
strategic role evolution of a subsidiary an also the strategic role evolution could be 
explained by the interactions of three critical factors which were the task assigned by 
headquarters', the subsidiary's choice, and the local environment. 
Pires & Neto (2008) found the effect of the supply chain configuration for management 
of the important elements for an automaker. It used the industrial condominium 
configuration. A basic case study framework was built to identify the main motivating 
factors for the adoption of an industrial condominium configuration. Simplification, 
cost reduction, process integration, and shared infrastructure were considered as the 
four main factors that impel an automaker's implementation of a condominium. An 
intentional sampling approach was used to make a case study of an automaker that used 
the industrial condominium configuration, and of four of its representative suppliers. It 
was found that a supply chain's configuration was a determining element in the way the 
automaker's relationship with its suppliers was conducted and the importance of the 
logistics management process within the context of the condominium was also 
established. 
Petison and Johri (2007) analyzed the nature and evolution of manufacturer supplier 
relationship in the automobile industry of Thailand with the objective of identifying the 
factors, which influenced the evolution of these relationships. The methodology 
adopted was case based where in interview of managers were undertaken in seven 
automobile manufacturers and fourteen suppliers. The study found that the 
manufacturer-supplier relationships start as a market-exchange-type relationship and 
move to a partnership type in which the manufacturer benefit from supplier knowledge 
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of local production and market factors and the suppliers benefit from manufacturer's 
technical and managerial support. 
Jhakaria and Shankar (2007) in their research paper proposed to identify the 
dissimilarities that exist in SCM practices in different manufacturing industries in 
India. It identified four sectors - auto (both automakers and OEMs), Engineering, 
FMCG and Process. The methodology was survey based. It included six parameters 
like attitude of major stakeholders, information sharing between partners, certain 
internal business measures for performance measurement, incentives to partners and 
level of investment in IT. It concluded that some similarities exist between auto and 
engineering sectors though the dissimilarities are much higher. The result is such 
because there exists fundamental dissimilarities in operation and working of different 
sectors. The results could be helpful to managers evolving SCM strategies. 
Studies of literature on automobile SC indicated that design changes often leads to risks 
in supply, delivery and policy for external suppliers. While it pertains to research and 
development (RD) risk, production related risk, planning oriented risk, information and 
organization risk for the internal! manufacturer. In automotive SC the quality of 
information exchanged between entities of SC influences joint decision and incentive 
alignment amongst parties to a SC. Buyer-supplier relationship in auto SC which are 
based on trust and are long lasting lead to a reduction in cost and improvement of 
performance of SC. Further synchronized SC leads to efficiency in SC. Though these 
relationships start as a market exchange type relationships but move to become 
partnership type. SC in auto firms are of two types- A fully integrated supply network 
(where the module supplier needs sufficient capability for upstream supply network 
integration and modularization); and partly integrated module supply network (where a 
third party logistics service provider plays an important role with regard to production 
capability). Further SC configuration determines automakers relationship with its 
supplier. In India there is noted to be an increase in level of awareness and willingness 
to adapt green practices and also build socially responsible SC. Further in India 
similarities can be found between auto and engineering sectors, however dissimilarities 
are much larger. 
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2.2.3 Food Supply Chain 
Marsden, et al (2002) developed a theoretical perspective and contributed to debates on 
generalized theory of rural development. They explored the role of short food supply 
chains in rural development. They argue that in order to more fully understand the role 
of short food supply chains and their potential it is important to move beyond 
descriptions of product flows and also examine how supply chains are built shaped and 
reproduced over time and space. The methodology was a case study of Llyn Beef 
producers co-operative in Wales. They demonstrated the evolution of supply chains and 
their role in rural development both at farm level and also within rural economy. They 
identified four types of evolution which were temporal, spatial, demand, and 
associational or institutional. 
Vorst, et al (2006) investigated the effect of Supply Chain Management on logistical 
performance indicators in food supply chains. It is found from review of quantitative 
and more qualitative managerial literature that, Supply Chain Management should be 
concerned with the reduction and if possible elimination of uncertainties to improve the 
performance of the chain. The study identified clusters of sources of uncertainty, which 
were order forecast horizon, input data, administrative and decision processes and 
inherent uncertainties. For each source of uncertainty, several improvement principles 
were identified. The methodology was a case study in a food chain in which a 
simulation model helped quantify the effects of alternative configurations and 
operational management concepts. This simulation study was compared with a pilot 
study and the model is validated against real data, to identify organizational 
consequences. The findings of the case study suggested that reduction of uncertainties 
bring with it improved service levels, although possible benefits could be restricted by 
current supply chain configurations. Also the availability of real-time information 
systems were found to be a requirement for obtaining efficient and effective Supply 
Chain Management. 
The pet food recall in March 2007 and a rapid increase of similar incidents have 
exposed the real risk for food supply chain contamination and disruptions. When 
sourcing is done through multilayered supply chains with poor visibility they are 
particularly vulnerable. Roth et at (2007) developed a conceptual framework called the 
"Six Ts" of supply chain quality management i.e. traceability, transparency, testability, 
time, trust and training that were found to be relevant for all type of products but 
especially important to the preservation of public welfare through a safe food supply. 
Their study described the globalization of food supply chains and present data on the 
trends of U.S. food import volumes, both in aggregate and specifically from China. The 
study also highlighted the inherent difficulties and risks posed by global food supply 
chains. Research agenda and questions to be addressed regarding the application of the 
six Ts in global food supply chain management were also provided in the study. 
The present day dynamic demands and constraints imposed by ever changing business 
scenerio makes it increasingly necessary for companies in the food supply chain to 
cooperate with each other. The main questions faced by individual (food) companies 
were whether, why, how and with whom to start supply chain management activities. 
Vorst and Beulens (2002) undertook a research that was quantitative in nature for 
analyzing a supply chain network and for identifying effective chain redesign 
strategies. Their study presented a generic list of supply chain redesign strategies based 
on a multi-disciplinary literature review. It concluded that one should focus on the 
identification and management of the sources of uncertainties in the supply chain's 
decision-making processes in order to identify the most effective strategies in a specific 
chain scenario. The application of the stated research method in three food supply 
chains resulted in a valuable tool that could be used in supply chain redesign projects, 
as it indicated potentially effective redesign strategies when encountered with specific 
source of uncertainty in a supply chain. 
Apaiah, et al (2005) proposed a methodology to efficiently design food supply chains. 
They focus on quality, cost and environmental independently to each other and suggest 
that food chains are designed to deliver a particular product with consumer-specified 
attributes and are made up of links. These attributes are used to select the goals of 
quality, cost and environment load to optimize the chain. A systematic way to identify 
problem areas in supply chains is presented by the methodology. They conclude that 
the entire chain from primary production up to and including consumer-processing 
influences the final product; but the relative contribution of the links varies according 
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to the goal be it quality, cost or environment for which the chain is being designed and 
optimized. 
Folkerts & Koehorst (1998) presented the need for the European agribusiness and food 
industries to redesign and reposition their activities in the food supply chain, both at a 
technical and organizational level, in order to achieve customer satisfaction and 
business efficiency. Their study is based on the findings often supply chain projects in 
the Dutch horticultural sector and on the results of a benchmarking project in five 
different European countries. They described the activities of the `Agri Chain 
Competence" programme in The Netherlands and stresses that more attention should be 
paid to international food supply chains and that chain reversal demands new methods, 
tools and expertise on chain analysis and chain management. 
Wilson and Clarke (1998) described a possible mechanism for the design and 
development of a software system that will become the de facto industry standard for 
the collation, location and dissemination of traceability data. They conclude that such a 
system should be capable of transcending national and regional boundaries; further it 
should operate on a global scale and be available 24 hours a day seven days a week. It 
must be relevant to, and usable by, each member of the food supply chain whilst not 
generating any commercial objection on grounds of security, competitiveness or cost. 
The system proposed makes use of the continuing growth of personal computer usage, 
the declining cost of electronic communication, and the global nature of the Internet. 
Management of supply chain for food is associated with the risk of contamination and 
disruptions, which are very high particularly when the product is sourced through 
multi, layered supply chain. These could be controlled through adoption of six T-
Traceability, Transparency, Testability, Time, Trust and Training which is important 
for all but specially food supply chain. 
2.2.4 Supply Chain and Grocery 
One of the biggest challenges for supply chain management today is short shelf life 
grocery products as the product variants is very high, traceability requirement is strict, 
the shelf life is very short, the volume of goods handled is high and there is a strict 
need of temperature control all through the supply chain. A solution to the problems 
associated with logistics of short shelf life products can be Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) based data capture system. This article discusses the potential of 
utilizing RFID technology for increasing efficiency in the  supply chain of short shelf 
life products. This article focuses on RFID trial conducted at Sainsbury's, which is 
discussed to analyze the potential benefits of RFID for short shelf-life products 
retailers. It also analyzes the potential impact of RFID for various other supply chain 
participants. The paper finds out that RFID brings with it a range of operational 
benefits, the major one being quick payback of capital when applied with recyclable 
transport containers. (Karkkainen, 2003) 
Use of RFID increases the efficiency of grocery SC which has many challenges that of 
short shelf life, high product variety, high volume and need of temperature control all 
through the Sc. 
2.2.5 International Supply Chain 
There is drastic increase in number of companies that claim to be pursuing international 
supply chain management (ISCM), though empirical evidence of successful 
implementation programs is scarce. This paper tries to contribute to theory building in 
the area of TSCM implementation by presenting an exploratory model specifying goals, 
hindrances and enablers on the path towards effective ISCM. The model was 
formulated in a workshop on the subject with inputs from a panel of experts on the 
particular content matter. The results derived are discouraging and point towards a 
gloomy picture of vicious cycles frustrating the implementation of effective ISCM 
strategies. Though gloomy it also appears that it is possible to apply the same generic 
mechanisms to create a virtuous cycle, for example by promoting cross-functional 
careers and by responding actively to demanding customer needs. (Akkermans, et 
al,1999) 
2.1.5 Fashion? Garment Retail 
McColl and Moore in 2011 undertook research with the aim of offering a deeper 
understanding of the centrality of the own brand to fashion retailer brand strategy. The 
research was based on six in-depth interviews with large-scale fashion retailers from a 
sample of the 20 largest and most successful fashion retailers in the UK. The 
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participants identified the motivations, dimensions, success factors and problems 
associated with the creation, development and management of the own brand. The 
results of this study provide key areas for future research development to be applied 
within the fashion retail sector or to be expanded within alternative retail sectors. 
This study done by Muhammad and Ha-Brookshire in 2011 aimed at gaining deeper 
understanding of the job responsibilities and requirements of textile and apparel (T&A) 
sourcing personnel from the employers' perspective. This was based on Kunz's 
behavioral theory of apparel firms and US Department of Labor's classification 
principles. The study used "Job wanted" texts published by Women's Wear Daily, a 
prominent daily trade newspaper in the US textile and also collected data from apparel 
industry. Content analysis was performed. It examined three research question; which 
were- daily duties of sourcing personnel, required skills for sourcing personnel, and 
relevant experiences needed for sourcing personnel. The study found that sourcing 
personnel were heavily involved in the firm's management of vendor relations, product 
development, production, and inter-departmental collaborations. It proposed that 
desired sourcing personnel must be organized with multitasking abilities, knowledge of 
various computer applications, and exceptional communication skills. It also 
discovered that on-the-job experience, industry knowledge, and bilingual abilities were 
highly sought for sourcing personnel with relatively little focus on formal education. 
Private brands play a significant in garment retail. However apart from positive aspects 
of private brands there are also challenges associated with creation, development and 
management of private brands. Distinct characteristics were found amongst sourcing 
personnel in garment sector and multi-tasking, knowledge of computer applications and 
communication skills. 
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CHAPTER-3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Chapter -3: Research Methodology 
This chapter presents in detail the methodology adopted for carrying out the research. It 
is organized into eleven sections. It begins with an overview of the research 
methodology, which revolves around the theme of research followed by the problem 
statement that has a set of questions the research seeks to answer, which is followed by 
the research objectives. The variable or key factors influencing supply chain are then 
described, followed by research hypothesis. The chapter then elaborates on the scope of 
research, development of questionnaire and its administration. There are sections on 
sources of data and sample selection, which are followed by a brief on tools used for 
analysis of data. The chapter concludes with a brief mention of the limitations of the 
study. 
3.1 Overview of Research Methodology 
The central purpose of this chapter is to define the research problem, which the 
researcher seeks to answer. The methodology adopted plays a very important role as the 
effectiveness of any research endeavor entirely depends upon the correctness of 
selecting the research method. The flowchart in the figure-2.1 briefly describes the 
research methodology adopted. 
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Figure-2.1 
Research Methodology 
Problem Statement 
Objective of Study I 
Scope of Study 
Identification of 
Variables 
Research Design 
Sample selection 
1. Selection of outlets 
2. Selection of 
respondents 
Quest. Development 
Quest. 
Administration 
Tools of Analysis 
Study Limitations 
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3.2 Problem Statement 
The Indian retail sector has seen unprecedented growth in the last few years. Global 
Retail Development Index positions India as a leading destination for retail investment. 
The success in this sector depends on achieving an efficient logistics and supply chain, 
by combining the best systems and expertise to manage a ready flow of goods and 
services. With the expansion of retail, supply chain will take on an increasingly 
important role. 
Food and grocery segment constitutes about 62 per cent of the total INR 12000 billion 
(USD 270 billion) Indian retail market_ The modern organized retailing is about 3 per 
cent of the total. The organized food and grocery retail sector grew at the rate of 35.6 
percent in 2005 and at 42.5 per cent in 2006 ova[ the previous year. 
This segment was dominated by players with regional presence as most of them had 
established themselves in local markets. This was primarily attributed to inefficient 
supply chain management and lack of investment in establishing effective SCM 
network in different regions. A Nielsen study indicates that there will be significant 
switch in spending from traditional grocery stores to modem stores in the region. 
(Source: India Retail Report 2007: An Images F&R Research) 
Retailing in India is an unchartered territory. Food and grocery is the most promising 
area for setting up retail business in India. Organized grocery retail has been very 
successful in the developed countries. An identification and an understanding of the 
factors which made them successful, will help Indian retailers to streamline their own 
operations and also devise strategies. For instance an understanding of shopper retail 
format choice behaviour will enable retailers to segment their market and target specific 
consumer groups with strategies premeditated to meet their retail needs. (Baisya, 2007) 
The study therefore has practical implications for food and grocery retailers for better 
understanding the shopper behavior in the context of changing consumer demographic 
and psychographic characteristics in an emerging Indian retail market. The findings 
would help the retailers to segment and target the food and grocery retail consumers 
and, as a consequence, to undertake more effective retail marketing strategies for 
competitive advantage. The research is also relevant to retail marketers in terms of 
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format development and reorientation of their marketing strategies in the fastest 
growing Indian retail market. 
Therefore the problem areas that this research identifies are formulated in the form of 
questions and listed below. 
Research Question 1: What are the factors that have made the international retailers 
successful. 
Research Question 2: What are the factors that have not been adopted by the Indian 
retailers. 
Research Question 3: What are the factors that could be adopted by the Indian retailers. 
Research Question 4: What are the factors that cannot be adopted by the Indian 
retailers. 
Research Question 5: What factors could help develop a model for Indian retailers to be 
successful. 
3.3 Research Objectives 
With the problem statement in mind, the following research objectives have been laid 
down. 
1. To study the supply chain models of retailers in developed countries 
2. To identify the various important aspects of their supply chain practices. 
3. To compare the supply chain practices of the selected international retailers 
with Indian retailers. 
4. To identify factors that the Indian retailers could adopt to improve their 
performance. 
3.4 Identification of variables 
On the basis of extensive review of research already done in the area of supply chain in 
retail sector in the developed countries, certain variables were identified as critical for 
successful operation and performance of retailers. These variables form the basis of 
research and have been discussed briefly. This is also presented in the form of model 
(figure 5). 
a. Sourcing Strategy: (Lin & Liang, 2001) 
Strategic sourcing is an institutional procurement process that continuously improves 
and re-evaluates the purchasing activities of a company. In a production environment, it 
is often considered one component of supply chain management. Strategic sourcing 
techniques are also applied to non-traditional area such as services or capital. 
Sourcing strategy is critical to supply chain initiative. It refers to sourcing from local 
(domestic) markets, and following a centralized sourcing strategy, that is, sourcing 
from a single point to cater to the needs of all retail centers across different 
markets(regions). Sourcing brings coordinated ordering, central purchasing and data 
processing for better decision making and SC success. 
b. Innovative SCM Techniques (Johnson and Wood, 1996, Keah and Handfreld, 
1998). 
innovative techniques are employed to enhance the supply chain performance, they 
include Quick Response System (QRS), Efficient Consumer Response (ECR), 
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) and Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI). They help with planning, fulfillment of customer demands, 
strengthen the supply by combining the intelligence of multiple business partners. 
Innovative techniques such as Quick Response System (QRS), Efficient Consumer 
Response (ECR), Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) and 
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) are strategically important to success of a supply 
chain initiative (Lin & Liang, 2001). ECRS and QRS help strengthen the supply and 
replenishment of stores (Margolies 1995); CPFR and VMI help with the planning and 
fulfillment of customer demand as it enables with combining the intelligence of 
multiple business partners Co-operation and information sharing among allies could be 
further deepened and tightened. 
c. Virtual Store (Colla & Dupuis 2002), (Lin and Liang, 2001) and (Aida, 2001) 
Virtual store or online retailing is a form of electronic commerce whereby consumers 
directly buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet without an intermediary 
service. Virtual store is also referred to as an online shop, e-shop, c-store, Internet shop, 
web-shop, web-store or online store. E-commerce initiatives and strategies of leading 
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players lead to better management of supply chain in the global retail industry. Leading 
retailers partnership with leading IT solutions providers for enhancing their appeal to 
the online customer. Internet is found to be an effective channel to increase 
accessibility to potential customers, maintaining shoppers profile, increasing sales and 
other benefits of conducting business through Internet. 
d. Physical Distribution and Digitalization (Colla & Dupuis 2002), (Lin and Liang, 
2001), (Tibi & Bruslc, 1998) 
Physical distribution and digitalization is about IT investment and is an important 
aspect of supply chain management. It relates to application of various IT based 
techniques by the retailer and business partners. Physical distribution strategies and 
digitalization is another critical factor for success of retail supply chain this relates to 
investment in IT, adoption of EDI by suppliers, connection between various stores 
through and Headquarters through implementation of IT applications, product 
replishment cycle and stock. These initiatives help the firms to gather real time data and 
computerized data exchanges with suppliers and other stakeholders. 
e. CRM in Retailing (Christopher et al, 1991), (Buttle 1996), (Peek et al 1999), (Foss 
& Stone 2001), (Rowley J. 2005). 
C'R\1 is a business strategy designed to reduce costs and increase profitability by 
strengthening customer loyalty. Relationship marketing shifts the focus of marketing 
exchange from transactions to relationships. It acknowledges that a stable customer 
base is a core business asset. Customer is critical to success of any retail chain and 
therefore the relationship with customer is of prime importance. CRM exercises can be 
undertaken in numerous ways. Most studies reflect on use of loyalty cards to enhance 
relationship with customers. Loyalty cards are being used to build a relationship web 
that is important to marketing communication and brand building. Retailers transform 
cold data on consumer behavior into warm relationships and eventually into a genuine 
customer loyalty founded on understanding and trust, data collected are used for 
corporate planning, store portfolios segmentation, planning brand management, 
merchandizing, promotional or media activity and direct marketing. The benefits that 
flow are low prices, benefits of mass sale, volume discount. 
f. Investment in Logistics Infrastructure (Palmer 2005, Pache and Fenneteau 2007) 
m 
Investment in distribution and logistics infrastructure is also a way of achieving supply 
chain efficiency. There exists the importance of supporting investment in the particular 
field for competitive advantage and success of retail supply chain initiative. The 
important categories of importance within this broad factor are company's own or 
leased transport infrastructure, the kind of transport vehicles employed i.e tractors, 
trailers, specialized vans of variable size and different temperature and use of 3rd party 
logistics providers (3PLs) . 
g. Store Brands (Schutte 1969). 
Store brands are products owned and or licensed for exclusive use by business for 
distribution in their respective markets. The label owner does not necessarily 
manufacture or process the products licensed hot are mostly identified by the name of 
the sponsoring retailer. (Richardson etal, 1994), (Pache, 1999) Store brands are useful 
to increase margins, generate greater store loyalty, increase customer traffic, provide 
greater mix of products, and greater margins and this is found to be particularly true to 
grocery products 
h. Relationship with major suppliers (Palmer 2005), (Bloom & Perry 2001), 
(Manzano, 1997) 
An important dimension for sustaining the company's expansion is it relationship with 
its major supplier and is critical to the success of SC initiative. The various aspects of 
this collaboration benefits are: price benefits (discounts), joint information sharing, 
joint planning, investment benefits like training of employees, financial help, 
information sharing on future plan etc. 
i. RFID (Wilding, Delgrado 2004) 
RFID use is also a factor contributing to success in Sc. RFID leads to better supply 
chain visibility brings with it better tracking, shrinkage reduction, better management, 
faster turn around time, more volume because of less lead time, improvement in on 
shelf availability. The study explores the benefits that the two level i.e. Item and case 
level tagging bring with it and argues that RHO implementation can accelerate logistics 
operations help decrease stock outs, reduce shrinkage due to thefts and counterfeiting 
and also help with promotions effectiveness. 
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j. Investment in distribution and logistics infrastructure (Palmer 2005, Pache and 
Fenneteau 2007) 
Investment in distribution and logistics infrastructure is also a way of achieving supply 
chain efficiency. There exists the importance of supporting investment in the particular 
field for competitive advantage and success of retail supply chain initiative. The 
important categories of importance within this broad factor are company's own or 
leased transport infrastructure, the kind of transport vehicles employed i.e. tractors, 
trailers, specialized vans of variable size and different temperature and use of 3rd party 
logistics providers (3PLs) . 
k. Store Environment (Palmer, 2005) 
Increased sophistication of in store retail cuviromneats stems from additional levels of 
capital investments as well as broad supporting investments in information technology 
(IT) systems. Firm's investment in its IT systems is critical to its supply chain success. 
The various facets of this investment are In store IT investment, IT to track sale, IT to 
connect sale and distribution center, IT for analysis of buying patterns. 
I. Multiple Formats (Filser, 2001), (Mc Nair, 1957), (Vance and Scott, 1994) 
The format of a retailer is the overall appearance and feel that it presents to customers, 
primarily its look and layout, the sort of range it stocks and the approach taken to 
pricing. International retailers have tasted success as they have adopted different 
formats for different regions (countries). The format to be adopted depends upon the 
type of customer one is catering to. 
j. Broad non- food mcrchandizet (Palmer, 2005) 
Non-food merchandise includes items such as dry goods, apparel, accessories, 
fivniture, home furnishing small wares. hardware. Strength in non-food as in food 
merchandize also contributes to success in SC for retail set up. A wide array of non-
food merchandize helps get multiple benefits of sourcing, increased footfall 
Figure 2.2 depict the variables in a tabular form. 
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Figure-2.2 
Variables for Research i 1ethodology 
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'Volume discount from supplier 
•Loyalty program 
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•4-lster turn around 
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3.5 Hypothesis 
Hypothesis is an unproven proposition or supposition that can tentatively explain the 
phenomenon. In order to carry out detailed analysis on the objectives of the study, a list 
(if hypothesis were developed which were subject to testing in the questionnaire. 
The following hypotheses were developed for testing this research study. 
Hypothesis related to benefits of sourcing strategy 
Hol.l: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in stock 
management accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Ho1.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of ordering convenience 
accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers 
Ho1.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in discount price 
accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Hol.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of transport economy 
accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to awareness of innovative SCM techniques 
Ilo2.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of the awareness of Quick 
response system (QRS) across different retailers. 
Ho2.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of awareness concept of 
ECR across different retailers 
Ho2.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of awareness of concept of 
VMI across different retailers. 
Ho2.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of awareness of concept of 
CPFR across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to adoption of innovative SCM techniques 
}1o3.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of QRS 
technique across different retailers. 
Ho3.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of ECR 
technique across different retailers. 
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Ho3.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of VMI 
technique across different retailers. 
Ho3 4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of CPFR 
technique across different retailers 
Hypothesis related to benefits of innovative SCM techniques 
11o4.1; There is no significant difference in the mean value of store replenishment 
benefit accrued through SCM techniques across different retailers. 
Ho4.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in demand 
planning accrued through SCM techniques across different retailers. 
Ho4.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value benefit in of stocks out 
management accrued through SCM techniques across different retailers. 
Ho4.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of improved relationship 
with channel partners accrued through SCM techniques across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to benefits of adoption of digitalization strategies 
Ho5.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in product 
replenishment through adoption of digitalization strategy across different retailers. 
Ho5.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in stock keeping 
through digitalization strategy across different retailers. 
Ho5.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in information 
sharing through digitalization strategy across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to benefits of CRM strategy 
Ho6.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of low price 
through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in mass sale 
through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of customer 
loyalty through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
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11o6.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in volume 
discount for suppliers through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of data for 
corporate planning accrued through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.6: There is rto significant difference in the mean value of benefit of store portfolio 
segmentation accrued through adoption ofCRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of merchandising 
accrued through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.8: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit in promotion and 
media activity accrued through adoption of CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.9; There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of brand 
management accrued through adoption of CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Ho6.10: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of information 
to mail customers accrued through adoption of CRM strategy across different retailers. 
hypothesis related to benefits logistics strategy 
Ho7.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of timely 
dispatch accrued through Logistics strategy across different retailers. 
Ho7.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of low cost 
accrued through adoption of Logistics strategy across different retailers 
Ho7.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of product 
variety dispatch accrued through adoption of Logistics strategy across different retailers 
Hypothesis related to benefits store brands 
Ho8.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of Increased 
variety achieved through store brands across different retailers 
IIo8.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of more customer 
traffic through store brands across different retailers. 
Ho8.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of increased 
loyalty through store brands across different retailers. 
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Ho8.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of increased 
margin through store brands across different retailers. 
Ho8.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of data mining 
help through store brands across different retailers. 
Ho8.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of better 
relationship with suppliers through store brands across different retailers. 
Ho8.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of more choice to 
customers through store brands across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to benefits supplier relationship 
Ho9.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of future plan 
information sharing through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of investment 
through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of financial help 
through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of training of 
supplier's employees' through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value benefit of joint decision-
making through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of use of brand 
name through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Ho9.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of price discount 
through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Hypothesis related to benefits RFID 
HolO.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of accelerated 
receipt of goods through RFID implementation. 
HoIO.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of benefit of reduced idle 
time through RFID implementation. 
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Ho10.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of inventory management 
optimization through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of improved process flow 
through RFID implementation. 
HoIO.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of fewer shelving errors 
through RFID implementation. 
HolO.6: 'hhere is no significant difference in the mean value of shrinkage reduction 
through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of reduction of out of 
stocks through RFED implementation. 
Ho10.8: There is no significant diftercnce in the mean value of improved merchandise 
availability through RFID implementation 
IFolO.9: There is no significant difference in the mean value of space planning 
availability through RFID implementation. 
HotO.10: There is no significant difference in the mean value of effective promotion 
through RFID implementation 
Hoi0.11: There is no significant difference in the mean value of faster turnaround 
through RFID implementation 
Hypothesis related to benefits IT applications 
Hol 1.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of tracking products using 
IT applications 
Hol 1.2; There is no significant difference in the mean value of accelerated till + staff 
using IT applications 
Roil .3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of sales tracking using IT 
applications 
Holl.4: There is rro significant difference in the mean value of reduced customer 
service time using IT applications 
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Hypothesis related to investment IT applications 	 -.`, 
Ho12.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on bar 
coding with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on extranet 
with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on EDI 
with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on 
automated storage and retrieval system with reference to the annual turnover 
Ho12.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on supply 
chain software with reference to the annual turnover 
Ho12.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on ERP 
software with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on 
computer hardware with reference to the annual turnover 
Ho12.8: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on LAN 
with reference to the annual turnover. 
lb 12.9: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment on office 
automation with reference to the annual turnover. 
3.6 Scope of Research 
The scope has been defined in terms of sector and geography. As retailing as an 
industry is very large, the study is focused only on grocery retail. Further, as the aim of 
the research endeavor is to compare retailing in developed countries with that of India, 
the researcher has identified three prominent international players and three Indian 
players. Wal-Mart from USA. Tesco from UK and Carrefour from France are the three 
international players while Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and Spencer's are the players 
from the Indian market. The study therefore is limited to the supply chain operations of 
these players only. Further, survey has been conducted (information sought from) only 
in the NCR region. 
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3.7 Questionnaire Development 
Keeping the above variables in mind a list of questions was formulated. This had a mix 
of close-ended questions with multiple alternatives and some questions using Likert 
scale wherein the respondents were expected to choose one option that would best align 
with their view of their performance on that parameter. In all there were twenty-six 
questions. 
3.7.1 Content Validity 
Content validity was undertaken. Executives from the industry and academia reviewed 
the questionnaire. This was done to conduct a preliminary analysis wherein the 
relevance of each question was analyzed and reviewed. Ten executives and 
academicians were selected randomly and approached personally by the researcher. 
Executives were from the retail industry in India and academicians were in the area of 
retail or (and) supply chain management. A few questions were deleted and the final 
questionnaire was developed. They were twenty-six questions in all of which fourteen 
were multiple-choice questions, and the remaining twelve used a 5-point likert scale to 
assess their performance on different parameters. 
3.7.2 Questionnaire Administration (sample size determination) 
The main purpose of sampling is to reduce error with smallest sample size of the 
population without losing usability as well as increasing the reliability at the same time. 
The minimum sample size was taken as per the thumb rule given below (Gupta, 2003): 
Minimum sample size required = four times of the number of question items 
The sample size must be a representation of the population for the response required to 
achieve the objectives of the research work. As there are 26 questions in the 
questionnaire developed for this research work, a minimum of 104 respondents are 
essentially required as per the above state thumb rule. 
In total 27 outlets were surveyed which comprised of nine each from Big Bazaar, 
Reliance Fresh and Spencer's. In these outlets a total of 297 questionnaires were 
distributed among managers and operational level staff that is each outlet was given 11 
questionnaires each. A total of 1 SO were returned out of which 114 were found to be 
usable which have been considered for the study. The response rate was 63.33%, which 
is acceptable. A response rate of 25% is considered desirable for survey findings. (Yu 
and Cooper, 1983; Malhotra and Grover, 1993) 
3.8 Sources of Data 
Primary data has been collected through the use of structured questionnaires. However 
secondary sources (Company brochure and websites) have also been used to 
supplement information wherever needed. Only secondary sources were used to collect 
information about operations of retailers from developed countries. Therefore the 
methodology was a mix of quantitative as well as qualitative techniques. 
3.9 Sample selection 
The process of selection of sample can be said to be sequential (in stages). In the first 
stage the retailers were identified and selected, which was based on scale of operation. 
As of June 2, 2012 there were 214 Big Bazaar stores across 90 cities and towns in India 
covering around 16 million sq.ft. Reliance Fresh has in excess of 1000 Reliance Fresh 
outlets across the country Spencer's retail has 400 plus stores across 60 cities. 
In the second stage nine retail outlets were selected purely based on the convenience of 
location. In each of these outlets 11 questionnaires were administered. 
The third stage consisted of selection of managers and staff personnel. Three managers 
and eight staff personnel were selected. The sampling technique used for their selection 
was purely judgmental. 
3.10 Tools of Analysis 
The researcher used primary as well as secondary data to collect information about the 
players. Primary data was used for the Indian players wherein a questionnaire has been 
used. This data has been analyzed using mean, standard deviation and one-way anova. 
This has been presented in chapter four. The secondary data compiled has been 
subjected to qualitative analysis wherein firstly a comparison between the different 
Indian and foreign players have been undertaken on the basis of the variables identified. 
This is presented in the form of comparative cases in chapter five. Further the grocer, 
retail scenario of India has been analyzed using Pestle analysis (Political Economic 
Social Technological Environmental and Legislative Factors), Porter five forces model 
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and a SWOT analysis (Strength Weakness Opportunities Threat) has been undertaken. 
Therefore both qualitative and quantitative techniques have been used to analyze the 
data collected. 
3.11 Limitations of the Study 
1. The quality of primary data collected is subject to the level of cooperation, 
based upon the opinion and also the level of understanding of the respondent. 
2. The study was limited to only twenty-seven outlets in the NCR region. 
3. The sample size was small and therefore conclusions drawn may lead to 
variations. 
4. The data collected pertains to a period of six months only and therefore is beset 
with constraint of time. 
CHAPTER-4 
ANALYSIS 
Chapter-4: Analysis 
This chapter presents an analysis of data collected through questionnaires. It is divided 
into three sections- the first section is an analysis of frequencies and means of the 
values received through administration of questionnaire; in the second section one way 
ANOVA is used to test hypothesis, while the third section depicts a summary of the 
results of hypothesis testing. 
The literature that follows is presented in the following pattern; firstly a topic is listed, 
which is followed by a table and brief analysis of the values obtained. 
4.1: Mean and Frequency Analysis 
The section presents the analysis of means and frequencies of answers gathered using 
the questionnaires. 
1. Sample Distribution 
Table 4.1.1 
Distribution of sample (outlets) 
Retailer Frequency 
Rig RazaariBR) 42 
Reliance Fresh (RE) 44 
Spencer'. Fresh (SF) 28 
Total 114 
Table 4.1.1 shows the distribution of the sample (outlets) located in NCR region. The 
maximum number of outlets is from Reliance Retail (44), however almost same 
number of outlets is from Big Bazaar (42). The third category of retailer is Spencer's 
fresh, which are 28 in number. 
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2. Sourcing Strategy 
Table 4.1.2 
Local Sourcing 
Frequency  
No 114 
Yes 0 
Table 4.1.2 shows that all the surveyed retailers source some of their products from 
both local and overseas market 
3. Percentage of overseas sourcing. 
Table 4.1.3 
Overseas products 
Percentage Frequency 
0-10% 4 
10-20% 46 
20-30% 48 
Any other 16 
Total 114 
It has been found from table 4.1 .3 that most of the retailers import their products in the 
range of 20-30°0, closely followed by retailers importing in the range of 10-20%, 
however there are some retailers where the share of overseas sourcing is very less that 
is between 0-10 percent. 
4. Benefits Sourcing Strategy 
Table .4 1.4 
Sourcing strategy benefits across retailers 
Stock Ordering Discount Transport 
Management Convenience Price Economy 
Mean 3.35 3.65 3.17 2.82 
Table 4.1.4 describes the different benefits a retailer accrues through sourcing 
strategies. The table shows the mean value obtained on various benefits of sourcing. 
The key benefit of sourcing strategy is convenience of ordering (3.63). Stock 
management and discount price benefit are also other advantages of developing 
sourcing strategy for retailers. 
Table 4.1.5 
Benefits accrued through sourcing strategy across retailers 
Benefits Retailers No of 
respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Stock Management BB 42 3.31 .897 
RF 44 3.32 .800 
SF 28 3.46 .922 
Total 114 3.35 .862 
Ordering Convenience BB 42 3.64 .850 
RF 44 3.77 .961 
SF 28 3.46 .838 
Total 114 3.65 .892 
Discount Price BB 42 3.14 .751 
RF 44 3.27 .624 
SF 28 3.04 .922 
Total 114 3.17 .752 
Transport Economy BB 42 2.74 .445 
RI: 44 2.95 .680 
SF 28 2.71 .854 
Total 114 2.82 .659 
The above table numbered 4.1.5 indicates the mean value obtained by various retailers 
for different benefits that they accrue through their sourcing strategy. 
a) Stock Management: The mean value analysis shows that the highest value of 
stock management benefit is attained by Spencer's Fresh (3.46) closely 
followed by Reliance Fresh and Big Bazaar at 3.32 and 3.31 respectively. 
b) Ordering Convenience: Reliance Fresh leads the group on the benefit of 
ordering convenience with the mean value of 3.77 followed by Big Bazaar at 
3.64 and Spencer's Fresh at 3.46 
c) Discount Price Benefit: Reliance Fresh is again the leader on attaining 
discount price benefit through sourcing strategy with the mean of 3.27 followed 
by Big Bazaar at 3.14 and Spencer's Fresh at 3.04 
d) Transport Economy: Reliance Fresh is the leader in this category with the 
mean of 2.95 closely followed by Big Bazaar and Spencer's Fresh 
5. Awareness of innovative SCM techniques 
a. QRS (quick response system) 
	
h. ECR (Efficient Consumer 
Response System) 
c. VMI (Vendor managed inventory) 
	
d. 	CPFR 	(Collaborative 	Planning, 
Forecasting Replenishment) 
Table 4.1.6 
Innovative Techniques in SCM Awareness 
QRS ECR VMI CPFR 
Mean 
2.44 2.46 3.02 2.24 
The above table numbered 4.1.6 indicates that VMI with the mean of 3.02 is the 
innovative SCM technique. which finds highest level of awareness amongst the Indian 
retailers followed by ECR, QRS and CPFR respectively. 
Table 4.1.7 
Comparison SCM Technique awareness amongst the Retailers 
Techniques Retailer 
S 
No. of 
respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
QRS BB 42 2.57 1233 
RF 44 232 .909 
SF 28 2.43 .959 
Total 114 2.44 1.048 
ECR BB 42 2.38 987 
RF 44 2.59 1.085 
SF 28 2.36 1.026 
Total 114 2.46 L032 
VMI 42 2.83 1.080 
44 3.16 1.293 
rBB 
28 3.07 
114 
1.245 
 3.02 1,205 
CPFR BB 42 2.21 .782 
RF 44 2.27 .694 
SF 28 2.21 .787 
Total 114 2.24 .744 
Table 4.1.7 shows the awareness of various innovative techniques across the 
surveyed retailers. 
a. QRS: The mean value analysis shows that respondents at Big Bazaar (M-
2.57) have the highest level of awareness regarding the concept of QRS 
followed by Spencer's Fresh (2.43) and Reliance Fresh (2.32). 
b. ECR: ECR finds maximum level of awareness at Reliance Fresh (2.59) closely 
followed by Big Bazaar (2.38) and Spencer's Fresh (2.36). 
c. VMI: The VMI awareness is maximum at Reliance fresh with the mean value 
of 3.16 followed by Spencer's Fresh at 3.07 and Big Bazaar at 2.83. 
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d. CPFR: CPFR awareness is maximum at Reliance Fresh (2.27) with Big Bazaar 
and Spencer's Fresh tied with the mean of 2.21 each. 
. Implementation of innovative SCM techniques 
a. QRS 	 b. ECR 	 c. VMI 	d. CPFR 
Table 4.1.8 
SCM Techniques implementation level 
QRS ECR VMI CPFR 
Mean 2.92 2.81 2.51 2.71 
The above table 4.1.8 shows the mean value obtained by various innovative techniques 
implemented by the retailers in their SCM. The table shows the highest implementation 
is of QRS (2.92), which is followed by ECR (2.81) and CPFR (2.71). 
Table 4.1.9 
Implementation Level - SCM Techniques across Retailers 
Techniques Retailer 
s 
No of 
respondent_. Mean Std. Deviation 
QRS BB 42 2.86 .718 
RF 44 3.05 .861 
SF 28 2.82 .670 
Total 114 2.92 .766 
ECR BB 42 2.93 1.022 
RF 44 2.70 .734 
SF 28 2.79 .917 
Total 114 2.81 .891 
VMI BB 42 2.57 .859 
RF 44 2.59 .726 
SF 28 2.29 .810 
Total 114 2.51 .801 
CPFR BB 42 2.50 .890 
RF 44 2.98 1.303 
SF 28 2.61 1.100 
Total 114 2.71 1.127 
The above table numbered 4.1.9 indicates the mean value obtained by various retailers 
on different innovative SCM techniques implemented. 
e) QRS: The mean value analysis shows that the highest value of QRS 
implementation is obtained by reliance fresh (M=3.05), Spencer's and Big 
Bazaar have approximately the same mean value of 2.8. 
f) ECR: The above table indicates that ECR finds the highest level of 
implementation at Big Bazaar (2.93) followed by Spencer' Fresh (2.79) and 
Reliance Fresh (2.7). 
g) VM1: VM[ finds the highest Level of implementation at Reliance Fresh (2.59) 
very closely followed by Big Bazaar at 2.57 and Spencer's Fresh at 2.29. 
h) CPFR: Reliance Fresh is the player which is ahead at implementing CPFR with 
the mean value of 2.98, Spencer's (2.61) is second and Big Bazaar third with 
the mean value of 2.50. 
6. Benefits of Innovative SCM Techniques 
Table 4.1.10 
Benefits SCM Techniques 
Store Demand Stocks out Improved relationship 
Replenishment Planning Management with partners 
Mean 
4.25 3.90 3.89 3.21 
It can be inferred from the table numbered 4.1.10 that adoption of Innovative SCM 
techniques help the retailers attain different benefit. The major advantages being 
attained are store replenishment (4.25) followed by demand planning (3.90), stocks out 
management (3.89) and help in improving relationship with partners (3.21) 
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Table 4.1.11 
Benefits of SCM Technique across retailers 
Benefits Retailer 
s 
No of 
respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Store 
Replenishment 
BB 42 4.02 .780 
RE 43 4.91 6.316 
SF 28 3.57 .690 
Total 113 4.25 3.950 
Demaad Planning BB 42 3.95 .795 
RF 44 3.82 .724 
SF 28 3.96 .838 
Total 114 3.90 .775 
Stocks out 
Management 
BB 42 3.88 .739 
RF 44 3.84 .805 
SF 28 3.96 .744 
Total 114 3.89 .761 
Relationship with 
partner 
BB 42 3.19 .969 
RF 44 3.27 .973 
SF 28 3.14 .591 
Total 114 3.21  
The above table numbered 4.1.11 shows the SCM Technique benefits being attained by 
different retailers. 
a) Store Replenishment: The maximum level store replenishment benefit is 
being entailed by Reliance Fresh (4.91) followed by Big Bazaar (4.02) and 
Spencer's Fresh (3.57). 
b) Demand Planning: Spencer's fresh (3.96) and Big Bazaar (3.96) are ahead in 
utilizing SCM Techniques to attain maxinmm demand planning benefit 
followed by Reliance Fresh (3.82). 
c) Stocks out Management: Spencer's Fresh (3.96) is first at attaining stocks out 
management, Big Bazaar and Reliance Fresh are close second and third with the 
mean values of 3.88 and 3.84 respectively. 
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d) Relationship with Partners: Reliance fresh is first with the mean of 3.27, Big 
Bazaar is at number two with the mean of 3.19 and Spencer's Fresh is at 
number three with the mean of 3.14 
8. Virtual store 
Table 4.1.12 
Virtual stores 
Frequency 
Yes 	42 
vo 	72 
Table 4.1 .12 indicates that the only major retailer surveyed, which has a virtual store, is 
Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and Spencer's Fresh are yet to launch one. 
9. Benefits Virtual Store 
Table 4.1.13 
Benefits of Virtual store 
Better Info on 
Access to relalionshi Garher Mainrain Info on Promotions Increase 
potential p with market shoppers new within Chances of 
cuslmnsrs customers Info, profile products stores sale 
Valid 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 
Mean 4.43 4.38 436 4.45 4.45 4.02 4.07 
According to table no 4.1.13 Big Bazaar is entailing the benefits of access to potential 
customers, better relationship with customers, gathering g market information, 
maintaining shoppers profile, dispensing information on new products and promotions 
and in turn increasing chances of sale by putting a virtual store. 
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10. IT implementation 
Table 4.1.14 
IT Implementation 
Frequency 
Yes 99 
No 15 
According to table 4.1.14 the maximum number of respondents says that their stores 
are connected through IT 
11. EDT (Electronic Data Interchange) 
Table 4.1.15 
EDT Adoption 
Frequency 
Yes 86 
No 25 
According to table 4.1.15 the maximum number of respondents that is 86 out of 114 
says that their suppliers are connected through EDI. 
12. Benefits digitalization strategy 
Table 4.1.16 
Benefits of Digitalization Strategy 
Product Stock Share Info with 
replenishment keeping suppliers 
Mean 3.70 3.82 3.12 
Table 4.1.16 indicates that the retailers have been attaining different benefits through 
their digitalization strategy stock keeping benefit getting the highest mean value 3.82 
followed by product replenishment (3.7) and sharing information with suppliers being 
at number three with the mean value of 3.12. 
Table 4.1.17 
Benefits of digitalization strategy across retailers 
Benefits Retailers N Mean SW. Deviation 
Product 
replenishment 
BB 42 3.8R .916 
R; 44 339 784 
SF 28 3.93 .716 
Total 114 3.70 .851 
Stock keeping Bll 42 371 .835 
RF 44 3.89 .895 
SF 28 3.89 .956 
Total 114 3.82 .585 
Share Info with 
xuppliers 
BB 42 2.90 .656 
gF 44 3.27 .924 
SF 28 3.21 .87fi 
Total 114 3.12 .832 
The above table numbered 4.1.17 indicates the different benefits of digitalization 
strategy being entailed by the selected retailers. 
a) Product Replenishment: The highest level of product replenishment benefit 
through digitalization strategy is being entailed by Spencer's fresh which has 
got a mean of 3.93, it is followed by Big Bazaar at 3.88, and Reliance Fresh 
stands third at 3.39. 
b) Stock Keeping: Stock-keeping benefit is the highest I'or Reliance Fresh and 
Spencer's fresh as both the players have attained a value of 3.89 while Big 
Bazaar is at 3.71 
c) Information sharing with suppliers: Reliance Fresh leads the group in sharing 
information with its suppliers with a mean of 3.27, Spencer's Fresh (3.21) is 
second while Big Bazaar (2.9) stands this in this category. 
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13. CRM (Customer Relationship Management) strategy adoption 
Table 4.1.18 
CRM 
Frequency 
Yes 114 
No 0 
According to table 4.1.18 the entire players surveyed have a CRM strategy in place. 
14. Type of CRM strategy 
Table 4.1.19 
Type of CRM Strategies 
Frequency 
Loyalty Prog. 114 
Any other 0 
The table above numbered 4.1.19 indicates that all the retailers surveyed have a Loyalty 
Program in place as part of their CRM strategy. 
15. Benefits CRM strategy 
Table 4.1.20 
Benefits CRM Strategy 
Store Promotio 
Discount Portfolio Brand it & Info to 
royal from Data for 	segmental Merehandi Managem Media mail 
Low Price Mass Sale Customers suppliers planning 	on sing ent Activity customers 
Mean 275 2.49 3.68 253 4.15 	3.94 3.92 2.76 3.54 289 
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Table 4.1.20 indicates the major benefits of CRM strategy the major amongst the being 
data for planning (4.15), store portfolio segmentation (3.94), Merchandising (3.92), 
customer loyalty (3.6S) and help in promotion and media activity 
Table 4.1.21 
Benefits of CRM strategy across retailers 
Benefits Retailer 
s Respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Low Price BB 42 2.90 .932 
RP 44 2.61 .722 
SF 28 2.75 .799 
Total 114 2.75 .826 
Mass Sale BB 42 2.48 .804 
RF 44 2.55 .730 
SF 28 2.43 1.200 
Total ] 14 2.49 -s85 
Loyal 
Customers 
BB 42 3.55 1.041 
RF 44 3.80 1.069 
SP 28 3.71 1.117 
Total 114 3.68 1,067 
Volume 
delcount For 
customers 
BB 42 2.71 .944 
RE 44 2.41 .726 
SF 28 2.32 .905 
total 114 2.50 .865 
Data for 
corporate 
Planning 
BB 42 4.26 .627 
RF 44 4.11 .689 
SF 28 4.04 .838 
Total 114 415 .707 
Store portfolio 
segmentmion 
B13 42 3.71 1.019 
RT 44 4.05 987 
SF 28 4.11 .956 
Total 114 3.94 .998 
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Merchandisinc BR 42 3.86 .952 
RF 44 3.98 .821 
SF 28 3.93 .940 
Total 114 3.92 .894 
Brand 
Management 
BB 42 2.83 1.146 
44 2.75 1,278 
SF 28 2.68 1.020 
Total 114 2.76 1.162 
Promotion and 
media activity 
BB 42 3.55 .803 
RF 44 3.39 .784 
SF 28 3.79 .876 
Total 114 3.54 .822 
Info to mail 
customers 
BB 42 3.00 1.036 
RF 44 2.86 .955 
SF 28 2.75 .844 
Total 114 2.89 .957 
Table 4.1 21 shows the benefits of CRM strategy being entailed by the surveyed 
retailers 
a) Low Price: Big Bazaar with a mean of 2.9 is ahead of the rest two in entailing 
this benefit; Spencer's Fresh is second with a mean value of 2.75 followed by 
Reliance Fresh at the third place with a mean of 2.61. 
b) Mass Sale: The highest level of mass sale benefit is being attained by Reliance 
Fresh (2.55), the second in this category is Big Bazaar (2.48) and the third 
retailer is Spencer's Fresh (2.43). 
c) Loyal Customers: Reliance Fresh with the mean of 3.8 is at number one in 
attracting customer loyalty; Spencer's Fresh with the mean of 3.71 is second 
while Big Bazaar with the mean of 3.55 is at the third position. 
d) Volume Discount for Customers: Big Bazaar (2.71) stands first in this 
category Reliance Fresh (2.41) second and Spencer's Fresh (2.32) third. 
e) Data for Corporate Planning: Big Bazaar is utilizing CRM for corporate 
planning most effectively as indicated by the highest mean 4.26 followed by 
Reliance Fresh (4.11) and Spencer's Fresh (4.04) stands third. 
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f) Store Portfolio segmentation: The retailer utilizing CRM data for store 
portfolio segmentation is being lead by Spencer's Fresh (4.11), Reliance Fresh 
stands second with the mean of 4.05 and Big Bazaar third with the mean of 
3.71. 
g) Merchandising: CRM for merchandising is being utilized maximum by 
Reliance Fresh as its mean value is coming to 3.98. at second place is Spencer's 
Fresh with a mean of 3.93 and Big Bazaar stands third with a mean value of 
3.86. 
K) Brand Management: Big Bazaar has attained the highest mean value of 2.83 
for brand management benefit through CRM; It is followed by Reliance Fresh at 
2.75 and Spencer's Fresh at 2.68. 
i) Promotion and Media Activity: Spencer's Fresh is attaining maximum media 
and promotion activity benefit through CRM, the mean value it has attained is 
3.79 followed by 3.55 for Big Bazaar and 3.3.9 by Reliance Fresh. 
j) Info to Mail Customers: Big Bazaar with a mean of 3.00 is first in this 
category followed by Reliance Fresh (2.86) and Spencer's Fresh(2.75). 
16. Benefits logistics strategy 
Table 4.1.22 
Benefits Logistics Strategy 
Timely Dispatch Low Cost Product Variety dispatch 
Mean 3,49 2.88 2.64 
Table number 4.1.22 indicates that timely dispatch (3.49) is the most highly accrued 
benefit of logistics strategy closely followed by low cost and product variety dispatch. 
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Table 4.1.23 
Benefits of logistics strategy across retailers 
Benefits Retail 
ers Respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Tunely 
Dispatch 
BB 42 3.48 .969 
RF 44 3.55 .975 
SF 28 3.43 .742 
Total 114 3.49 .914 
Low Cost BB 42 2.90 .932 
RF 44 2.95 .963 
SF 28 2.71 .763 
Total 114 2.88 .904 
Products 
Variety 
Dispatch 
BB 42 2.79 .842 
RF 44 2.70 .978 
SF 28 2.32 .983 
Total 114 2.64 .942 
Table 4.1.23 shows the degree of benefits that different retailers are attaining through 
their Logistics strategy. 
a) Timely Dispatch: Reliance Fresh is the leader in attaining this benefit with a 
mean value of 3.55. Big Bazaar and Reliance Fresh are close second and third 
respectively. 
b) Low Cost: Reliance Fresh (2.95) is again first in cutting cost through logistics 
strategy closely followed by Big Bazaar(2.90) and Spencer's Fresh (2.71) being 
a close third. 
c) Product Variety: Big Bazaar (2.79) leads in this benefit category; Reliance 
Fresh is a close second and Spencer's Fresh third. 
17. Store brands? 
Table 4.1.24 
Store Brands 
Frequency 
Yc 114 
No 0 
Table number 4.1.24 indicates that all the retailers surveyed have store brands 
18. Percentage store brands 
Table 4.1.25 
Store Brand Percentage 
Frequency 
0-10% 8 
10-20% 42 
20-30% 44 
30-40°./0 20 
According to table number 4.1.25 maximum number of respondents put the store 
brands to be in the bracket of 20-30%, followed by 10-20%, the bracket 30-40% get the 
third spot and the last choice has been 1-10%. 
19. Benefits store brands 
Table 4.1.26 
Benefits Store Brands 
More 
Increased customer Increased Increased Data Mining Supplier rncreas d 
variety traffic Loyalty Margins !customer proflc relationship choice 
Mcan 3.92 3.61 1','} 3.2 2 43 235 4.20 
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As per table number 4.1.26 the store brands bring with them a number of benefits the 
foremost amongst them being increased choice (4.2) followed by increased loyalty 
(3.73), more customer traffic (3.61), increased margins (3.52) etc. 
Table 4.1.27 
Benefits of store brands across retailers 
Benefits Retailers Respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Increased 
Variety 
BB 42 3.71 .835 
RF 44 3.82 .870 
SF 28 4.39 .685 
Total 114 3.92 .853 
More 
customer 
traffic 
BB 42 3.62 .825 
RF 44 3.59 .897 
SF 28 3.61 .875 
Total 114 3.61 .858 
Increased 
Loyalty 
BB 42 3.69 .811 
RF 44 3.77 .774 
SF 28 3.71 .713 
Total 114 3.73 .768 
Increased 
Margins 
BB 42 3.60 .857 
RF 44 3.50 .902 
SF 28 3.43 .790 
Total 114 3.52 .854 
Help with data 
mining 
customer 
profiling 
BB 42 2.29 1.1 	1 	1 
RF 44 2.50 1.045 
SF 28 2.54 1.138 
Total 114 2.43 1.089 
Better 
relationship 
with suppliers 
BB 42 2.38 .936 
RF 44 2.30 1.025 
SF 28 2.39 .956 
Total 114 2.35 .968 
More choice to 
customers 
BB 42 4.17 .762 
RI: 44 4.11 .813 
SF 28 4.39 .629 
Total 114 4.20 .755 
Table 4.1.27 indicates the different benefits being entailed by retailers through store 
brands as per the above table arc 
a) Increased Variety: Spencer's Fresh with a mean value of 4.39 is at the top in 
attaining this benefit, the second in this category is Reliance Fresh followed by 
Big Bazaar. 
h) More customer Traffic: The three retailers are almost tied in attaining benefit 
through this aspect Big Bazaar 3.62, Spencer's Fresh 3.61 and Reliance Fresh 
3.59. 
c) Increased Loyalty: Reliance Fresh is attaining maximum loyalty benefit 
through store brands, its mean value has come to 3.77, Spencer's Fresh and Big 
Bazaar are close second and third with mean values of 3.71 and 3.69 
respectively. 
d) Increased Margins: Big Bazaar with a mean of 3.6 is foremost in enhancing 
margins through store brands but is closely followed by Reliance Fresh (3.5) 
and Spencer's Fresh (3.43). 
e) Help with data mining and customer profiling; Spencer's Fresh is the leader 
in this category with a mean of 2.54 followed by reliance Fresh at 2.5 and the 
Big Bazaar at 2.29. 
f) Better relationship with suppliers: Spencer's Fresh and Big Bazaar with a 
mean of 2.39 and 2.38 respectively are almost tied together at forging better 
relationships with suppliers through store brands and are closely followed by 
Reliance Fresh with a mean of 2.30 
g) More Choice to Customers: Spencer's Fresh (4.39). Big Bazaar (4.17) and 
Reliance Fresh (4.11) are first, second and third respectively. 
20. Supplier relationship 
'table 4.1.28 
Supplier Relationship 
Frequency 
Yes 	103 
No 	 t 
Table numbered 4.1.28 indicates that majority of respondents 103 out of 114 said that 
their respective employers enjoy good relationship with their suppliers. 
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21. Benefits supplier relationship 
Table 4.1.29 
Benefits supplier relationship 
Training of Joint 
Future plan Investment Financial suppliers decision Use of Price 
Info Benefits help employees making brand name discount 
Mean 3.83 302 3.12 2.03 2.33 2.32 4.07 
According to table 4.1.29 the major benefits that are entailed by retailers through good 
supplier relationship arc price discount (4.07), future plan information (3.83), Financial 
help (3.12), investment benefits (3.02) etc 
Table 4.1.30 
Benefits of good supplier relationship across retailers 
Benefits Retailer 
S 
Respondent 
s Mean Std. Deviation 
Futurc plan 
Info 
BB 42 3.93 .712 
RF 44 3.77 .803 
SF 28 3.79 .876 
Total 114 3.83 .786 
Investment 
Benefits 
BB 42 3.12 1.041 
RF 44 3.02 .902 
SF 28 2.86 .970 
Total 114 3.02 .968 
Financial 
Help 
BB 42 3.21 1.094 
RF 44 3.07 .998 
SF 28 3.07 .940 
Total 114 3.12 1.014 
Training of 
supplier's 
employees 
BB 42 1.74 .701 
RF 43 1.95 1.090 
SF 28 2.57 1.168 
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Total 113 2.03 1.030 
Joint 
decision 
making 
BB 42 2.40 .885 
RE' 44 2.09 .676 
SF 2R 2.61 1.227 
Total 114 2.33 .928 
Use of brand 
name 
BB 42 2.14 .926 
PT 44 2.61 1.166 
SF 28 2.11 737 
Total 114 2.32 1,007 
Price 
discount 
BB 42 3.36 .977 
RE 44 4.30 .668 
SF 28 4.04 .693 
Total 114 4.07 .817 
As per table number 4.1.30 the different benefits entailed through better supplier 
relationship include 
a) Future Plan Information: Big Bazaar (3.93) is the foremost in attaining 
this benefit through good supplier relationship; it is followed by Spencer's 
Fresh (3.79) and Reliance Fresh (3.77). 
b) Investment Benefit: Big Bazaar (3.12) is the first and foremost in attaining 
this benefit of investment benefit followed by Reliance Fresh (3.02) and 
Spenser's Fresh (2.86). 
c) Financial Help: Big Bazaar (3.21) is the leader in gaining the benefit of 
financial help through good supplier relationship; Reliance Fresh and 
Spencer's Fresh are tied on the second spot with an equal mean of 3.07. 
d) Training of Supplier's employees: Spencer's Fresh (2.57) is ahead of 
Reliance Fresh (t.95) and gig Bazaar (1.74) at training supplier's 
employees. 
e) Joint Decision-making: Spencer's Fresh (2.61) is at top followed by Big 
Bazaar (140) and Reliance Fresh (2.09) at involving suppliers in decision 
making. 
f) Use of brand name: The category is lead by Reliance Fresh (2.61), Big 
Bazaar (2.14) is second and Spencer's Fresh (2.11) is third. 
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g) Price Discount: Reliance Fresh with a mean of 4.30 is the retailer which 
entails the price discount benefit more than any other retailer, Spencer's 
Fresh (4.04) is second and Big bazaar (3.86) is third. 
22. RFID implementation 
Table 4.1.31 
RFID Implementation 
Frequency 
Yes 114 
No 0 
Table number 4.1.31 indicates that all retailers surveyed have RFID installed in some 
for or other. 
23. Benefits RFID implementation 
Table 4.1.32 
Benefits RFID 
Accelerated Reduced Inventory Improved Fewer Out-of- Improved 
goods Idle management process shelving Shrinkage stocks merchandise Space Effective Faster 
receipt Time optimization flow Errors reduction reduction availability planning promotion turnaround 
Mean 3.S9 3.57 -1.09 3.84 2.29 3.71 3.10 3.96 2.86 2.64 3.78 
According to table number 4.1.32 RFID brings with it a number of benefits the major 
amongst therm being inventory management optimization (4.09), improved merchandise 
availability (3.96), accelerated receipt of goods (3.89), Improved process flow (3.84), 
and many other. 
Table 4.1.33 
RFID benefits across Retailers 
Benefits Retailer N Mean Std. Deviation 
Accelerated goods receipt BB 42 3.76 .983 
RF 44 3.84 1.033 
SF 28 4.14 .705 
Total 114 3.89 .948 
Reduced Idle time BB 42 3.40 1.170 
RI: 44 3.73 .973 
SF 28 3.57 1.168 
Total 114 3.57 1.097 
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a) Accelerated good receipt: Spencer's Fresh with a mean of 4.14 has been the 
most beneficial in the aspect of accelerated goods receipt it is followed by 
Reliance Fresh (3.84) and Big Bazaar (3.76) 
b) Reduced idle time: Reliance Fresh (3.73) has been most successful in reducing 
the idle time with use of RFID though it is closely followed by Spencer's Fresh 
(3.57) and Big Bazaar (3.40). 
c) Inventory management optimization: Reliance Fresh (4.45) is the leader in 
optimizing inventory with the help of RFID, Spencer's Fresh (3.96) stands 
second and Big Bazaar (3.79) third. 
d) Improved process flow: RFID has been most efficiently used by Spencer' 
Fresh for improving process flow it is followed by Big Bazaar (3.81) and 
Reliance Fresh (3.75). 
e) Fewer shelving errors; The retailer most successful in reducing shelving errors 
through RFID is Rig Bazaar (2.50), followed by Spencer's Fresh (2.32) and 
Reliance Fresh (2.07). 
1) Shrinkage Errors: Big Bazaar (3.79) has been most successful in reducing 
shrinkages through RFID usage followed by Reliance Fresh (3.75) and 
Spencer's Fresh (3.64). 
g) Reduction in out of stocks: Big Bazaar (3.64) has been most successful in this 
category followed by Spencer's Fresh (3.39) and Reliance Fresh (3.18). 
h) Improved Merchandise availability: Reliance Fresh (4.00) has utilized RFID 
most for this aspect. it is followed by Big Bazaar (3.98) and Spencer's Fresh 
(3.86). 
i) Space Planning: Big Bazaar (3.02) has made best use of RFID for this aspect 
followed by Reliance Fresh (2.95) and Spencer's Fresh (2.46). 
j) Effective Promotion: Big Bazaar (2.76) leads the pack in using RFID as a tool 
for effective promotion followed by Spencer's Fresh (2.68) and Reliance Fresh 
(2.5). 
k) Fast turnaround: Big Bazaar (3.98) is again the leader in extracting this 
benefit from RFID, Reliance Fresh (3.7) is second and Spencer's Fresh (3.61) 
third. 
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24. IT (information technology) benefits 
Table 4.1.34 
Benefits IT 
Tracking Products 
within store 
Automated till 
+Staff Track sales 
Reduced customer 
service time 
Mean 4.04 4.36 4.03 4.21 
Table 4.1.34 shows that IT is being utilized by all the surveyed retailers to make their 
store and supply chain operation efficient, less time consuming and productive. It is 
being utilized for various purposes the major amongst them being automating the store 
i.e. the till and the staff (4.36), reducing customer service time (4.21) tracking products 
(4.04), tracking sales etc. 
Table 4.1.35 
Benefits of IT across Retailer 
Benefits Retailer 
Respondent 
s Mean Std. Deviation 
Tracking Products within store BB 42 3.98 .869 
RF :4 4.16 .745 
SF 28 3.93 .604 
Total 114 4.04 .763 
Automated till +Staff BB 42 4.26 .665 
RF 44 4.43 .545 
SF 28 4.39 .737 
Total 114 4.36 .640 
Track sales BB 42 4.00 .733 
RF 44 4.09 .741 
SF 28 3.96 .839 
Total 114 4.03 .758 
Reduced customer service time BB 42 4.24 .726 
RI: 44 4.20 .765 
SF 28 4.18 .670 
Total 114 4.21 .722 
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Table 4.1.35 indicates the usage of IT by different retailers to enhance their business 
flows. It is being efficiently employed for the following purposes. 
a) Tracking Products within store: Reliance Fresh (4.16) has been making the 
best use IT for tracking products in store, Big Bazaar (3.98) is not far behind 
followed by Spencer's Fresh (3.93). All three retailers are making good use of 
IT for tracking products. 
b) Automated till + staff: All the three players Reliance Fresh (4.43), Spencer's 
Fresh (4.39) and Big Bazaar (4.26) are making good use of IT to automate its 
staff and till. 
c) Track sales: Reliance Fresh (4.09), Big Bazaar (4.00) and Spencer's Fresh 
(3.96) have been using IT successfully to track their sales. 
d) Reduced Customer service time: Big Bazaar (4.24), Reliance Fresh (4.20) and 
Spencer's Fresh (4.18) have been making their transaction faster by using IT 
effectively for the above aspect. 
25. IT-enablement of supply chain with reference to your annual turnover. 
Table 4.1.36 
Investment IT enablement with respect to various aspects 
Automated 
Bar storage/ SCM ERP Computer Office 
Coding Extranet EDI retrieval Software Software Hardware LAN Automation 
Mean 3.26 3.38 2.84 3.29 3.79 3.44 3.13 3.94 3.57 
Table 4. 1.36 indicates that all the retailers surveyed have been investing to automate 
their business processes by investing in IT software, hardware and new technologies. 
The major aspects that are finding investment are LAN (3,94), SCM software (3.79), 
office automation systems (3.57), ERP software (3.44), extranet (3.38) etc. 
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Table 4.1.37 
IT investment on various aspects across retailers 
Aspccts Retailers Respondents Mean Std. Deviation 
Bar Coding BB 42 3.33 .754 
RF 44 3.18 .995 
SF 28 3.29 1.084 
Total 114 3.26 .932 
Fxtranet BB 42 3.43 .547 
RF 44 3.20 .795 
SF 28 3.57 .959 
Total 114 3.38 .769 
LDI B6 42 2.62 .909 
RP 44 3.18 .843 
SF 28 2.64 1.026 
Total 114 2.84 .946 
Automated steragc,'rctrieval BB 42 3.31 .749 
RF 44 3.39 .722 
SF 28 3.11 .S32 
Total 114 3.29 .761 
SCM software BB 42 3.79 .842 
RF 44 3.73 .694 
SF 28 3.89 .832 
Total 114 3.79 .781 
FRY software BB 42 3.33 .874 
RF 44 3.48 .698 
SF 28 3.54 .922 
Total 114 3.44 .820 
Computer hardware BB 42 3.07 .808 
RF 44 3.32 .674 
SF 28 2.93 .858 
Total 114 313 .782 
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LAN BB 42 3.88 .832 
RF 44 3.98 .762 
SF 28 3.96 .793 
Total 114 3.94 .790 
Office Automation BB 42 3.43 .801 
RF 44 3.61 .784 
SF 28 3.71 .854 
Total 114 3.57 .809 
Table number 4.1.37 indicates the degree of investment that different aspects of 
information technology by different retailers. 
a. Bar Coding: Big Bazaar (3.33) has the largest amount of its IT investments on 
Bar coding, it is closely followed by Spencer's (3.29) and Reliance Fresh stands 
third in the category. 
b. Extranet: Spencer's (3.57) is the biggest investor in this category, Big Bazaar 
(3.43) is third while Reliance Fresh (3.20) is third. 
c. EDI: Reliance Fresh with a mean value of 3.18 is first in the category. 
Spencer's Fresh and Big Bazaar with means of 2.64 and 2.62 are close second 
and third. 
d. Automated storage and retrieval system: Reliance Fresh (3.39) stands first, 
Big Bazaar 3.31 is second and Spencer's Fresh 3.11 is third. 
e. SCM Soft'ware: Spencer's Fresh (3.89) is investing most on this technology, 
Big Bazaar (3.79) is second while Reliance Fresh (3.73) is third. 
f. ERP Software: Spencer's Fresh (3.54) is the biggest investor on this 
technology followed by Reliance Fresh (3.48) and Big Bazaar (3.33). 
g. Computer Hardware: Reliance Fresh (3.32) is the biggest spender on 
computer hardware followed by big Bazaar (3.07) and Spencer's (2.93) stands 
third. 
h. LAN: Reliance Fresh (3.98) is the biggest spender in the category followed by 
Spencer's Fresh (3.96) and Big Bazaar (3.88). 
i. Office Automation: Spencer's Fresh (3.71) is spending most on office 
automation followed by Reliance Fresh (3.61) and Big Bazaar (3.43). 
26. Formats 
Table 4.1.38 
Formats 
Frequency 
Yes 	 113 
No 	 1 
According to table number 4.1.38 all the three retailers surveyed have adopted different 
formats for different regions they operate in. 
27. Benefits Formats 
Table 4.1.39 
Benefits of adopting different formats 
Benefits Frequency 
Increased Acceptance 40 
Increased Margin 59 
Any Other 14 
Total 113 
Table number 4.1.39 indicates that increased margin was found to be the foremost 
reason for adopting different formats for different regions followed by making their 
brand of retail business more acceptable to wider customer base. 
4.2 Hypothesis testing 
This section is a test of proposed hypothesizes using ANOVA test. In this section each 
hypothesis is first listed which is followed by a table that shows the result of the 
administered ANOVA test. This is followed by an inference stating whether the 
hypothesis is supported or not supported. 
a) Benefit of sourcing strategies of the surveyed retailers. 
1) Stock management benefit through sourcing strategy across surveyed 
retailers 
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!loll: There is no significant difference in the mean value of'stock management 
benefit accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.1 
ANOVA test for difference in stock management benefit across retailers 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .479 2 .239 .318 .728 
Within Groups 83.486 111 .752 
Total 83.965 113 
Table 4.2.1 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the 
differences across different retailers on the dimension of stock management 
benefit through sourcing strategy. It has been found that the value of F =.318and 
Sig =.728, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ito!. 1 is supported. 
2) Ordering convenience through sourcing strategy across surveyed retailers. 
F1o1.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of ordering convenience 
accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.2 
ANOVA test for difference in ordering convenience across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.630 2 .815 1.024 .362 
Within Groups 88.334 1 1 	1 .796 
Total 89.965 1 13 
Table 4.2.2 shows the result of the ANOVA test which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of ordering convenience benefit through 
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sourcing strategy show that the value of F =1.024 and Sig =.362. which is more than 
.05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 1.2 is supported 
3) Discount price benefit through sourcing strategy across surveyed retailers. 
Hol.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of discount price 
benefit accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.3 
ANOVA test for discount price benefit across retailers 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .999 2 .499 .882 .417 
Within Groups 62.834 1 	I 	1 .566 
Total 63.833 113 
Table 4.2.3 shows the results of ANOVA test. The test is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of discount price benefit attained through 
sourcing strategy. It has been found that the value of F =.882and Sig =.417, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho1.3 is supported 
4) Transport economy through sourcing strategy across surveyed retailers. 
Ho 1.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of transport 
economy accrued through sourcing strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.4 
ANOVA test for transport economy benefit across retailers 
Sung of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.389 2 .695 1.615 .204 
Within Groups 47.742 1 	1 1 .430 
Total 49.132 113 
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Table 4.2.4 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of transport economy accrued through sourcing 
strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 1.615 and Sig =.204, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 1.4 is supported 
B) Awareness of Innovative SCM Techniques across surveyed retailers. 
1. Awareness of Quick Response System across surveyed retailers. 
!1o2. 1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of the awareness of Quick 
response system (QRS) across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.5 
ANOVA test for QRS awareness across retailers 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.352 ? .691 .625 .537 
Within (coups 122.655 l 	1 	1 1.105 
Total 124.070 113 
Table 4.2.5 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of awareness of the QRS technique. It has been 
found that the value of F = .625 and Sig =.537, which is more than .05. Hence no 
significant difference exists. 
hypothesis Ho2.1 is supported. 
2. Awareness of Efficient consumer response (ECR) across the surveyed 
retailers. 
Ho2.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of awareness of 
ECR concept across different retailers. 
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Table 4.2.6 
ANOVA test for awareness of ECR across retailers 
Sum of Squares dr Meun Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.311 2 .656 .612 .544 
Within Groups 118.970 ] 11 1.072 
Total 120.281 113 
Table 4.2.6 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of awareness of ECR concept. It has been found 
that the value of F — .612 and Sig =.544, which is more than .05. Hence no significant 
difference exists. 
Hypothesis Hn2.2 is supported 
3. Awareness of the concept of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) across 
the surveyed retailers. 
Ho2.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of VMI concept 
awareness across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.7 
ANOVA test for awareness of VNII concept across retailers 
Sum of Squares in Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.388 2 1.194 .820 .443 
Within Groups 161.577 111 1.456 
Total 163.965 113 
Table 4.2.7 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the 
differences across different retailers on the dimension of awareness of VMI 
concept. It has been Found that the value of F = .820 and Sig =.443, which is 
more than .05, Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho2.3 is supported 
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4. Awareness of the concept of Collaborative Planning, Forecasting 
Replenishment (CPFR) across the surveyed retailers. 
11o2.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of awareness of 
CPFR awareness across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.8 
ANOVA test for awareness of CPFR across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .092 2 .046 .082 .921 
Within Groups 62.513 111 .563 
Total 62.605 113 
Table 4.2.8 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the 
differences across different retailers on the dimension of awareness of CPFR 
concept. It has been found that the value of F = .082 and Sig =.921, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis 11o2.4 is supported 
C) Adoption of Innovative SClI Techniques across surveyed retailers 
1. Adoption of QRS across the surveyed retailers. 
Ho3.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of QRS across 
different retailers. 
Table 4.2.9 
ANOVA test for adoption of QRS concept across retailers 
Suni of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.130 2 .565 .963 .385 
Within Groups 65.159 ill .587 
Total 66.289 113 
Table 4.2.9 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of adoption of QRS concept. It has been found that 
the value of F = .963 and Sig =.385, which is more than .05. Hence no significant 
difference exists. 
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Hypothesis Ho.l.1 is supported 
2. Adoption of ECR across the retailers surveyed 
11o3. 2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of ECR across 
different  retailers. 
Table 4.2.10 
ANOVA test for adoption for ECR across retailers 
Sum of Squares di Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1-095 2 .548 .686 506 
Within Groups 88.659 III .799 
Total 89.754 113 
The results in table 4.2.10 are of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of adoption of ECR concept. It has been 
found that the value of F = .686 and Sig =.506, which is more than .05. Hence no 
significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho3.2 is supported 
3. Adoption of VMI across different retailers surveyed. 
Ho3.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of VMI across 
different retailers. 
Table 4.2.11 
ANOVA test for VVII adoption across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.855 2 .927 1,457 .237 
Within Groups 70.636 III .636 
Total 12.491 113 
Table 4.2.11 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of adoption of VMI concept. It has been 
found that the value of F = 1.457 and Sig =.237, which is more than .05. Hence no 
significant difference exists. 
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Hypothesis Ho3.3 is supported 
4. Adoption of CPFR across different retailers. 
Ho3.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of adoption of CPFR 
across different  retailers. 
Table 4.2.12 
ANOVA test for CPFR adoption across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 5.292 2 2.646 2.126 .124 
Within Groups 138.156 111 1.245 
Total 143.447 113 
Table 4 2.12 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of adoption of VMI concept. It has been found that 
the value of F = 2.126 and Sig =.124, which is more than .05. Hence no significant 
difference exists. 
IJ pothesis Ho34 is supported 
d) Benefits of SCM techniques of the surveyed retailers 
1. Store Replenishment through SCSI techniques across surveyed retailers 
Ho4.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of store 
replenishment benefit accrued through SCM techniques across different 
retailers. 
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Table 4.2.13 
ANOVA test for store replenishment benefit through SCM across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 33.601 2 16.800 1.079 .344 
Within Groups 1713.461 110 15.577 
Total 1747.062 112 
Table 4.2.13 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of store replenishment benefit accrued through 
SCM techniques. It has been found that the value of F = 1.079 and Sig =.344, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho4. 1 is supported. 
2. Demand planning benefit through SCM techniques of the surveyed 
retailers. 
1104.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of demand 
planning benefit accrued through SC.V techniques across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.14 
Anova test for demand planning benefit through SCM across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .524 2 .262 .431 .651 
Within Groups 67.415 111 .607 
Total 67.939 113 
Table 4.2.14 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of demand planning benefit accrued through 
SCM techniques. It has been found that the value of F = .431 and Sig =.651, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis 11o4.2 is supported 
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3. Stocks out management benefit through SCM techniques of the 
surveyed retailers. 
f1o4.3: There is no significant dij erence in the mean value of stocks out management 
benefit accrued through SCM techniques across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.15 
ANOVA test for stocks out management benefit through SCM across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .262 2 .131 .223 .801 
Within Groups 65.255 111 .588 
Total 65.518 113 
Table 4.2.15 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of stocks out management benefit accrued 
through SCM techniques. It has been found that the value of F = .223 and Sig =.801, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hvpothesis Ho4.3 is supported 
4. Improved relationship with channel partners through SCM techniques 
of the surveyed retailers. 
Ho4.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of improved 
relationship with channel partners accrued through SCM techniques across 
different retailers. 
Table 4.2.16 
ANOVA test for improved relationship with channel partners benefit through 
SCM across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .315 2 .158 .197 .821 
Within Groups 88.632 1 	I 	1 .798 
Total 88.947 113 
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Table 4.2.16 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of stocks out management benefit accrued 
through SCM techniques. It has been found that the value of F = .197 and Sig =.821, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho4.4 is supported 
E) Benefits of adopting digitalization strategy by different retailers 
1) Product Replenishment Benefit through digitalization strategy across 
retailers 
Ho5.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of product 
replenishment benefit through digitalization strategy across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.17 
ANOVA test for product replenishment benefit through digitalization strategy 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 7.166 2 3.583 5.325 .006 
Within Groups 74.694 111 .673 
Total 81.860 113 
Table 4.2.17 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of product replenishment benefit accrued 
through digitalization strategy are shown in the above table. It has been found that the 
value of F = 5.325 and Sig =.006, which is less than .05. Hence a significant difference 
exists. 
Hypothesis Ho5. I is not supported 
2) Stock Keeping benefit through digitalization strategy across retailers 
Ho5.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of stock keeping 
benefit through digitali_ation strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.18 
ANOVA test for stock keeping benefit through digitalization strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .809 2 .405 .512 .601 
Within Groups 87.682 1 	I 1 .790 
Total 88.491 113 
Table 4.2.18 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of stock keeping benefit accrued through 
digitalization strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .512 and Sig =.601, 
which is greater than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho5.2 is supported 
3) Information sharing benefit through digitalization strategy across retailers 
Ho5.3: There is no significant difference in the mean vatte of Information sharing 
benefit through digitalization strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.19 
ANOVA test for Information sharing benefit through digitalization strategy 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 3220 2 1.610 2.381 .097 
Within Groups 75.061 III .676 
Total 7B.281 1 13 
Table 4.2.19 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of information sharing benefit accrued 
through digitalization strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 2.381 and Sig 
=.097, which is greater than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis IJo.5.3 is supported 
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F) Benefits of adopting CRAM strategy by different retailers 
1) Low price Benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
11o6.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of low price 
benefit through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.20 
ANOVA test for low price benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.822 2 .911 1.343 .265 
Within Groups 75.301 111 .678 
Total 77.123 113 
Table 4.2.20 shows the results of ANOVA test THAT run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of low price benefit accrued through CRM strategy. 
it has been found that the value of F = 1.343 and Sig =.265, which is more than .05. 
Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho6.1 is supported 
1) Mass sale benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Ho6.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of mass sale 
benefit through CRM strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.21 
ANOVA test for mass sale benefit CRM strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .249 2 .124 .156 .855 
Within Groups 88.242 111 .795 
Total 88.491 113 
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Table 4.2.21 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of mass sale benefit accrued through CRM strategy. 
It has been found that the value of F = .156 and Sig =.855, which is more than .05. 
Hence no significant difference exists. 
hypothesis Ho6.2 is supported 
2) Customer loyalty benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Ho6.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of customer 
loyalty benefit through (JRM strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.22 
ANOVA test for customer loyalty benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square I Sig. 
Between Groups 1.353 2 6?7 .590 .556 
Within Groups 127.278 III 1.147 
Total 128.632 113 
Table 4.2.22 shows the result of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across ditlerent retailers on the dimension of volume discount for suppliers benefit 
accrued through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .590 and Sig 
=.556, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hvpothesis Ho6.3 is supported 
3) Benefit of discount in volume for suppliers through CRNI strategy 
across retailers 
Ho6.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of volume 
discount for suppliers benefit through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
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Table 4.2.23 
ANOVA test for volume discount for suppliers through CRM strategy across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 3.185 2 1.593 2.174 .119 
Within Groups 81.315 1 l 1 .733 
Total 84.500 113 
Table 4.2.23 is the result of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of volume discount for suppliers benefit accrued 
through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 2.174 and Sig =.119, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
1- tipothesis Ho6.4 is supported 
4) Data for corporate planning benefit through CRM strategy across 
retailers 
Ho6.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of data ,fnr 
corporate planning benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.24 
ANOVA test for data for corporate planning through CRUNI strategy across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1: Sig. 
Between Groups .950 2 .475 .950 .390 
Within Groups 55.515 111 .500 
Total 56.465 113 
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Table 4.2.24 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of data for corporate planning benefit 
accrued through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .950 and Sig 
=.390. which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
1-Ivpothesis Ho6.5 is supported 
5) Store portfolio segmentation benefit through through CRINI strategy 
across retailers 
Ho6.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of store portfolio 
segmentation benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.25 
ANOVA test for store portfolio segmentation benefit through CRM strategy 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 3.411 1 1.706 1.734 .181 
Within Groups 109.159 1 1 1 .983 
Total 112.570 113 
Table 4.2.25 shows the result of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of store portfolio segmentation benefit accrued 
through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 1.734 and Sig =.181, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho6.6 is supported 
6) Merchandising benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Ho6.7. There is no significant diJ/erence in the mean value of 
merchandising benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
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Table 4.2.26 
ANOVA test for merchandizing benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .312 2 .156 .193 .825 
Within Groups 89.977 11 l .811 
Total 90.289 113 
Table 4.2.26 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of merchandising benefit accrued through 
CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .193 and Sig =.825, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
flypothesis Ho6.7 is supported 
7) Brand management through CRM strategy across retailers 
Ho6.8: There is no significant dif/erence in the mean value of brand 
management benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.27 
ANOVA test for brand management benefit through CRM strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .415 2 .207 .151 .860 
Within Groups 152.190 111 1.371 
Total 152.605 113 
Table 4.2.27 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of brand management benefit accrued 
through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .151 and Sig =.860, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis 11o6.8 is supported 
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8) Promotion and media activity benefit through CRM strategy across 
retailers 
Ho6. 9: There is no significant difference in the mean value of promotion 
and media activity benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.28 
ANOVA test for promotion and media activity benefit through CRM strategy 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.730 2 1.365 2.060 .132 
Within Groups 73.551 1 	1 	1 .663 
Total 76.281 113 
Table 4.2.28 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of promotion and media activity benefit 
accrued through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 2.060 and Sig 
=.132, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho6.9 is supported 
9) Information to mail customers benefit through CRM strategy across 
retailers 
Ho6.10: There is no significant difference in the mean value of information 
to mail customers benefit accrued through CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
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Table 4.2.29 
ANOVA test for information to mail customers benefit through CRM strategy 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.086 2 .543 .588 .557 
Within Groups 102.432 III .923 
Total 103.519 ll3 
Table 4.2.29 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to lest the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of intormation to mail customers benefit 
accrued through CRM strategy. It has been found that the value of F ° .588 and Sig 
=.557, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho6. 10 is supported 
g) Benefits of adopting Logistics strategy by different retailers 
1) Timely dispatch benefit through logistics strategy across retailers 
Ito 7.!: There is no significant difference in the mean value of timely 
dispatch benefet through Logistics strategy across d jjerent retailers. 
Table 4.2.30 
ANOVA test for timely dispatch benefit through Logistics strategy across retailers 
Sum ofSquares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .249 2 .124 .147 .864 
Within Groups 94.242 III .849 
Total 94.491 113 
Table 4.2.30 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of timely dispatch benefit accrued through 
logistics strategy. It has been found that the value of F = _147 and Sig =.864, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
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Hypothesis Ho 7.1 is supported 
2) Low cost benefit through logistics strategy across retailers 
Ho7.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of low cost 
benefit through Logistics strategy across different  retailers. 
Table 4.2.31 
ANOVA test for low cost benefit through Logistics strategy across retailers 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.038 2 .519 .632 .534 
Within Groups 91.242 111 .822 
Total 92.281 113 
Table 4.2.31 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of low cost benefit accrued through logistics 
strategy. It has been found that the value of F = .632 and Sig =.534, which is more than 
05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho. 7.2 is supported 
3) Product variety/dispatch benefit through logistics strategy across 
retailers 
Ho7.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of product 
variety dispatch benefit through Logistics strategy across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.32 
ANOVA test for product variety dispatch benefit through Logistics strategy across 
retailers. 
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
[3etwern Groups 3.91' 2 1.958 2.256 .1 	It) 
Within Groups 96.338 1 	l 	1 .868 
Total 100.254 113 
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Table 4.2.32 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of product variety/dispatch benefit accrued 
through logistics strategy. It has been found that the value of F = 2.256 and Sig =.110, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho7.3 is supported 
h) Benefits of adopting store brands by different retailers 
1) Increased variety through store brands across retailers 
Ho8. 1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of Increased 
variety through store brands across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.33 
ANOVA test for increased variety benefit through store brands across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1= Sig. 
Between Groups 8.494 ? 4.247 6.3SS .002 
Within Groups 73.795 1 1 l .665 
Total 2.289 113 
Table 4.2.33 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of increased variety benefit accrued through 
store brands. It has been found that the value of F = 6.388 and Sig =.002, which is less 
than .05. Hence a significant difference exists. 
Iltipothesrs Ilo8.1 is not supported. 
2) More customer traffic through store across retailers 
11o8. 2: There is no signi/leant difference  in the mean value of more 
customer- traffic benefit through store brands across different retailers. 
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Table 4.2.34 
ANOVA test for more customer traffic benefit through store brands across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .017 2 .009 .011 .989 
Within Groups 83.220 111 .750 
Total 83.237 113 
Table 4.2.34 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of more customer traffic benefit accrued through 
store brands. It has been found that the value of F = .011 and Sig =.989, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
f %'pothesis Ho8.2 is supported 
3) Increased loyalty through store brands across retailers 
Ho8.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of increased 
loyalty benefit through store brands across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.35 
ANOVA test for increased loyalty benefit through store brands across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .152 2 .076 .127 .881 
Within Groups 66.418 1 1 1 .598 
Total 66.570 113 
Table 4.2.35 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test 	the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of increased loyalty benefit accrued through 
store brands. It has been found that the value of F = .127 and Sig =.881, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
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Hypothesis Ho8.3 is supported 
4) Increased margins through store brands across retailers 
Ho8.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of increased 
margin benefit through store brands across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.36 
ANOVA test for increased margin benefit through store brands across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .489 2 .244 .331 .719 
Within Groups 81.976 1 1 1 .739 
Total 82.465 113 
Table 4.2.36 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test 	the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of increased margin benefit accrued through 
store brands. It has been found that the value of F = .331 and Sig =.719, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
hypothesis Ho8.4 is supported 
5) Data mining help through store brands across retailers 
Ho8.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of data mining 
help benefit through store brands across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.37 
ANOVA test for data mining benefit through store brands across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.403 2 .701 .587 .557 
Within Groups 132.536 I 1 1 1.194 
Total 133.939 113 
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Table 4.2.37 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of data mining help benefit accrued through 
store brands. It has been found that the value of F = .587 and Sig =.557, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho8.5 is supported 
6) Better relationship with suppliers through store brands across retailers 
11o8.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of better 
relationship with suppliers benefit through store brands across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.38 
ANOVA test better relationship with suppliers benefit through store brands 
across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .222 1 .111 .117 .890 
within Groups 105.742 Ill .953 
Total 105.965 113 
Table 4.2.38 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of better relationship with suppliers benefit 
accrued through store brands. It has been found that the value of F = .l 17 and Sig 
=.890, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
hypothesis 11o8.6 is supported 
7) More choice to customers through store brands across retailers 
11o8.7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of more choice 
to customers benefit through store brands across difc'rcnt retailers. 
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Table 4.2.39 
ANOVA test for more choice to customers benefit through store brands across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.416 2 .708 1.248 .291 
Within Groups 62.944 111 .567 
Total 64.360 113 
Table 4.2.39 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of more choice to customers benefit accrued 
through store brands. It has been found that the value of F = 1.248 and Sig =.291, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
hypothesis 11o8. 7 is supported 
i) Supplier relationship benefits 
1) Future plan information benefit through supplier relationship. 
Ho9.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of future plan 
information sharing benefit through supplier relationship across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.40 
ANOVA test for future plan information sharing benefit through supplier 
relationship across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .606 2 .303 .486 .616 
Within Groups 69.227 1 	l 	1 .624 
Total 09.833 113 
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Table 4.2.40 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of future plan information sharing benefit 
accrued through supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = .486 and 
Sig =.616, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Htipothesis Ho9.1 is supported. 
2) Investment benefit through supplier relationship . 
11o9.?: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
benefit through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.41 
ANOVA test for investment benefit through supplier relationship across retailers 
Sum of Squares di Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.154 2 .577 .611 .544 
Within Groups 104.811 111 .944 
Total 105.965 113 
Table 4.2.41 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment benefit accrued through 
supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = .611 and Sig =.544, which 
is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho9.2 is supported. 
3) Financial help benefit through supplier relationship. 
11o9.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of fincincial  help 
benefit through supplier relationship across cliffCrent retailers. 
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Table 4.2.42 
ANOVA test for financial help benefit through supplier relationship across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .557 2 .278 .267 .766 
Within Groups 115.724 l 11 1.043 
Total 116.281 113 
Table 4.2.42 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of financial help benefit accrued through 
supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = .267 and Sig =.766, which 
is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
hypothesis Ito9.3 is supported. 
4) Benefit of training for supplier's employees through supplier 
relationship . 
Ho9.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of training of 
supplier's employees benefit through supplier relationship across different 
retailers. 
Table 4.2.43 
ANOVA test for training of supplier's employees' benefit through supplier 
relationship across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 12.037 2 6.019 6.194 .003 
Within Groups 106.883 110 .972 
Total 118.920 112 
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Table 4.2.43 shows the results of ANOVA test which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of training of supplier's benefit accrued 
through supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = 6.194 and Sig 
=.003, which is less than .05. Hence a significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis lb. 9.4 is not supported. 
5) Benefit of joint decision making through supplier relationship . 
Ho9.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value ofjoint decision 
making benefit through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.44 
ANOVA test for joint decision-making benefit through supplier 
relationship across retailers 
Sung of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 4.899 2 2.450 2.942 .057 
Within Groups 92.434 1 1 1 .833 
Total 97.333 113 
Table 4.2.44 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of joint decision making benefit accrued 
through supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = 2.9422 and Sig 
=.057. which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 9.? is supported. 
6) Use of brand name benefit through supplier relationship. 
I1o9.6: There is no significant difference in the mean value of use of brand 
name benefit through supplier relationship across different retailers. 
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Table 4.2.45 
ANOVA test for brand name benefit through supplier relationship across retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 6.378 2 3.189 3,270 .042 
Within Groups 108.253 111 .975 
Total 114.632 113 
Table 4.2.45 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers oil the dimension of use of brand name benefit accrued 
through supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = 3.270 and Sig 
=.042, which is less than .05. Hence a significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis lb. 9.6 is not supported. 
7) Price discount benefit through supplier relationship . 
11o9. 7: There is no significant difference in the mean value of price 
discount benefit through supplier relations/zip across different retailers. 
Table 4.2.46 
ANOVA test for price discount benefit through supplier relationship across 
retailers 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 4.172 2 2.086 3.249 .043 
Within Groups 71.266 Il l .642 
Total 75.439 113 
Table 4.2.46 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of price discount benefit accrued through 
supplier relationship. It has been found that the value of F = 3.249 and Sig =.043, 
which is less than .05. Hence a significant difference exists. 
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Hypothesis 11o9.7 is not supported. 
j) Benefits through RFID implementation 
1) Accelerated receipt of goods benefit through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.1: There is no significant difference in the mean value of accelerated 
receipt of goods benefit through future through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.47 
ANOVA test for accelerated receipt of goods benefit through RFID 
implementation. 
Sum of Squares di Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.584 2 1.292 1.449 .239 
within Groups 98.934 1 	1 	1 .891 
Total 101.518 113 
Table 4.2.47 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of accelerated receipt of goods benefit 
accrued through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 1.449 
and Sig =.239, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho10.1 is supported. 
2) Reduced idle time through RFID implementation. 
IIo10.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of'reduced idle 
time benefit through RFID implementation. 
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Table 4.2.48 
ANOVA test for reduced idle time benefit through RFID implementation. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.235 2 1.11$ .928 .398 
Within Groups 133.703 111 1.205 
Total 135.939 113 
Table 4.2.48 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of reduced idle time benefit accrued through 
RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = .928 and Sig —.398, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho10.2 is supported. 
3) Inventory management optimization through RFID implementation. 
Ho 103: There is no significant difference in the mean value of inventory 
Management optimfaation through RFID implementation. 
"fable 4.2.49 
ANOVA test for inventory management optimization benefit through RFID 
implementation. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Berw'een preups 10.17$ 2 5,039 318 728 
WIttiin Groups 1776.945 111 I&009 
Total 1787.123 113 
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Table 4.2.49 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of inventory management optimization 
benefit accrued through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 
.318 and Sig =.3728, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Htpothesis Ho10.3 is supported. 
4) Improved process flow through RF1D implementation. 
Ho10.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of improved 
process flow through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.50 
ANOVA test for improved process flow benefit through RFID implementation. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.467 2 .734 .851 .430 
Within Groups 95.690 1 	1 	1 .862 
Total 97.158 113 
Table 4.2.50 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of improved process flow benefit accrued 
through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = .851 and Sig 
=.430, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 10.4 is supported. 
5) Fewer shelving errors through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of f fiver 
shelving errors through RFID implementation. 
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Table 4.2.E1 
ANOVA test for fewer shelving errors benefit through RFID implementation 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 4.045 2 2.022 2.900 .059 
Within Groups 77.403 1 1 1 .697 
Total 81.447 113 
Table 4.2.51 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of fewer shelving errors benefit accrued 
through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 2.900 and Sig 
=.059, which is more than .05. Hence no significant ditTerence exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 10.5 is supported. 
6) Shrinkage reduction through RFID implementation. 
tlol U.6: There is no significant diff rence in the mean value of shrinkage 
reduction through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.52 
ANOVA test for shrinkage reduction through RFID implementation 
Suni of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .355 2 .178 .254 .776 
Within Groups 77.750 1 	1 	I .700 
Total 78.105 113 
Table 4.2.52 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of shrinkage reduction benefit accrued 
through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = .254 and Sig 
=.776, which is more than .05. Hence no signiticant difference exists. 
I-! vpothesis Ho) 0. h is supported. 
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7) Reduction in out of stocks through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.7. There is no significant difference in the mean value of reduction of 
out of stocks through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.53 
ANOVA test for reduction of out of stocks through RFID implementation 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1: Sig. 
Between Groups 4.572 2 2.286 1.881 .157 
Within Groups 134.867 111 1.215 
'Dotal 139.439 113 
Fable 4.2.53 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of reduction of out of stocks benefit accrued 
through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 1.881 and Sig 
=. 157, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 10.7 is supported. 
8) Improved merchandise availability through RFID implementation. 
llol U.8: There is no significant difference in the mean value of improved 
merchandise availability through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.54 
ANOVA test for improved merchandize availability benefit through RFID 
implementation 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .376 2 .188 .241 .786 
Within Groups 86.405 1 	1 1 .778 
"Total 86.781 113 
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Table 4.2.54 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of improved merchandise availability benefit 
accrued through RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = .241 and 
Sig =.786, which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis HoIO.8 is supported. 
9) Space planning through RFID implementation. 
Ho10.9: There is no significant difference in the mean value of space 
planning a  ailability through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.55 
ANOVA test for space planning availability benefit through RFID implementation 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 5.905 2 2.952 3.039 .052 
Within Groups 107.850 111 .972 
Total 113.754 113 
Table 4.2.55 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of space planning benefit accrued through 
RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 3.039 and Sig =.052, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho10.9 is supported. 
10) Space planning through RFID implementation. 
Hol0.10: There is no significant difference in the mean value of effective 
promotion through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.56 
ANOVA test for effective promotion through RFID implementation 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.528 2 764 .739 .480 
Wit in Groups 114.726 111 1.034 
Total 116.254 113 
Table 4.2.56 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of space planning benefit acemed through 
RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = .739 and Sig —.480, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Hu JO. 10 is supported. 
11) Space planning through RFID implementation. 
Ho70.11: There is no signrficant difference in the mean value of faster 
turnaround through RFID implementation. 
Table 4.2.57 
ANOVA test for faster turnaround benefit through RFID implementation. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.704 2 1.352 1.690 .189 
Within Groups 88.814 111 NO 
Total 91.518 113 
Table 4.2.57 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of faster turnaround benefit accrued through 
RFID implementation. It has been found that the value of F = 1.690 and Sig =.189, 
which is more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
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1-!ti•pothesis Ho 10.11 is supported. 
k) Store operations through IT applications 
1) Tracking products within store using IT applications. 
Holl.l: There is no significant difference in the mean value of tracking 
products using IT applications 
Table 4.2.58 
ANOVA test for tracking products benefit using IT applications. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.140 2 .570 .978 .379 
Within Groups 64.720 111 .593 
Total 65.860 113 
Table 4.2.58 shows the results of ANOVA test that is run to test the differences across 
different retailers on the dimension of tracking products within store using IT 
applications. It has been found that the value of F = .978 and Sig =.379, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho/I. I is supported. 
2) Tracking products within store using IT applications. 
Ho! 1.2: There is no significant difference  in the mean value of accelerated 
till + staff using IT applications 
Table 4.2.59 
ANOVA test for accelerated till plus staff benefit using IT applications. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .661 2 .331 .905 .450 
Within Groups 45.593 1 	l 	1 .411 
Total 46.254 113 
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Table 4.2.59 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension accelerated till+ staff using IT applications. 
It has been found that the value of F = .805 and Sig =.450, which is more than .05. 
Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho! 1.2 is supported. 
3) Tracking sales using IT applications. 
1-Toll.3: There is no significant difference in the mean value of sales 
tracking using IT applications 
Table 4.2.60 
ANOVA test for sales tracking benefit using IT applications. 
Sum of Syuures di Men Square F Sig, 
Between Groups .320 2 160 ,275 .760 
Within Groups 64.601 Ill 582 
Total 64.921 113 
Table 4.2.60 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension tracking sales using IT applications. It has 
been found that the value of F = .275 and Sig =.760, which is more than .05. Hence no 
significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Hof 1.3 is supported. 
4) Reduced customer service time using IT applications. 
Holl.4: There is no significant difference in the mean value of reduced 
customer service time using IT applications 
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Table 4.2.61 
ANOVA test for reduced customer service time benefit using IT applications 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .062 2 .031 .059 .943 
Within Groups 58.895 III .530 
Total 58.947 113 
Table 4.2.61 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension reduced customer service time using IT 
applications. It has been found that the value of F = M59 and Sig =.943, which is more 
than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho/I4 is supported. 
l) Investment on different aspects for IT enablement of supply 
chain with reference to the annual turnover 
1) Investment on Bar coding with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12. l: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
on bar coding with reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.62 
ANOVA test for investment on bar coding with reference to annual turnover 
across retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 512 2 256 .791 .748 
Within Groups 97.593 I I t .879 
Total 99.105 113 
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Table 4.2.62 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment ob bar coding with reference 
to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = .291 and Sig =.748. which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 12.1 is supported. 
2) Investment on extranet with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.2: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
on extranet with reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.63 
ANOVA test for investment on extranet with reference to annual turnover across 
retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.479 2 1.239 2.139 .123 
Within Groups 64.302 111 .579 
Total 66.781 113 
Table 4.2.63 shows the results of ANOVA test. which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on extranet with reference to 
annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = 2.139 and Sig =.123, which is 
more than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho12.2 is supported. 
3) Investment on EDI with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.3: There is no significant dii]erence in the mean value oJYnvestntent 
on ED] with reference to the annual turnover. 
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Table 4.2.64 
ANOVA test for investment on EDI with reference to annual turnover across 
retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 8.279 2 4.140 4.947 .009 
Within Groups 92.879 111 .837 
Total 101.158 113 
Table 4.2.64 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on EDI with reference to 
annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = 4.947 and Sig =.009, which is 
less than .05. Hence a significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho12.3 is not supported. 
4) Automated storage and retrieval system with reference to the annual 
turnover. 
[Jo 12.4: There is no significant difference  in the mean value of investment 
on automated storage and retrieval system with reference to the annual 
turnover. 
Table 4.2.65 
ANOVA test for investment on automated storage and retrieval system with 
reference to annual turnover across retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sid,. 
Between Groups I.361 2 .680 l . 17S .31 2 
Within Groups 64.037 1 	I 	1 .577 
Total 65.447 113 
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Table 4.2.65 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on automated storage and 
retrieval system with reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F 
= 1.178 and Sig =.312, which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis IIo12.4 is supported. 
5) Supply chain software with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.5: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
on supply chain soft%t•are'it'ith reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.66 
ANOVA test for investment on supply chain software with reference to annual 
turnover across retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .470 2 .235 .381 .684 
Within Groups 68.477 l 	1 	1 .617 
Total 68.947 113 
Table 4.2.66 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on supply chain software with 
reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = .381 and Sig =.684, 
which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Htipothesis Ho12.5 is supported. 
6) Supply chain software with reference to the annual turnover. 
Ho12.6: There is no significant di/Jerence in the mean value of investment 
on ERP sofa ware with reference to the annual turnover. 
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Table 4.2.67 
ANOVA test for investment on ERP software with reference to annual turnover 
across retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .795 2 .398 .586 .558 
Within Groups "' 5.275 1 1 1 .678 
Total 76.070 113 
Table 4.2.67 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on ERP software with 
reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = .586 and Sig =.558, 
which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Ilv pothesis 11o12. 6 is supported. 
7) Computer hardware with reference to the annual turnover. 
11o12. 7: There is no significant difference  in the mean value of investment 
on computer hardware with reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.68 
ANOVA test for investment on computer hardware with reference to annual 
turnover across retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 2.838 ? 1.419 2.380 .097 
\Vithin Groups 66.188 1 1 1 .596 
Total 69.026 113 
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Table 4.2.68 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on computer hardware with 
reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = 2.380 and Sig 
=.097, which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 12.7 is supported. 
8) LAN with reference to the annual turnover. 
11o12.8: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
on LAN with reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.69 
ANOVA test for investment on LAN with reference to annual turnover across 
retailers. 
Surn of Squares dl Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .224 2 .112 .177 .934 
Within Groups 70.346 1 1 1 .634 
Total 70.570 113 
Table 4.2.69 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on LAN with reference to 
annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = .177 and Sig =.838, which is 
less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis 11o12.8 is supported. 
9) Office automation with reference to the annual turnover. 
1-Io/2.9: There is no significant difference  in the mean value of investment 
on office automation with reference to the annual turnover. 
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Table 4.2.68 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on computer hardware with 
reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = 2.380 and Sig 
=.097, which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 12.7 is supported. 
8) LAN with reference to the annual turnover, 
Ho12.8: There is no significant difference in the mean value of investment 
on LAN with reference to the annual turnover. 
Table 4.2.69 
ANOVA test for investment on LAN with reference to annual turnover across 
retailers. 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .224 _ .112 177 .338 
within Groups 70.346 111 634 
Total 70.570 113 
Table 4.2.69 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on LAN with reference to 
annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = .177 and Sig =.838, which is 
less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho 12.8 is supported. 
9) Office automation with reference to the annual turnover. 
Hol2.9: There is no significant difference in the mean 'aloe of investment 
on office aotomclion with reference to the anneal turnover. 
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Table 4.2.70 
ANOVA test for investment on office automation with reference to annual 
turnover across retailers. 
Suni of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 1.507 2 .753 1.155 .319 
Within Groups 72.432 111 .653 
Total 73.939 113 
Table 4.2.70 shows the results of ANOVA test, which is run to test the differences 
across different retailers on the dimension of investment on office automation with 
reference to annual turnover. It has been found that the value of F = 1.155 and Sig 
=.319, which is less than .05. Hence no significant difference exists. 
Hypothesis Ho12.9 is supported. 
4.3 Summary of Hypothesis testing 
This section is a summary of the results obtained by administering anova test on the 
proposed hypothesizes. A table has been constructed to present in brief the various 
hypothesis and results. 
Table 4.3.1 
Summary of hypothesis testing 
Parameter Hypothesis F Sig Remark 
Sourcing Hol.1: There is no significant .318 .728 Supported 
strategy difference in the mean value of 
benefit in stock management 
accrued through sourcing strategy 
across different retailers. 
Sourcing Hol.2: There is no significant 1.024 .362 Supported 
Strategy difference in the mean value of 
ordering convenience accrued 
through sourcing strategy across 
different retailers 
Sourcing Ho1.3: There is no significant 0.882 0.417 Supported 
Strategy difference in the mean value of 
benefit in discount price accrued 
through sourcing strategy across 
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different retailers. 
Sourcing Ho1.4: There is no significant 1.165 0.204 Supported 
Strategy difference in the mean value of 
transport economy accrued 
through sourcing strategy across 
different retailers. 
SCM Ho2.1: There is no significant 0.625 0.537 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Awareness the awareness of Quick response 
system (QRS) across different 
retailers. 
Ho2.2: There is no significant 
SCM difference in the mean value of 0.612 0.544 Supported 
Techniques awareness of concept of ECR 
Awareness across different retailers 
SCM Ho2.3: There is no significant 0.820 0.443 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Awareness awareness of concept of VMI 
across different retailers. 
SCM Ho2.4: There is no significant 0.82 0.921 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Awareness awareness of concept of CPFR 
across different retailers. 
SCM Ho3.1: There is no significant 0.963 0.385 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Adoption adoption of QRS technique across 
different retailers. 
SCM Ho3.2: There is no significant 0.686 0.506 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Adoption adoption of ECR technique across 
different retailers. 
SCM 11o3.3: There is no significant 1.457 0.237 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Adoption adoption of VMI technique across 
different retailers. 
SCM Ho3.4: There is no significant 2.126 0.124 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Adoption adoption of CPFR technique 
across different retailers 
SCM Ho4.1: There is no significant 1.079 0.344 Supported 
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Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Benefits store replenishment benefit 
accrued through SCM techniques 
across different retailers. 
SCM Ho4.2: There is no significant 0.431 0.651 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit in demand planning 
benefit accrued through SCM 
techniques across different 
retailers. 
SCM Ho4.3: There is no significant 0.223 0.801 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value 
Benefits benefit in of stocks out 
management benefit accrued 
through SCM techniques across 
different retailers. 
SCM Ho4.4: There is no significant 0.197 0.821 Supported 
Techniques difference in the mean value of 
Benefits improved relationship with 
channel partners accrued through 
SCM techniques across different 
retailers. 
Digitalization Ho5.1: There is no significant 5.325 0.006 Not 
Strategy difference in the mean value of Supported 
Benefits benefit in product replenishment 
through adoption of digitalization 
strategy across different retailers. 
Digitalization Ho5.2: There is no significant 0.512 0.601 Supported 
Strategy difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit in stock keeping through 
digitalization strategy across 
different retailers. 
Digitalization Ho5.3: There is no significant 2.381 0.097 Supported 
Strategy difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit in Information sharing 
through digitalization strategy 
across different retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.1: There is no significant 1.343 0.265 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of low price through 
CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
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CRM Strategy Ho6.2: There is no significant 0.156 0.855 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit in mass sale through 
CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.3: There is no significant 0.590 0.556 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
customer loyalty benefit through 
CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.4: There is no significant 2.174 0.119 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit in volume discount for 
suppliers through CRM strategy 
across different retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.5: There is no significant 0.950 0.390 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of data for corporate 
planning accrued through CRM 
strategy across different retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.6: There is no significant 1.734 0.181 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of store portfolio 
segmentation accrued through 
adoption of CRM strategy across 
different retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.7: There is no significant 0.193 0.825 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of merchandising accrued 
through CRM strategy across 
different retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.8: There is no significant 0.151 0.860 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of brand management 
accrued through adoption of 
CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
CRM Strategy Ho6.9: There is no significant 2.060 0.132 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
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benefit in promotion and media 
activity accrued through adoption 
of CRM strategy across different 
retailers. 
CRM Strategy 	Ho6.10: There is no significant 0.558 0.557 Supported 
Benefits 	difference in the mean value of 
benefit of information to mail 
customers accrued through 
adoption of CRM strategy across 
different retailers. 
Logistics 	Ho7.1: There is no significant 0.147 0.864 Supported 
Strategy 	difference in the mean value of 
Benefits 	benefit of timely dispatch through 
Logistics strategy across different 
retailers. 
Logistics 	Ho7.2: There is no significant 0.632 0.534 Supported 
Strategy 	difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit of low cost accrued 
through adoption of Logistics 
strategy across different retailers 
Logistics 	Ho7.3: There is no significant 2.256 0.110 Supported 
Strategy 	difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit of product variety 
/dispatch accrued through 
adoption of Logistics strategy 
across different retailers 
Store Brand 	Ho8.1: There is no significant 6.388 0.002 Not 
Benefits 	difference in the mean value of supported 
benefit of Increased variety 
achieved through store brands 
across different retailers 
Store Brand 	Ho8.2: There is no significant 0.011 0.989 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value 
more customer traffic benefit 
through store brands across 
different retailers. 
Store Brand 	Ho8.3: There is no significant 0.127 0.881 Supported 
Benefits 	difference in the mean value of 
benefit of increased loyalty 
through store brands across 
different retailers. 
Store Brand 	11o8.4: There is no significant 0.331 0.719 Supported 
Benefits 	difference in the mean value of 
benefit of increased margin 
through store brands across 
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different retailers. 
Store Brand Ho8.5: There is no significant 0.587 0.557 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of data mining help 
through store brands across 
different retailers. 
Store Brands Ho8.6: There is no significant 0.117 0.890 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of better relationship with 
suppliers through store brands 
across different retailers. 
Store Brands Ho8.7: There is no significant 1.248 0.291 Supported 
Benefits difference in the mean value of 
benefit of more choice to 
customers through store brands 
across different retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.1: There is no significant 0.486 0.616 Supported 
Relationship difference in the mean value of 
Benefit benefit of future plan information 
sharing through supplier 
relationship across different 
retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.2: There is no significant 0.611 0.544 Supported 
Relationship difference in the mean value of 
Benefit benefit of investment through 
supplier relationship across 
different retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.3: There is no significant 0.267 0.766 Supported 
Relationship difference in the mean value of 
Benefit benefit of financial help through 
supplier relationship across 
different retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.4: There is no significant 6.194 .004 Not 
Relationship difference in the mean value of Supported 
Benefit benefit of training of supplier's 
employees' through supplier 
relationship across different 
retailers. 
Supplier 11o9.5: There is no significant 2.9422 0.057 Supported 
Relationship difference in the mean value 
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Benefit benefit of joint decision-making 
through supplier relationship 
across different retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.6: There is no significant 3.270 0.042 Not 
Relationship difference in the mean value of Supported 
Benefit benefit of use of brand name 
through supplier relationship 
across different retailers. 
Supplier Ho9.7: There is no significant 3.249 0.043 Not 
Relationship difference in the mean value of Supported 
Benefit benefit of price discount through 
supplier relationship across 
different retailers. 
RFID Ho10.1: There is no significant 1.449 0.239 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit of accelerated receipt of 
goods through future through 
RFID implementation. 
RFID Ho10.2: There is no significant 0.928 0.398 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits benefit of reduced idle time 
through RFID im lementation. 
RFID Ho10.3: There is no significant 0.318 0.728 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits inventory management 
optimization through RFID 
implementation. 
RFID Ho10.4: There is no significant 0.851 0.430 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits improved process flow through 
RFID implementation. 
RFID Ho10.5: There is no significant 2.900 0.059 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits fewer shelving errors through 
RFID implementation. 
RFID Ho10.6: There is no significant 0.254 0.776 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits shrinkage reduction through 
RFID im lementation. 
RFID 11010.7: There is no significant 1.881 0.157 Supported 
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Parameter Hypothesis F Sig Remark 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits reduction of out of stocks through 
RFID implementation. 
RFID Ho10.8: There is no significant 0.241 0.786 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits improved merchandise 
availability through RFID 
implementation 
RFID HolO.9: There is no significant 3.039 0.52 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits space planning availability 
through RFID implementation. 
RFID HolO.10: There is no significant 0.739 0.480 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits effective promotion through 
RFID im lementation 
RFID Ho 10.11: There is no significant 1.690 0.189 Supported 
Implementation difference in the mean value of 
Benefits faster turnaround through RFID 
implementation 
IT for store Hoi 1.1: There is no significant 0.978 0.379 Supported 
operations difference in the mean value of 
tracking products using IT 
applications 
IT for store Ho11.2: There is no significant 0.805 0.450 Supported 
operations difference in the mean value of 
accelerated till + staff using IT 
applications 
IT for store Hol1.3: There is no significant 0.275 0.760 Supported 
operations difference in the mean value of 
sales tracking using IT 
applications 
IT for store Ho 11.4: There is no significant 0.059 0.943 Supported 
operations difference in the mean value of 
reduced customer service time 
usingIT a 	lications 
Investment on Ho12.1: There is no significant 0.291 0.748 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on bar coding with 
reference to the annual turnover. 
Investment on Ho12.2: There is no significant 2.139 0.123 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on extranet with 
reference to the annual turnover. 
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Parameter Hypothesis F Sig_ Remark 
Investment on Ho12.3: There is no significant 4.947 0.009 Not 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of Supported 
Chain investment on EDI with reference 
to the annual turnover. 
Investment on Ho12.4: There is no significant 1.178 0.312 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on automated storage 
and retrieval system with 
reference to the annual turnover 
Investment on Ho12.5: There is no significant 0.381 0.684 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on supply chain 
software with reference to the 
annual turnover 
Investment on Ho12.6: There is no significant 0.586 0.558 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on ERP software with 
reference to the annual turnover. 
Investment on Ho12.7: There is no signiticant 2.380 0.097 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on computer hardware 
with reference to the annual 
turnover 
Investment on Ho12.8: There is no significant 0.177 0.838 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on LAN with 
reference to the annual turnover. 
Investment on Ho12.9: There is no significant 1.155 0.319 Supported 
IT for supply difference in the mean value of 
Chain investment on office automation 
with reference to the annual 
turnover. 
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CHAPTER-5 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Chapter-5: Qualitative Analysis 
This chapter presents comparative cases of supply chain strategies adopted by the 
different retailers in India and in developed countries. It is divided into two sections. 
The first section is based on the variables identified. There are eleven variables for the 
reason the first section is organized into eleven parts they being Sourcing and 
Procurement, Virtual store, Customer Relationship Management, Private Brands, 
Retail Formats, Logistics, Information Technology, Non-Food Merchandize, other 
services and Innovative supply chain management (SCM) techniques and other 
identified variables. Each part contains practices of the Indian retail players followed 
by foreign players, and the differences or similarities (if any) in their operations are 
highlighted at the end. The second section of the chapter is the analysis part wherein 
Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legislative (PESTEL) 
analysis, PORTER's five forces analysis of the Indian grocery sector and Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis of individual retailers has 
been presented. 
5.1 Comparative Cases 
The section highlights the supply chain practices of Indian players vis a vis foreign 
players on the identified variables. 
5.1.1 Sourcing and Procurement 
Big Bazaar 
Big bazaar has employed a local sourcing strategy because central sourcing is not 
feasible for a diverse and large country like India. The clothing and apparel are 
sourced from Pantaloon's manufacturing units. Other products like plastic products; 
groceries etc are sourced from consolidator suppliers. Big bazaar primarily focuses on 
customer interface for the front end of the store while hack end sourcing and supplies 
are managed by and large by consolidators or certain vendors (for example those who 
sell watches or spectacles) who have rented a small space inside the malls. Their 
sourcing strategy helps them attain benefits of stock management and discount price 
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benefits but it lacks in the aspects of ordering convenience and transport economy. 
Future Group's Pantaloon Retail India has also set up global sourcing offices in Hong 
Kong and Mainland China — the first overseas sourcing operation by any domestic 
retail chain. 
Reliance Fresh 
Reliance Fresh uses the mandi system for its fresh products, though they also work 
directly with farmers. They have collection centers in Rajasthan for procurement 
purposes. Food items are sourced in three ways; Firstly, it sources directly at big 
farms making the transaction directly. Second, it sources from the local mandis with 
commission agents, which is the dominant method of procurement for the Reliance 
Fresh model as a whole. Third it also sources through several collection centers where 
smaller farmers bring their food and receive payment upfront. The stores directly 
procured vegetables, pulses and spices from the farmers of Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, which contribute to quality and pricing advantage. 
Reliance Retail has also entered into an exclusive pan India franchise arrangement 
with the UK-based Hamleys, the world's most famous toy retailer, to bring the latter's 
toys to India. 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily 
Spencer's believe in keeping a minimum number of suppliers with the objective of 
achieving economies of scale in both purchase and supply transportation as the firms 
do not have to spend in procuring and transporting from ditlerent locations and 
producers. Spencer's have developed regional hubs at Bangalore, Chennai and 
Hyderabad, which facilitate central distribution to the state requirements and that up 
to 90% of the total business:; it means a very efficient supply logistics. Spencer's has 
reduced the number of intermediaries which means that the firm can achieve or 
procure at low prices and thus low cost leadership can be achieved in that segment. 
The company is responsible for the procurement from the wholesale markets, sorting. 
grading. transportation, pricing and in store merchandising of the food items. The 
company has decided to procure directly from the farmers. The farmers would benefit 
by getting 100% more prices of what the wholesalers used to pay. The firm  has been 
able to reduce the cost by 150% without compromising on the quality and size of the 
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produce. 
Carrefour 
Carrefour sources its range of fruits and vegetables from local suppliers. Carretbur 
has entered into three- year contracts with agricultural producers, committing to 
purchasing specific volumes in advance of production. Carrefour Group has 
established a global acquisition web, from assorted countries and regions. Carrefour 
Global Sourcing China headquarters officially opened in Shanghai on September I. 
2002 and it set up local procurement centers in 10 cities for additional local 
procurement. These are at Beijing, Tianjin, Dalian, Qingdao, Wuhan, Ningbo, 
Xiamen, Guangzhou, Shen7hen, Kunmin^. These form the Carrefour team in China. 
The sourcing web is responsible for direct procurement operations in China to 
promote Chinese products into the Carrefour worldwide sales web. 
Tesco 
The group's new fresh produce sourcing strategy is centered on a network of regional 
technical hubs responsible for sourcing. Telco has nine regional hubs, sourcing from 
North, Central and South America, Western and Eastern Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa, Asia and Oceania. The company's South Africa hub is its largest fresh produce 
sourcing operation worldwide. Tesco sells milk that is sourced in or near Local 
County, across England. Scotland and Wales. Local choice milk is sourced from 
smaller, family-run farms. The company had decided to set up Tesco Produce Group 
Sourcing, which will focus exclusively on fresh fivit and vegetable procurement for 
the group's entire global operations. Tesco has recently increased outsourcing of 
garments along with other products from India to meet its global requirements. Of the 
total sourcing that they do from India, 70% is clothing and apparel but they are 
looking to grow other categories as well such as food. 
Tesco operates via the retailer's global sourcing office in Hong Kong. Every day about 
200 20f1 containers hill of clothing. TV sets, barbecues and shopping trolleys are 
placed on to cargo boats and shipped out of Kwai Chung Container Port known as the 
Port of Hong Kong - and other nearby harbour;, all bound for Tesco stores around the 
world. This trading outpost is responsible for designing, sourcing, overseeing 
production, quality controlling, and sorting out the customs documentation for 50,000 
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Tesco product lines. Tesco International Sourcing (TIS), as the division is called, uses 
more than 800 suppliers across 1,200 factories. TIS employs 533 staff, 250 of whom 
are based in Hong Kong, the rest in eight satellite hubs in places such as Bangkok in 
Thailand and Colombo in Sri Lanka. All the activity is co-coordinated centrally, and 
TIS procures goods from 44 countries, although the vast majority comes from China 
and Hong Kong. 
Wal-Mart 
Wal-Mart follows a mix of local and global sourcing strategy. For the food products it 
adopts local sourcing. It sources food products from small and medium farmers. Wal-
Mart has its distribution centers (DC) located in rural areas. It believes that the closer 
food grows to the DC's, the fresher it is when it reaches the stores and the company is 
in a better position from an efficiency perspective. 
Wal-Mart has a consolidated global sourcing structure centered around new Global 
Merchandising Centers (G\'tCs). This structure leverages the company's global scale 
in both ,general merchandise categories and global food sourcing. The core of the 
company's overall global sourcing strategy is to continue to increase direct sourcing 
for the company's private brands as the private brand merchandise represents more 
than Si 00 billion in purchases annually. Wal-Mart's procurement team has a dedicated 
team of more than 1,600 associates who source products from more than 70 countries 
around the world, which is operated from 27 offices located in 23 countries. The 
retailing giant began sourcing from India nearly a decade back through sourcing 
agents and it set up an office at Bangalore to directly liason with Indian vendors a 
couple of years back. Though it has been sourcing a variety of products from 
suppliers in India for more than 20 years product categories that the retailer is 
currently sourcing from India, include linen products, apparel (including wovens, 
knitwear and leather footwear), fine jewellery and house wares (including fine dining 
ware, home decor and tabletops). Over the next three years, the volume of sourcing 
from India and the range of product categories is set to treble. Wal-Mart's Global 
Sourcing division based in Bentonville concentrates on interaction with the top fifty 
global suppliers. The aim is to facilitate the exchange of best practices, and tactical 
procurement of private label and "non-food" items. This office can assist in 
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connecting with local buyers who are ultimately responsible for purchasing and 
merchandising the brands. 
Analysis and Comparison 
International players use a mix of local and global sourcing strategy. They focus on 
local sourcing for food product and adopt a global strategy for clothing, garments and 
other non-food items. Low cost sourcing countries are identified for non-food items. 
They have set up regional distribution centers for distributing goods within the 
country following a hub and spoke model. Indian players are adopting a similar 
strategy wherein they source food items locally and use the reasonable overseas 
options for non-food items. 
5.1.2 Virtual Store 
Futurebazaar.com 
Big Bazaar is amongst the first Indian retailers to go online. Their online portal is 
known as FutureBajaar.com and is slowly becoming India's favorite online shopping 
site. This online venture of the Future Group promised to make each and every need 
available online—from fashion apparels to mobile accessories to electronic items to all 
kinds of home needs. Movies, gold jewelry, diamond jewelry, hooks, car accessories 
are all offered online. Future Group expects 10 per cent of the groups total retail 
revenues to come from digital platforms in the next three years. Future Group is 
targeting daily sales of at least Rs I crore from its online portal FutureBazaar by the 
end of the current fiscal. In the past, the portal had reached the Rs I crorc sales mark 
in a day on some occasions. 
A customer can buy an array of products from its online stores that sells huge 
collection of designer Salwar Kameez, Saree, Lehnga Choli, Indian Dolls and Tunic 
from futurcbaae.ar.com. One can also find online products like unstitckied salwar 
kameez in wholesale and retail. Thus it can get you the hest deals ever in the online 
stores of Big Bazaar as welt. The future bazaar has a hybrid h ifilhnem model. 
Futurebazaar.com provides the benefit of enhancing relationship with customers by 
providing increased accessibility and providing information on the new products and 
promotions within stores. It helps the store gather market information, maintain 
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shoppers profile and hence increase chances of sale. 
Reliance Fresh online store 
Reliance Fresh has not set up a virtual store to sell its products online. It has not taken 
the benefit of this channel yet. However it may do so in the future. 
Spencer's online store 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily unlike most of the prominent foreign players has not 
ventured into online retailing as yet. 
Candour Online Arm 
Carrefour online store is gaining prominence and an increasing number of Carrefour 
Customers have started purchasing a range of non-food items from the store online, 
The initiative gives customers access to items at the touch of' a button, which also 
include many items that may not be available in the physical store. Online shoppers 
can browse through thousands of products, while comparing different brands and 
features at the same time. Items available online include cameras, mobiles, printers, 
gaming products, TVs, hone appliances, garden furniture, home ware, cosmetics and 
toiletries. Caaefour stores a range of goods from multi-media, clothing, electrical 
goods and household goods and also food. Carrefour has various kinds of 
management modes in e-commerce. For example. Ooshop was built to enable 
Carrefour to sell food products online from 1999. Customers could shop online to 
choose many goods with home delivery. Carrefouroulinc.co n also sells non-food 
online in France from 2006 such as DVDs, games, software and many more products. 
Carrefour has benelitled a lot from e-commerce. This comes as another channel to 
market in today's advanced competitive scenario. Secondly, with advance 
communication, Carrefour emails requirements, brochures, quotations, purchase 
orders to partners, supplier and customers all over the world with seconds that is 
much more efficient and responsive. Thirdly, Carrefour has also reduced the cost of 
order processing. Through online sale, the cost of sale is lower than traditional sale. 
Fourthly, it has also improve company management and staff work efficiency. 
Tesco.com 
Tesco's online shopping service was one of the dotcom success stories of the late 90s 
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It discovered a market that had gone untapped, and since 2001 it has been in profit, 
with more than one million registered users, and 75,000 orders a week. The key to its 
success was two-fold. First was the mover advantage, which helped it to rapidly 
increase its operation to cover 95% of the population. Secondly it had used a delivery 
model, which was much derided at the time, but which later proved to be successful. 
Instead of building large warehouses to service its online arm, it employed pickers to 
go around local stores picking goods off the shelves. Thus, it was able to get the 
operation off the ground quickly and cheaply. The retailer said Tesco Direct, its non-
food catalogue and online arm did well in growing average order value. Tesco's 
fulfillment model is based on store staff picking orders from the nearest store. The 
first dot-corn-only store situated in Croydon South London is laid out in the same 
manner as a normal store and run by store staff but there are no tills and the building 
is not open to walk-in customers. 
Wal-Mart.com 
Wal-Mart.eom, Wal-Mart's online ann, was founded in January 2000 and is a 
subsidiary of Val-Mart stores Inc. The site provides more than half a million items. 
The assortment of products on its online arm complements Wal-Mart stores 
merchandise, particularly in the areas of electronics, home, media (video games, 
movies and music), sporting goods and toys. Through this channel it also offers many 
items which are not available in stores such as hot tubs, mattresses and fully 
assembled bedroom furniture. It also provides savings for customers with convenient 
and affordable home shipping options and allows customers to purchase online and 
have their product shipped to a Wal-Mart store for free. Customers can visit the site to 
view products they shop for most fiequently in stores such as Food & Grocery, Health 
& Beauty, and Pets and check store availability and product details, like ingredients 
and nutritional content. WaliMaitcom provides helpful tools that allow customers to 
make informed purchase decisions, including Customer Reviews & Ratings, 
Customer Q&A, Buying Guides, and Community features that help customers better 
connect with one another to share ideas, tips and experiences about Wal-Mart 
products and services. New MP3 Downloads Store features more than 3 million 
digital tracks and their exclusive Soundelagek program with intimate studio 
performances and in-depth interviews with customers' favorite artists. In addition, 
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Wal-Mart provides customers the convenience of ordering products online and 
picking them up at a local Wal-Mart store. It continues to develop progressive online 
shopping and encourages creative thinkers to join it on its journey. 
Wal-Mart has also tested an online grocery-delivery service, called Wal-Mart ToGo, 
which is already delivering groceries within the Silicon Valley. The Wal-Mart To Go 
which is also live on the Web, promises customers the same low prices as if they 
shopped inside an actual physical store. Also in-store discounts would automatically 
be applied to their online order. However this facility is only extended to those 
customers who meet a minimum order threshold. The Wal-Mart ToGo store offers a 
wide range of products and categories including seafood, dairy and eggs; bakery 
items, frozen-foods and baby items. 
Analysis and Comparison 
The international retailers have adopted the online method of sale very early and have 
benefitted from low cost of operations, efficiency in operations, ease of ordering and 
accessibility by customers to name a few. The online anus offer food (Grocery) as 
well as non-food items. However the Indian players are yet to adopt the concept of 
virtual store (except Big Bazaar) and taste the benefits. Only Big Bazaar has done so; 
maybe on an experimental basis as in India there still exist problems of accessibility 
and security. Also acceptance of the online store vis-a-vis a brick and mortar store is 
still very low. India is different, its constitution of population is different a large 
percentage of the Indian population lives in villages also and a large percentage is 
below the poverty line; therefore, all that works in developed countries may not be 
appropriate here. Therefore strategies may be devised keeping in mind the uniqueness 
of the Indian society. 
5.1.3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Strategy 
Bit: Bazaar 
Big Bazaar has a CRM strategy in place through loyalty cards. The Loyalty card 
offered by Pantaloon is known as Green Card and it is divided hierarchically into One 
star, Three star and Five star. Every point generated at all the levels is equivalent to 
rupee one. The criteria for points generation with loyalty card is up to 399 points; One 
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Star -1 point for Rs.50, 400 or more additional points - Three star - 1 point for Rs.40 
and 800 or more additional points - Five star - 1 point for Rs.25. Big Bazaar stays in 
touch with its loyal customers through Mailers, SMSes E-mails and Telephone 
informing them about the developments and promotions. The loyalty card provides 
the loyal customers with, exclusive shopping days to get hold of latest merchandise, 
special invites to the most happening events, extended exchange periods and 
complimentary drops for alterations, exclusive billing counters to list a few. 
Pantaloon also offers loyalty programs with two IC1CI Bank cards which are ICICI 
Bank BigBazaar Silver and Gold Credit Card It gives benefits of regular cards and 
additional features to make shopping not only enjoyable but also a way to save more 
with Big Bazaar. The group, through its financial services arm, Future Capital 
Holdings Limited, has announced the launch of a unique loyalty cum credit card 
called the Future Card, with customer benefits across more than 30 different group 
formats and investee companies. This card provides customers with monthly assured 
gifts and attractive offers across all participating outlets, in addition to redeemable 
reward points on purchases across all outlets. 
Reliance Fresh 
Reliance Fresh CRM strategy is a Loyalty program called `Reliance One'. Under this 
customers can avail this loyally card for free and can earn I reward point for every 
purchase of rupees hundred. In return Customer can then get a voucher for his reward 
points accumulated from the Customer Service Desk in the store and get any item 
worth that voucher for free. Reliance's customer loyalty program, Reliance One has 
touched a membership base of three million customers. It accounts for an average of 
one loyal customer per square foot of retail space and is considered the highest and 
fastest loyalty program amongst the retail companies in India. Reliance aims at 
making the program one of the top l0-loyalty card base in the worldwide retail sector 
by 2012. Reliance One is valid across all the nine different formats of Reliance Retail 
stores. 
A Reliance One Account is maintained and every time the card is presented for 
purchases the Reliance One Points gets added to the customer's Reliance One 
Account and the Reliance One Points which can he redeemed for Reliance One 
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Discount. 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily 
Spencer's have a CRM exercise in place. The Spencer's Smart Rewards is a program 
designed to reward privileged customers of Spencer's. The members can earn reward 
points when they shop at Spencer's. Spencer's also launched exclusive promotions 
and benefits for program members from time to time. Under the loyalty program 
customers earn reward points for every purchase they make at Spencer. For every 
Rs.100 spent at Spencer's, they earn 10 points. Whenever special offers are launched 
customers are communicated either in Spencer's stores or through the contact 
information which the customers submit at the time of registration. Points get 
transferred to the account within 7 working days of billing. Points are earned if the 
purchase is in multiples of Rs.100 only For instance if the bill is Rs.175 then the 
customer gets 10 points for the first Rs. 100 they have spend. Points are earned on the 
net invoice amount. Customers can use the points to pay for the purchases one makes 
at Spencer's stores. This scheme is similar to getting cash-off on ones purchases. This 
gets executed by handing over the card to the casltfer at the time of billing, and 
confirming with the cashier the number of points that one would like to redeem. The 
cashier then redeems points and hands over a charge slip as a confirmation of points 
redemption. One point is equal to five paise. Spencer's sends to the customer a 
monthly SMS informing him of his points balance. The balance could also be 
accessed from the websitc or from the customer service desk over the phone. 
Tesco 
Tesco for a CRM program introduced a Club Card way back in mid 1990's. This has 
grown in popularity over the years. Over the years it has developed into a vital tool in 
the companies drive to create a loyalty culture with its customers. Tesco's Club card 
program boasts of 10 million active households and captures 85% of weekly sales. 
The club card was developed to know and understand the customers on an individual 
basis, communicate with them in a relevant way and to manage offerings so that the 
customer's shopping experience would be enhanced compared to what they have ever 
had before. Through the data captured in the use of the Club Card, Tesco's has been 
able to personalize the reward coupons. Tesco uses customer insight to evaluate the 
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effectiveness of, and reduce overall cost of, their promotions. Armed with this 
information, they can find out which shoppers use them, which shoppers like them 
and if there is a way to focus promotions on best customers. Tesco's major consumer 
packaged good suppliers, media companies, researchers, and space planners, and 
more, are given access to the customer information that is gained from the Club Card 
program. 
Carrefour 
As part of its CRM strategy, Carrefour sought to enable smarter, more effective and 
more personalized promotions and campaigns that would span across all the Carrefour 
formats, thus enhancing loyalty to the Carrefour brand across all formats. The solution 
Carrefour conceived was based on the idea that loyalty sales and profitability could be 
enhanced by compelling promotional offers that reflect each consumers individual 
purchasing patterns. 
IBM Global Business Services and IBM Business Partner Mapping designed an end-
to-end solution, which was the first of its kind in the retail grocery business. It 
integrates all the key components of Carrefour's core retail systems, from point-of-
sale terminals to back-office systems and all points between. The solution makes it 
possible for Carrefour to develop a deeper understanding of relationship with its 
customer base. By tracking transaction history, Carrefour can leverage its in-house 
analytics capability to determine not only which products customers buy, but which 
promotions they are most likely to respond to. From this information, Carrefour's 
marketers can further glean such insights as to who are its most profitable customers, 
what products they buy now, and most importantly what products they would be 
willing to buy if the incentive was right. 
Carrefour, unveiled its innovative Loyalty Program in collaboration with 
Rea/Rewards of Malaysia for local customers which will offer a mix of flexibility and 
higher rewards to allow customers more control over what, where and how they are 
rewarded for choosing to shop at Carrefour. The point-based shop, swipe and redeem 
program offer rewards that are easily achievable and accessible to promote smarter 
shopping choices among consumers. 
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Wail-Mart 
Wal-Mart also has a CRM exercise in place to woo customers. Wal-Mart as part of its 
licensed bank has introduced a loyalty program tied to a MasterCard. Its objective was 
to gain an edge by offering a simple and straightforward rewards program. Most other 
programs are confusing to. Wal-Mart Rewards is a no-fee program that allows 
members to accumulate dollar equivalents, rather than points. Under the scheme, 
members earn 1.25 per cent of their purchases in rewards for almost every dollar 
spent at Wal-Mart. Further they earn one per cent of their purchases when they use it 
virtually anywhere else where MasterCard is accepted. The rewards can be redeemed 
immediately on future purchases in five-dollar increments. Five Wal-Mart rewards 
equal five dollars in redemption value. 
Analysis and Comparison 
It is observed that all the Indian retailers have also introduced loyalty programs like 
the International players as a part of their CRM initiative. It has also been noted that 
like their foreign counterparts they too have been able to increase sale and taste 
success. Though known by different names the motive has been same that is to reward 
customers for their loyalty and learn about the buying patterns and consumption 
habits of the different mix of population and provide them with lailorcd information 
about the different schemes and promotions in store. 
5.1.4 Private Brands 
Big Bazaar 
Future Group uses private brands for its stores and it has been expanding its private 
label portfolio. Future Group's trademark brands include twelve apparel, four FMCG 
and two household products labels. Private labels contribute around 30 per cent of its 
sales in FMCG and 25 per cent in personal care in the group's major formats, 
including Pantaloons and Big Bazaar. It has plans to enhance its basket of private 
label products. Its ethnic wear brand is called Srishti. This is part of its private labels 
business. It also has plans of adding a new private label every quarter. 
The Future Group is reinventing fifteen private labels of its retail amt Big Bazaar, Big 
Bazaar the hypermarkct, has come out with a breakfast cereal range under its private 
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label. Tasty Treat. Big Bazaar was already selling noodles, pasta, vermicelli, soups, 
namkeens, chips, toast, khari, papads, jams, pickles, carbonated drinks, ketchup and 
fruit beverages under their brand. It has now added breakfast cereals to the range. 
There are two reasons for launching their product. They were first-higher margin and 
second-cornflakes as a category is under-penetrated and has a lot of scope to grow. 
PRIL plans to tie up with big branded firms to exclusively launch some of their new 
offerings through its outlets. It also has plans of coming out with new product of its 
own private label brands to keep customers excited. 
Big Bazaar also has a private label DreamLine which aims providing shoppers the 
entire gamut of home improvement solutions under one brand. DreamLine and 
apparel brand Buffalo are the two labels it introduced at national level. Private label 
brands of Pantaloon Retail (India) has helped start growth in categories such as 
breakfast cereal, soups and toothbrushes. Private brands help save 15 per cent in 
retailer margin, 7 per cent in distributor margin, and close to 5 per cent in marketing 
fees since costly media is not used to advertise. This 27 per cent saving is passed on to 
consumers, which helps grow even stagnant categories. This further boast sale of its 
private brands. 
Reliance Fresh 
Reliance Fresh has also introduced private labels and brands. Reliance Fresh sells 
grocery such as pulses, rice, tea, noodles under the brand name Reliance Food while 
the dairy products are sold under the brand name Dairy Life. Private brands become 
the differentiating factor for a retailer, as these brands are exclusively available at that 
retail outlet only. So a customer, for example, may want to revisit the store if they 
find the quality comparable to others at a more affordable price point. 
The company's products, those under the Reliance brand and those that are not, are 
sold nationally through other retail chains. Reliance Retail uses two brand names for 
its food products - Reliance Select and Reliance Value, as well as Reliance Tea and 
Reliance Honey ft r specific products. The company formed a separate division for its 
private-label business, headed by former CEO of convenience store chain Reliance 
Fresh. The company is understood to be considering developing a private-label 
business by branding and selling through other retail stores, as well as entering into 
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the outsourcing business by offering to create private labels for other retailers. 
Reliance has launched its private label "Reliance Select" with the promise of high 
Quality and Tasty Food at Affordable Price to all Indian Consumers. Although, staple 
food items like Atta. Rice. Pulses have initially been put under the "Select" label, 
more categories like FMCG and, perhaps, Colas will be added later on. 
Reliance Fresh also has plans to introduce private labels with a new brand name for 
non-food products like soaps, detergents, cosmetics and non-FMCG products. 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily 
Spencer's also introduced private labels and store brand, It uses this for a wide range 
of products from food, personal care, fashion and home utility items. Spencer's brand 
names are Smart Choice, Tasty Wonders, Clean Home and Maroon. The food range 
includes rice, pulses, while spices, dry fruits and nuts, sauces, instant noodles. 
breakfast cereals, honey, breads, beverage, wafers, pickles, jams and cookies. The 
personal care range covers face wipes, tissues, baby needs, hand wash etc. Detergents, 
dish wash, toilet cleaners, flour cleaners are from the home needs section. Maroon is 
a brand used for premium home care solutions comprising items that cater from 
cooking to serving. Other items include a range of premium storage and kitchen 
utensils, beautifully designed melamine ware and foil wraps, smart backpacks and 
convenient travel accessories. Nature's best is the brand name for fruits and veggies. 
This offers freshly packed greens which include some select exotic herbs and 
aromatic ingredients. For fashion items choice of both contemporary and classic is 
provided. Their popular labels are Island Monks and Mark Nicolas for both for men 
and women, Asankhya for women's ethnic wear, Score z for sportswear, La Bonita for 
footwear. Spencer's Retail Limited has plans to increase the share of private labels on 
its shelves. Private labels constitute around 15 per cent of their annual sales but it has 
plans to increase the share of private labels to 30 per cent and for this purpose they 
intend to launch new labels. 
Tesco 
Tosco has used private brands for almost all its products for years. Tesco's brands are 
Healthy Eating, Organic and Kids, Finest and ProFlex. Tesco has plans to extend its 
own-label to include a range of home ware including crockery, cutlery, bed linen, 
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towels and glassware. 
Tesco has also introduced an initial batch of its own label products into the Indian 
market, through its tie-up with the Tata Group's Trent retailing subsidiary. Under this 
Tesco was able to sell about 50 of the own label brands it sells at its UK stores, 
including Tesco Value, Daisy and All About Men. The brands, which are mostly in the 
health and beauty category, are being sold at Trent's Star Bazaar hypermarket chain. 
Carrefour 
Carrefour also has private-label lines in daily necessities, such as toilet paper and 
cleaning products. 
Carrefour's private label line "Produitc Libres" is a pioneer program and that has put 
many "unbranded" products on the map. Carrefour has dramatically changed its 
strategy. All its private label products are now under the umbrella brand "Carrefour." 
The other names of sub-brands have all disappeared. It has developed Carrefour 
exclusive brands, without the Carrefour name for specific markets. Further it has 
given a customer goal to each sub-brand. These customer goals for sub-brands are tied 
in three different levels: The medium range is called "Carrefour", the second level is 
under the name "AGIR" (ACT), and the latest premium range is named "selection 
Carrefour". These products are of very high standard of quality and they compete with 
the best national brands. They are priced much higher than the Carrefour medium 
range but still a little lower than the National Brands. 
Carrefour's brands Health include skin care, hair care, cosmetics and bath and shower 
products. Carrefour also has a webpage dedicated to its private label 
(htip://wwwLcarrefourfr/marguesCarrefour), which is accessible from a special 
section of its general website. In this site one can find descriptions of its four private 
labels: Carrefour, Agir Carrefour (including organic and equitable trade items), 
Rcflcts de France (traditional foods), and Selection Carrefour (its highest quality and 
most innovative items). Carrefour private label revenues are beyond 20bn t. which 
affords access to R&D and innovation resources, some even provided by their 
exclusive mega-suppliers. 
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Wal-Mart 
Wal-Mart uses a wide range of private label products for almost all products that it 
sells. Wal-Mart's major Private Label Products include Sam's Choice beverage 
products is a brand which includes cookies, snack items and frozen meals. Great 
Value is another private label, which includes sliced bread, frozen vegetables, frozen 
dinners, canned foods, light bulbs, trash bags, buttermilk biscuits, cinnamon rolls, pies 
and many other traditional grocery store products. Equate is yet another Wal-Mart 
brand which it uses for consumable pharmacy and health and beauty items, such as 
shaving cream, skin lotion, over the counter medications, and pregnancy tests. _Ol' 
Roy is the store brand for dog food; Parent's Choice is the store brand for baby 
products, including food, diapers, formula, and accessories; White Stag is a brand for 
women's clothing, footwear, and basic jewelry; "OP" or "Ocean Pacific" is a brand 
and George is a brand of more formal clothing for men, women and children 
including dress shoes, wallets, belts, and neckties. The other brands are Faded Glory, 
Jesse James Industrial Workwear, No Boundaries, Simply Basic in the apparel 
cateogary and Better Homes and Gardens, Canopy, Hometrends, Mainstays, Your 
Zone in the Homelines cateogary. 
Wal-Mart has numerous store brands, each catering to a different consumer need or 
desire. Private-label products generally cost 5 percent to 20 percent less than name-
brand products depending on the category.Almost all products offered under Wal-
Mart brands are private label products, and can be found in almost every category at 
Wal-Mart. 
Analysis and Comparison 
According to a FICCI-Ernst & Young 2007 report, as quoted in The Marketing 
Whitebook 2009-10, the retail sector in India was worth S280 billion, of which 
organized retail comprised 5% at S14 billion. According to Images Retail Report 
2009, as quoted in "Indian Retail: Time to Change Lanes" by KPMG; private label 
brands constitute 10-12% of organized retail in India. Of this, the highest penetration 
of private label brands is by Trent at 90%, followed by Reliance at 80% and 
Pantaloons at 75%. Big retailers such as Shoppers Stop and Spencer's have a 
penetration of 20% and 10% respectively. Globally, store brands constitute nearly 
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17% of retail sales. In fact, international retailers such as Wal-Mart and Tesco have 
40% and 50% of in-house brands in their stores. In the short span of time retailing has 
taken a strong foothold in India, the share of private brands is found to he satisfactory 
(10-12%)Retailers are gradually increasing the portfolio of products under store 
brands. Though they dominate in the categories like food and apparel (garments), of 
late it is also penetrating categories like personal care, jewellery and footwear. The 
assurance of quality at low price (in comparison to national brands) has made the 
private brands more acceptable. Also because of their availabity in specific stores 
retailers in India like their foreign counterparts are increasing number of products in 
store brands to increase footfall. Many of these retailers are also creating sub 
categories to cater to different income groups of customers. Indian retailers have 
learnt from the experiences of foreign retailers rather than re-inventing the wheel. 
5.1.5 Retail Formats 
B Bazaar 
Big Bazaar operates in over thirty four cities and towns across India with 116 stores. 
The stores are operated across three formats which are hypermarkets, the Express 
format and the Super Centers. 
The Hypermarkets are spread over 40,000-45,000 sq ft. Presently, Big Bazaar has 103 
hypermarkets in 62 cities across the country, which include 23 only in Maharashtra. 
The Express format is spread over 15,000-20,000 sq ft. The group launched its first 
"Big Bazaar Express" store in Tarapur, Maharashtra. The first of its kind store offer a 
range of fresh food and grocery products, accessories, health and personal care 
products and others. The Big Bazaar Express includes Food Bazaar, a fresh fruits and 
vegetables outlet and Cafe Bollywood, a multi cuisine food court for the customers. 
The third format is called Super Center which is set up over I lakh sq ft. The 
supercentre offers great options to consumers across categories such as Food Bazaar, 
Fashion@r~Big Bazaar, utensils, plastics, crockery and luggage. Depot for, Furniture 
Bazaar, Electronics Bazaar, HumeBazaar and One Mobile. Big Bazaar Supercentre 
also includes retail formats from the Future Group such as beauty salon, wellness and 
beauty products, a multi-cuisine food court Chowpatty and also a dedicated gaming 
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zone. The new Big Bazaar Supercentre store is a one stop shopping destination for the 
entire family, catering to all their shopping, leisure and entertainment needs. 
Reliance 
Reliance Retail has introduced eight different formats and is still growing. Reliance 
retail currently operates the following formats: 
Reliance Fresh — This tbnnat deals in grocery with the focus on Fresh fruits and 
vegetables, staples, fresh juice bars and dairy products. 
Reliance Footprint — Reliance Footprint is a footwear and handbag store. 
Reliance Digital - The store deals in Consumer Electronics 
Reliance Trendz - This store deals in Apparel. 
Reliance Wellness — This fomtat deals in W c Ilness products. 
Reliance Jewel — This specializes in Jewellery and related products. 
Reliance Mart — This adopts a Hypermarket format. 
Reliance has also launched a specialty store called Reliance TimeOut which stocks 
books, music, stationery, toys and gifts. Reliance Retail has introduced another of its 
retail format under the hrandname 'Reliance Living Homeware" which stocks 
household utilities for daily needs including kitchen, dining and bathroom accessories. 
Other formats being operated by RRL include Reliance Autozone, Delight, iStore, 
Reliance Mart, Reliance Super. Reliance TimeOut. 
Reliance also deals in Apple products and services. 1Storc by Reliance Digital is a 
one-stop-shop for all Apple products and services. 
Reliance Retail has launched a new format for Lifestyle shopping and the first outlet 
would open in Bangalore or Curgaon. The first lifestyle format will have stores close 
to 30,000 sq ft in size and will stock products across categories such as books, music. 
toys, stationery. fragrances, spoiling goods, jewellery and watches. The supermarket 
and the hypermarkets are positioned as a 'value for money' (VFM) experience while 
the specialty stores are targeted at the upper middle and upper segments of the market. 
Reliance Retail is also expected to soon launch its apparel stores. 
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Spencer's Fresh 
Spencer's currently offers its customers only two retail formats; they being: 
Convenience stores, called Spencer's 
Hypermarkets, called Spencer's hyper 
Spencer's are neighborhood stores that cater to the daily and weekly shopping needs 
of consumers. These stores range from 1,500 to 15,000 sq. ft. in size and they stock an 
assortment of fruits and vegetables, food and non-food products as well as Fast 
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), staples and frozen foods. The larger of these 
stores, which have a floor area of more than 10,000 sq fl sometimes offer a selected 
range of baked, chilled and frozen foods; personal and home care products: baby care; 
basic apparels and electronics and electricals. 
Spencer's hyper are megastores, which combine a supermarket with a department 
store. At least 15,000 sq. ft in size these stock on an average, 70,000 items, giving 
shoppers fantastic deals across food, fashion, home and entertainment, all provisions 
under one roof Spencer's hyper are destinations which provide for more than just 
shopping. In such stores Country and theme festivals, the Spencer's Chef Corner with 
master chefs showing one how to prepare exotic dishes, Modern Menu —in-store food 
court, wine or cheese tasting sessions are organized. It is noted that there is always 
something extra and interesting happening at a Spencer's hyper. 
Tesco 
The different Tesco store formats are designed to suit the varied shopping patterns of 
customers. There are five different formats that Tesco has adopted. The different retail 
formats being operated by Tesco are: 
1. Express which have up to 3,000 sq ft of covered area, over 960 Express stores 
are being operated. They sell a range of up to 7,000 products including fresh 
produce, wines and spirits and in-store bakery. 
II. Metro are stores with approx. 7.000-15,000 sq ft covered area the first of these 
stores was opened in the year 1992, bringing the convenience of Tesco to town 
and city centre locations, its number has gone up to over 170 stores. Metros 
cater for thousands of busy customers and offer a tailored range of mainly 
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food products, including ready-meals and sandwiches. 
III. Superstore are another kind of stores with covered area of approx. 20,000-
50,000 sq ft. In recent years a number of new non-food ranges have been 
added into superstores such as DVDs and books. 
N. Extra are stores with covered area of approx. 60,000 sq ft and above, first of 
these stores were opened in 1997. This serve asa one-stop destination and 
has proved extremely popular. Their number has gone up to 175. Extra stores 
offer the widest range of food and non-food lines, ranging from electrical 
equipment to home wares, clothing, health and beauty and seasonal items such 
as garden furniture. 
V. Horneplus are stores with an area of approx. 35,000 sq ft to 50,000 sq 8, they 
are dedicated to non food items, including clothing. They are 10 in number 
and offer widest range of non-food products in store. The latest, largest stores 
have Tesco Direct catalogue ranges on display, with most products available 
to take home today. 
Carrefour 
The Carrefour group currently has over 9,500 stores, which are either company-
operated, or franchises. These arc Hypermarkets, Carrefour market, Convenience 
stores, Cash and Carry and E-Commerce which is its online retailing arm, 
1. Hypermarkets: In 1963, Carrefour was the first banner to open a hypermarket 
based on an innovative idea: everything consumers needed could be found 
under one roof, displayed on self-service shelves that allowed them to 
compare products and prices. Carrefour has more than 1,400 such stores 
across the world. 
11. Carrefour market: There are approximately 2.900 such stores in 19 countries. 
Carrefour Market makes day-to-day shopping for the consumers easier by 
offering a wide range of food products adapted to local needs at very 
competitive prices. It offers a wide range of products, bright colours, a clear 
shopping path. and shelf-end of the Carrefour brand products in order to 
optimize their basket. In short Carrefour market supermarkets have everything 
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to please the customer. 
III. Convenience stores : Out of a total of 9,000 stores, Carrefour had more than 
5,000 convenience stores, mainly held by franchisees. The franchisees benefit 
from everything the banner has to offer, including customer-targeted concepts, 
products providing the best value for the money, and services and operating 
staff dedicated to sharing their expertise. 
IV. Cash and Carry: The cash and carry stores are called Promocash. Under the 
Promocash banner, where the stores are managed under franchise, a key factor 
in the success of the banner is its network of coverage. Particular attention has 
been given to the development of the three means of supply, which are the 
store, the drive-in and the delivery. 
V. E-Commerce: Carrefour offers shopping online in several countries ( like 
France, Spain, Belgium, Turkey). A wide selection of services - such as home 
delivery and in-store or in-warehouse collection - are available to customers 
which varies from country to country 
Wal-Mart 
Wal-Mart's operations are organized into three divisions: Wal-Mart Stores U.S., 
Sam's Club and Wal-Mart International. The company does business in nine different 
retail formats; supercenters. food and drugs, general merchandise stores, bodegas 
(small markets), cash and carry stores, membership warehouse clubs, apparel stores, 
soft discount stores and restaurants. 
Wal-Mart Stores U.S. 
Wal-Mart Stores U.S. is the company's largest division, accounting for 63.8% of total 
sales for the financial year 2010. It consists of three retail formats that have become 
commonplace in the United States: Discount Stores, Supercenters and Neighborhood 
Markets. This division also includes Wal-Mart's online retailer, Wul-Mart. corn. 
Sam's Club 
Sam's Club is a chain of warehouse clubs which sell groceries and general 
merchandise, often in large quantities. Sam's Club stores are "membership" stores and 
most customers buy annual memberships. However, non-members can make 
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purchases either by buying a one-day membership or paying a surcharge based on the 
price of the purchase. Lt some locations Sam's club also sell gasoline. Wal-Mart also 
operates more than 100 international Sam's Clubs in Brazil, China, Mexico and Puerto 
Rico. 
Wal-Mart International 
Wal-Mart's international operations currently comprise 4,263 stores and 660,000 
workers in 15 countries outside the United States. There are wholly owned operations 
in Argentina, Brazil, Canada and the UK. With 2.1 million employees worldwide, the 
company is the largest private employer in the US and Mexico, and one of the largest 
in Canada, In the financial year 2010, Wal-Mart's international division sales were 
24.7% of total sales. 
Analysis and Comparison 
It is difficult to identify and fit a successful international formal directly and expect 
the format to yield a similar performance in India. Local conditions and insights into 
the local buying behavior should be analyzed before shaping the format choice. The 
Indian retail sector is going through a transformation and the Indian players are 
experimenting with different retail formats. Reliance for instance has (specialized) 
exclusive outlets for different product categories and has depicted acceptance by 
customers, while Big Bazaars success can he attributed to the hypermarket format. 
Currently two popular formats hypermarkets and supermarkets are growing at a rapid 
pace. Apart from the brick—mortar formats, online sale is also becoming increasingly 
functional on the Indian retail landscape. Hypermarkets have emerged as the most 
popular and biggest crowd puller; the reason being regular repeat purchases at such 
outlets. With product categories on offer ranging from fresh produce and Fl4CC 
products to electronics, value apparels, house hare, do it yourself (DIY) and outdoor 
products Hypermarkets offer an extensive mix of merchandise and product and brand 
choices, creating superior value for motley. 
5.1.6 Logistics 
Big Bazaar 
Future Group has a specialized subsidiary called the Future Supply Chains which 
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offers a strategic, focused and consolidated approach to meet the group's large supply 
chain requirements and also those of select suppliers and business partners. This 
provides integrated end-to-end supply chain management, warehousing and 
distribution, multi-modal transportation and container freight stations. It operates Live 
major verticals; they being Warehousing, Transportation, International Logistics, 
Brand Distribution and Reverse Logistics. It has a dedicated fleet of over 400 vehicles 
and an outsourced fleet of 400 trucks to move goods across India in the most efficient 
and cost-effective manner. Future Logistics now handles two-and-a-half million 
SKUs (or stock keeping units) a day across the Future Group's various retail formats 
around the country. This number is expected to increase to more than 30 million 
SKUs a day. The practice is to pack and transfer goods to one of 1,600 GPS-tracked 
trucks for delivery. Deliveries are made by the company 2-3 times a day to the same 
store, instead of the once or twice a week delivery mechanism offered by a regular 
distribution system. 
Reliance Fresh Logistics 
Reliance Logistics Ltd, a part of Reliance Industries Ltd. It currently handles Reliance 
Retail's logistics services. Reliance Logistics is a logistics service provider based in 
Mumbai, India. It provides transportation, distribution, warehousing, logistics and 
supply chain services. It offers logistics solutions through its Relogistics brand and 
is supported by its division Reliance Telematics which is engaged in automation 
support systems for moving assets in supply chain management. Reliance Logistics is 
an associate company of Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) and has been operating 
since 2001. Reliance Logistics is an asset bused company with its own fleet and 
infrastructure. RLPL has been established as an integrated logistics company that 
offers solutions for transportation, distribution, warehousing, logistics and supply 
chain needs. 
It manages multi-user distribution centers that provide the benefits of a shared 
infrastructure. More than 2,00,000 tons of cargo flows through RLPL's distribution 
centers each month. The wide range of services provided under this division are 
warehousing services, secondary transportation, invoicing, in plant logistics, 
distribution solutions and value added services. 
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Retogistics has its own fleet that consists of a range of vehicles in order to provide 
complete logistics solutions. The fleet centers are operational at GTI, JNPT, Delhi, 
Surat, Vizag and Indore. 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily 
Managing the logistics of the business is every retailer's immediate problem. Large 
amount of stocks have to be moved on a regular basis from the DC or the warehouse 
to the store. Most of the time, the goods have to travel across states as one warehouse 
caters to several neighboring states. Spencer like most of the Indian retailers is 
looking at ways to streamline logistics as one of the measures to remain profitable. It 
is reworking transport routes to bring down freight costs helps rationalise fuel costs 
and reduce overheads, input costs and wastage. Spencer's is also redoing its freight 
mix and planning to bring down freight movement. Therefore a lesser number of 
trucks are used per day. For instance, while around six trucks are used in Chennai, 
Kolkata needs about three trucks as all Spencer's stores in Kolkata are large format 
(50,000 sq It and above), which enables the company to supply directly. 
The company has a strategy for movement of different kinds of products. For 
instance, at its Kolkata warehouse, based out in Dankuni (40 odd kilometers from the 
city), FMCG products and staples are moved from the DC to the store; while 
perishables and frozen items are routed through direct supply model. Garments follow 
hub-and-spoke and are directly moved from the mother DC to the store. Spencer's has 
tied up with several local logistics service providers (LSPs) and transporters to move 
its goods. Some well-known onus are L.G. Brothers, which manage the road 
transportation; Quick `N' Safe which attends to the distribution network through huh 
and spoke and multimodal transportation; AFL which offers warehousing and 
logistics services; Spear Logistics, which offers warehousing services, to name a few. 
Tesco 
Tesco is among the leading international retailers and for the company, logistics has 
played a major strategic role in organizational operations as well as the environment 
of the business. Superior effectiveness of the computer-controlled logistics schemes is 
seen in the logistics operations of Tesco, In terms of its e-tailing activity, the process 
of placing grocery orders over the Internet that utilize highly automated centralized 
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warehouses and computerized logistics structures is more efficient as compared to 
groceries in the supermarket. It also demonstrates efficient logistical strategy and 
implementation by the introduction of a new Internet retailing arm, Tesco Direct, 
which required rapid transformation of a traditional warehouse operation to cater for 
the very different demands of multi-channel retailing. This meant transforming the 
operation in a very short space of time. 
It also takes services of 3PL. It has awarded TNT Logistics UK a five-year contract to 
operate home delivery services for the newly-launched Tesco Direct. The nationwide 
service will utilise dedicated Tesco Direct vehicles as well as TNT Logistics' multi-
user TNT Home tleet, which already delivers furniture and larger goods for other 
retailers. 
The Logistics Business became an integral part of the Tesco Direct development 
team. The process began with defining the operating processes that would be required 
and then specifying and selecting the key warehouse management system to run the 
operation efficiently and accurately. Then followed the redevelopment of a 23,000 
square metre (250,000 sq ft) distribution centre on the edge of Daventry in the 
Midlands into the first national fulfilment centre supporting the Tesco Direct website. 
.Carrefour 
Carrefour has set up many consolidation centers (CC) to bring efficiency in its 
logistics operations. The retailer currently has eight centers operating in France and 
twelve more being developed. Individual centers receive goods from about 100 
manufacturers. Consolidation Centers are designed for smaller suppliers. These 
suppliers ship their goods to a consolidation center run by one of Carrefour's third 
party logistic (3PL) partners instead of directly to a Carrefour distribution center 
(DC). The consolidation center receives full truckload shipments. On the outbound 
side, the 3PL takes orders from the retailer, that is Carrefour in this case. The truck is 
loaded with individual pallets from different manufacturers, the correct value-added 
services for the retailer are performed (e.g., retail specific labels, pallets. and 
electronic commerce), and the goods are then shipped to the retail DC at truckload 
rates. The Group has developed a national logistics network in every country where 
volumes were big. It streamlines flows and transport trips by pooling logistics. 
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Carrefour also tries to find alternative means of transport for deliveries to Group 
warehouses with the objective of increasing the number of containers delivered by 
barge and by rail. Carrefour France for example, achieved its goal to ship more than 
40% of its merchandise by river and rail. In Spain, Carrefour dispatches 1000/o of its 
impart containers from the port of Barcelona by rail and 67% from Valencia. The 
latest innovation that Carrefour made was to have trucks that collect goods ordered 
from suppliers and deliver them to the warehouses after completing their store 
deliveries. 
Carrefour owns many huge logistics platforms (distribution warehouses), which are 
used to gather products from different manufacturers, and redistribute these products 
to the different stores whenever they need them. 
Technological tools have also been introduced to prepare orders for example a vocal 
recognition tool (pick by voice) are used to avoid any mistakes. 
Wal-Mart 
Wal-Malt has a large fleet of 5,500 tractors and 55,000 trailers in operation to meet its 
logistic need. Also they have more than 12 miles of conveyor belts which move over 
5.5 billion cases of merchandise inside each distribution center. Distribution centers 
also operate for Sam's Club and for specific product categories such as grocery, 
jewelry, pharmacy and apparel/shoes. The DotCom Distribution Centers support the 
Wal-Mart.com online operation as well as the Site to Store program which is the 
fastest growing segment of their distribution network. 
Wal-Mart sources products from different places throughout the world, as such they 
can use bigger trucks and use less fuel to go back and forth. Also if by chance they 
have to use shipping services to transport material from one location to another, Wal-
Mart gives them voluminous business on which they get huge discounts. 
The logistical system that Wal-Mart uses is very effective because it is very flexible. 
This is why Vial-fart was able to offer products much cheaper than other companies 
can. 
Comparison and Analvcis 
The retail boom in India promises to give an impetus to host of allied sectors and the 
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logistics industry, as the back bone of the retail sector, stands to gain the most. The 
success in this very competitive and dynamic retail sector depends on achieving an 
efficient logistics and supply chain. 
In India the logistics market is mainly thought to mean transportation. But the major 
elements of logistics cost for industries include transportation, warehousing, and also 
other value added services such as packaging. International retailers have dedicated 
fleets for managing their logistics needs. The Indian players also depict the same 
pattern for distribution. The International retailers have however set up different 
logistics systems to manage the needs of its online arms; like the international 
retailers the Indian retailers too have their own infrastructure laid out to take care of 
transportation, distribution, warehousing, logistics and supply chain. Efficient 
distribution has been a critical success factor for ninny international retailers and the 
Indian retailers need to emulate their method. 
5.1.7 Information Technology 
Big Bazaar 
Big Bazaar has made various use of technology to bring efficiency to its operations. 
The technologies, which include applications for of analysis, planning and also 
various management systems have been discussed below. 
Future group was amongst the first companies to test and implement RFID at 
Pantaloon and Big Bazaar. The RFID application employed was developed by Wipro 
Infotech and is integrated with Oracle database. RFID tag is a plastic flying saucer 
shaped knob like structure on dresses white on display at the store which are removed 
when they are billed. The tag helps in tracking of goods and provides security from 
pilferage as it lets out an alarm at the exit door if it is being taken out without being 
billed. At Big Bazaar almost one million Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) out of a total of 
3 million are to be tagged with RFID chips. The company has fixed a price band of 
Rs.400 and above for all commodities which will be tagged over a period of one year. 
Pantaloon Retail implemented SAP to keep itself competitive in the rapidly growing 
Indian retail market. Pantaloon was regularly opening stores in the metros and there 
was an urgent need for a reliable enterprise wide application to help run its business 
effectively. Retail solutions from SAP supports product development, which includes 
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ideation, trend analysis, and collaboration with partners in the supply chain and 
sourcing and procurement, which involves working with manufacturers to fulfil 
orders according to strategic merchandising plans and optimise cost, quality, and 
speed—variables that must be weighted differently as business needs, buying plans, 
and market demand patterns change. It also helps in managing the supply chain, 
which involves handling the logistics of moving finished goods from the source into 
stores and overseeing global trade and procurement requirements and selling goods 
across a variety of channels to customers, which requires marketing and brand 
management. It further helps in managing markdowns and capturing customer 
reactions, analyzing data, and using it to optimize the next phase of the design 
process. 
An efficient warehouse management helps a retailer to reduce logistic cost, save the 
inventory size and increase shelf availability. Future groups supply chain has eight 
integrated distribution centers across the country with 2,00,000 sq ft area each. Future 
Group implemented a Warehouse Management System (WMS) that helped it derive 
many benefits like increasing the order filling rate from 70% to 90%, thereby 
increasing the throughput and reducing the revenue loss. At Pantaloon each employee 
has a WMS Device. This device is an end-to-end enabler of tasks for workers as it 
provides them list of tasks to be completed, guides them to storage location of 
products. and has a bar code scanner in-built in it which helps them verify and 
reconcile goods being picked and stored at each step. Another Technological aspect of 
the Pantaloon Warehouses is Put to Light (PTL) collection and sorting technology. 
PTL is a technology essential to maintain the high throughput required in these 
locations as it automates the sorting of goods for each store as per the store 
requirements. 
Future Group also has installed the latest point-of-sale (POS) technology and retail 
software from Germany-based Wincor Nixdorf, a leading provider of IT solutions to 
retailers. It helps the retailer to streamline the retail store processes and improve the 
customer experience across its outlets. 
Reliance Fresh 
Information Technology has also been deployed by Reliance Fresh to smoothen its 
operations. Reliance Retail tied up with IBM to provide end-to-end IT solutions for its 
retail business. The solutions include programs for managing the delivery roll out, 
and implementation of reliable solutions for the retail company. IBM provided 
systems for Reliance Retail stores, processing, distribution and collection centers, 
primary and secondary transportation along with IT systems for the national and state 
headquarters. 
Reliance Retail, has been testing RFID technology and is preparing applications for 
use at a large number of its hypermarkets and supermarkets, as well as its electronics 
and convenience stores. The stores have been equipped with data ports and wireless 
computer networks which are able to support RF[D systems. Reliance Retail has 
drawn up plans for using RFID to support its operations. The company has developed 
five RFID-deployment scenarios, including the tracking of reusable crates of fresh 
food; item- and vase-level tracking of high-value goods; and pallet and case tagging 
of various goods. 
Reliance Industries has recently installed more than 900 units of DS-series check out 
scales for its Reliance Fresh outlets. The scale supports popular OPOS protocols, 
which makes it easy to connect to all popular POS systems. Other critical factors was 
its large sales/service network of 61 branches and 200 dealers, which is very 
important in the retail business 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily 
Spencer's Fresh and Daily has used Information Technology extensively for its day to 
day operations. 
Spencer's Retail installed the RF[D technology for strengthening their supply chain 
operation. they planned to implement it in a phased manner starting with products, 
which are of high value and prone to shrinkage. RFID would bring down lead time in 
monitoring material movement, bring down sluiiikage and. therefore, result in a lot of 
saving, part of which it plans to transfer to the consumer. 
In 2006, Spencer's Retail felt the acute need for a centralized IT system to support its 
rapid business growth and chose SAP ER? as they found that SAP carne closest to 
fulfilling its needs. They decided to install a storage area network (SAN) to 
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consolidate its data storage for a SAP ERP implementation. 
Spencer's Retail has implemented this in majority of its stores and excepts to 
gradually cover all stores. They are using the latest MySAP ERP IS Retail FCC 6.0 
for their operations in Books & Beyond, and are gradually migrating the rest to SAP. 
They are also using MySAP Business Warehousing BW 7.0 for analytics. Spencer's 
Retail implemented SAP in 2006 and rolled out its first Fibre-Channel-based SAN 
alongside it. The SAN implementation is used for SAP applications (which have an 
Oracle database as the back end). Raid 0 and RAID 5 have been used to configure the 
SAN. 
The criticality of a point of sale (POS) operations for a retailer cannot be 
overemphasized. Spencer's had been hard at work refining POS transaction process. 
The retailer runs an indigenously designed POS application across all its stores. The 
system used offers a web-enabled enterprise administration and alerting interface, that 
allowed users to create custom dashboards and reports as well as to automate and 
track performance-tuning and problem-resolution initiatives. It also provides 
information through context-sensitive advisories and detailed wait-event analysis at a 
fraction of the impact of conventional collection methods. The solution allows DBAs 
to establish critical system benchmarks such as load capacity and throughput levels. 
The system enables to audit their code in an efficient manner, serve the customers 
with fast transactions, and keep better control of the inventory 
Tesco 
At Tesco stores throughout the globe, technology helps streamline the total floor 
operation. It helps facilitate quicker and cheaper shopping, fresher stocks and speedy 
replenishments. A committed team of IT professionals working round-the-clock at 
Tesco HSC enables this. IT at Tesco HSC contributes to the success of Tesco PLC in 
two ways, firstly providing enabling solutions secondly bringing in transformation 
through continuous innovation. IT systems have been instrumental in helping Tesco 
deliver strong profits. Advanced in-store queuing systems had improved shopping for 
millions of its customers by reducing checkout lines. The supermarket chain is using 
heat-sensing technology to monitor lines at tills, improved scanners, better self service 
tills, and checkout cameras were helping it reduce queues. Self-service checkouts now 
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account for a fifh of all of Tesco transactions. Tesco has an ongoing efficiency 
program, known as Step Change and involving IT improvements as well as general 
process efficiencies. The supermarket has 3,000 staff working at its site in India, 
providing IT and administrative support around the world, including the recently 
launched US operation Fresh if Easy. 
Tesco stores utilize the following technologies: 
• Wireless devices 
• Intelligent scale 
• Electronic shelf labeling 
• Self check-out machine 
• Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). 
• Electronic Point of Sale (EPNS), 
• Electronic Funds Transfer Systems (EFTPoS) 
• Electronic scanners 
Tesco has installed RHO tags and readers in its shops and distribution centers. Instead 
of tagging individual products, it permanently tags transport items such as cages and 
trolleys. The initial implementation was within their own units and suppliers were 
involved later as they had struggled with radio frequency standards, a high 
concentration of readers in the warehouse that affect performance, slow read speeds 
and low tag quality. 
Tesco.com the online arm of the supermarket giant is the world's largest online 
grocery store with several million customers and more than 4,000 orders processed an 
hour. It is trialing a handheld device that combines satellite navigation, order 
processing and mobile phone capability. According to Tesco the integrated device 
ensures a more efficient delivery of online orders and delivers cost savings by 
reducing the number of hardware. It is now taaling the addition of mobile phone 
functionality. The devices ensure drivers find the most efficient delivery route and 
deliver orders within the two hours of customer service delivery target. Tesco 
manages the information about its grocery and non-food suppliers via a new 
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electronic data interchange (ED I) system that ensures better collaboration between the 
retailer and its suppliers and also cuts down time spent on inputting and updating data. 
Their objective is to on-board the supplies as smoothly as possible and streamline the 
day to day EDT traffic benefiting both customers and suppliers. Tesco believes in an 
open and constructive relationship with suppliers and have used EDT for many years. 
As part of Tesco's electronic trading operations, suppliers are expected to meet the 
company's labelling requirements, while also providing the retailer with Advanced 
Shipment Notifications (ASN's). Suppliers also need to take receipt of an Electronic 
Proof of Delivery (EPOD) from Tesco. 
Tesco's POS was implemented to help the organization gather, use, store, protect and 
keep track of it's sales and tinancial records- All the members of staff on the till use 
the information system which has all the products incorporated in it. Whenever a 
product is scanned, all the relevant information is returned immediately for the staff 
member to use and also speed floor retailing. All records of sales are kept in the 
system. Managerial members of staff can look at the data that the information system 
gathers with each sale and can determine if a product is successful in producing 
income for the organization. The information can also be used to produce regular 
reports on the financial stability of the store. 
Tesco's mechanized logistics system is being supplied by Dematic which is a leading 
player of the field. It is capable of supporting a distribution center as big as approx 
900,000 sq ft. The system aims at providing Tesco with a highly efficient pallet 
storage solution, incorporating a filly mechanized high bay warehouse, monorail and 
conveyor networks, and distribution center's Warehouse Control System (WCS). The 
mechanized logistics system provides high-density storage and efficient handling of 
products within the DC and the software is integrated with Tesco's own IT systems. 
The WCS will interface with Tesco's existing, company-wide Warehouse 
Management System (WMS) and as a result. Tesco realizes significant cost savings 
on its inbound logistics operations. 
Tesco has deployed Oracle Retail Warehouse Management System within distribution 
centers across Europe and Southeast Asia. Oracle Retail Warehouse Management 
System supports a standardization of supply chain practices across the international 
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business and has enabled a steep rise in distribution center productivity and capability. 
Tesco created a set of centralized processes to automate, manage and integrate 
replenishment and distribution and worked with Oracle Retail to integrate these into 
the new warehouse management system. The Retail Warehouse Management System 
was instrumental both financially and functionally for developments in Tesco 
international business. The automation and centralization of many supply chain 
processes has achieved key operational and financial improvements, and is expected 
to continue to generate value with further deployments. The system provides Tesco 
with multi-faceted and cross-channel information at all points of service, enabling it 
to make precise decisions and also focus on the customer. 
Tesco has deployed a global sourcing platform as the annual amount of goods it 
sources from overseas markets has risen sharply. The retailer has replaced manual 
processes with systems from Eqos. At present it is using Eqos Global Sourcing, 
Supplier Quality Management and Critical Path Management applications. The 
systems has integrated with Tesco's enterprise resource planning applications and 
retail management sofware. Global Sourcing enables Tesco's buyers to manage the 
supply of goods, and Supplier Quality Management and Critical Path Management 
and also enable them to check product quality and receive alerts when delays occur. 
Carrefour 
Carrefour utilizes various information technology (IT) applications to streamline its 
business process and add value to them. Carrefour is in agreement with Checkpoint 
Systems, which is a product identification and shrink management products company 
to implement a source-tagging program with the objective of reducing losses 
including customer and staff theft. This move would help it to create a controlled and 
consistent environment for Carrefuur's product protection worldwide. 
Carrefour has implemented Re-Vision's MyScan software solution. It implemented 
this self-scan POS to their stores across Belgium. This move has resulted in increased 
the supermarket's popularity with the customers, because this option offers them more 
control over the time spent in the store. 
Carrefour has standardized business systems and processes worldwide with the help 
of consultant and systems integrator Accenture. It adopted a single finance and 
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accounting platform, drawing on enterprise resource planning (ERP) modules of 
PeopleSoft Inc. Part of the project involved the creation of shared service centers 
(SSCs) within each country to centralize purchasing and supplier management. 
Carrefour implemented an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system from Oracle, 
based on its PeopleSoft JD Edwards solution, to run its financials for the new stores. 
Carrefour is a global user of Peoples oft ERP software. The retailer has implemented 
category six structured cabling systems, a level of standard which future proofs the 
installation so that if new applications come out in the future the cabling system 
should support them. All the points of sale will be linked together on the structured 
cabling system. 
Carrefour introduced an Inventory management system, which is responsible for 
maintaining their inventory of goods. This system monitors the number of inventory 
in a store and automatically sends purchase orders to suppliers when an item runs out 
of stock. In addition a supplier only needs to send their goods to a distribution center, 
where items from all other suppliers is consolidated to specifically meet the needs 
(purchase orders) of certain stores. This centralized supply chain model is mutually 
beneficial for Carrefour and their suppliers. For Carrefour, the main advantage is the 
improvement of stock availability in their stores and for suppliers it eliminates the 
loss of sales caused by items that are out of stock. Suppliers also benefit by a 
reduction in shipment expenses because they only need to ship their goods to a 
distribution center instead of going to every store that ordered their goods. 
Wal-Mart 
The use of information technology in every facet of its operations has been an 
essential part of Wal-Mart's growth strategy. It uses telecommunications to link 
directly from its stores to its central computer system and from that system to its 
supplier's computers. This allows for automatic reordering and better coordination. It 
also enables the retailer to know what is selling and what is not selling and 
coordinating closely with suppliers enables less chances of capital blockade in form of 
inventory. This saving is passed on to its customers. The warehouses work more like 
cross docking centres as goods arrive and leave without ever sitting on a shelf. 3,800 
plus vendors get daily sales data directly from Wal-Mart stores, and 1,500 have the 
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same decision and analysis software that Wal-Mart's own buyers use. This helps them 
check how a product performs in various markets. 
It is a requisite for most of Wal-Mart's top suppliers to have RFID tags on every 
pallet and case coming to its distribution centers and stores. This technology enabled 
Wal-Mart to achieve incremental gains in supply chain efficiency. RFID uses an 
Electronic Product Code (EPC) recorded in a microchip which can be read remotely, 
unlike barcodes which are printed labels and require line of sight to be read. The EPC 
uniquely identifies the tagged item rather than merely providing its UPC product 
code, and is tied to data stored in corporate databases. 
RFID initiative would provide major benefits like a reduction in inventory a reduction 
in the rate of stock-outs with a corresponding increase in sales, and reduced store and 
warehouse labor. An internal analyses of Wal-Mart's efforts reinforce the value of 
this technology for Wal-Mart, their suppliers and ultimately the customers. 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. enhanced its financial information systems using SAP. The 
retailer conducted a thorough evaluation of its financial information systems to 
detennine what was needed to support the company's business as well as help in its 
next stage of growth. They chose SAP® ERP Financials. This was because of its 
ability to support the retailer's global expansion and its need to efficiently respond to 
changes in the business and regulatory landscape. The global implementation was 
done in phases replacing some legacy systems while integrating with other internal 
Wal-Mart systems. 
SAP deal is also considered a good move because SAP Financials can easily handle 
all of Wal-Mart's financial needs, and the software is not too big a deal to integrate 
with its existing systems. 
Wal-Mart has EDI documents to support the business areas of Supply Chain 
Management. Global Indirect Sourcing, Accounting, Inventory Management and 
Logistics. The retailer has improved its functionality through the usage of this 
systematic process of electronically exchanging key information with its business 
partners. This allowed it to improve customer service, lower expenses, and increase 
productivity by real-time delivery of EDI documents. Wal-Mart initiated the practice 
of sharing sales data via computer with its major suppliers. Wal-Mart also pioneered 
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the concept of VMI, Vendor Managed Inventory. Through the use of sale information, 
called Point of Sale or POS, Wal-Mart's suppliers actually analyzes sales trends and 
recommends orders to Wal-Mart. 
EDI has proved to be one of the most efficient and effective ways for Wal-Mart to 
conduct business with its suppliers. Applying EDI processes to its business practices 
allowed Wal-Mart to operate very efficiently and further to improve customer 
services, lower expenses and increase productivity. 
Point of Sale system (POS) has enabled Wal-Mart to derive competitive edge over 
others. Apart from handling information efficiently, this system helped Wal-Mart 
avoid overstocking by learning what merchandise is selling slowly. 
The system makes it possible to record the sale of each item and make that 
information available immediately for both reordering and sales analysis. The POS 
helps Wal-Mart reduce its inventory costs, which is vital for every retail business. It 
makes re-ordering easier for the retailer which means that replenishment can be done 
in smaller quantities and more frequently, reducing stock holding and exposure to 
risk. The system keeps tabs on all products sold and when they were sold, allow the 
owner to identify trends easily and stock up or down accordingly. Both Wal-Mart and 
their suppliers benefit by POS by knowing exactly what was selling and what is not 
selling so the right products were know exactly what's selling and what's not so the 
right products were in the shops at the right time. 
Analysis and Comparison 
The IT solutions support planning collaboration, and improved agility of the supply 
network and are being used extensively by both Indian and foreign retailers alike. 
Benefits of tT in SCM are multitude and vary in the context of their implementation. 
Implementation of various technology including RFID, EDI, electronic scales various 
management systems like point of sale system, warehouse management systems. 
These have provided retailers with increased possibilities to network with supply 
chain partners and an improvement in information quality. Other benefits being 
attained by retailers include lower operational expenses with timelier planning for 
procurement, manufacturing and transportation; improvement in performance, quality, 
product tracking, execution tracking and lower costs. Margins are also being 
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increased through better coordination with business partners 
5.1.8 Green Logistics 
Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and Spencer's fresh and Daily 
For all the Indian Retailers survey, not much awareness exists of the concept of going 
green in its operations. Awareness exists for some, but none of them have 
implemented green practices be it in packaging, warehouse needs or transportation or 
design of buildings of zero carbon stores. 
Tesco 
Tesco introduced environmentally friendly distribution center which employed an 
energy-efficient design and an extensive range of green technologies, such as ground-
source heat pumps for central heating and solar water heating. The center uses 4S 
percent less energy, 40 percent less water and generate 35 percent less carbon 
emissions than traditional logistics warehouses. Tesco has plans of opening many 
more zero carbon stores as part of its long-term goal to be a zero-carbon business by 
2050. The Tesco Samsung Leadership Academy, due to open in the summer, will also 
be zero carbon. It plans to have 24.000 trainees annually and without the 
environmental features, the building would have produced over 1,000 tons of CO2 per 
year. They were the first to carbon label their own-brand products. Since then, they 
have labelled hundreds of products; thus helping customers to make greener 
purchasing choices_ 'I esco's has also employed automated recycling machines, which 
will help recycle cans, glass and plastic bottles. These state-of-the-art recycling 
machines not only make recycling simple, but they're also easy to use. Also customers 
receive one green Clubcard point for every two aluminum cans they recycle. Tesco 
also recognizes and shares global concerns about the sustainable sourcing of fish, and 
are committed to taking fish only from responsibly managed sources. 
Tesco is committed to reviewing all their packaging and taking steps to see how can 
they reduce it further. They have also revolutionized the way they build stores, so they 
are as green and as sustainable as possible. 
Carrefour 
Carrefour focuses on optimization of transport and logistics activities of the group as 
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the volume of products delivered to the group's stores is phenomenally high. As a part 
of the initiative reducing the number of kilometers by road is one of them. This saves 
CO2 emmissions. A partnership policy was also initiated in 2001 in order to discuss 
the issue with all players in the supply chain. Carrefour is looking for alternative 
means of transport for deliveries to Group warehouses. In 2009, 45% of imported 
products destined for hypermarkets in France were transported by river and rail, 
which meant a substantial reduction in transport vehicles and reduction in distance 
travelled. Also all containers from Asia arriving at the port of Barcelona and 76% of 
containers arriving at Valencia were sent by rail to Madrid. 
The Group has set up consolidation platforms with the objective of reducing mileage 
on the road. These platforms enable suppliers to reduce their mileage and Carrefour to 
send full trucks containing products from several suppliers to the warehouses. 
Substantial savings were madein CO2 emissions per pallet transported. Other 
initiatives to reduce kilometers travelled were load optimization, smoothed delivery 
times, synergies between deliveries to hypermarkets and stores of other formats and 
synergies with upstream transport via the development of return rounds policy, which 
allowed trucks that have already made their store deliveries to reload at nearby 
suppliers in order to take goods back to Carrefour warehouses instead of returning 
empty. To increase level of amongst employees a training module has been developed 
for all Supply Chain teams in France. The training course, aimed to help employees 
integrate sustainable-development considerations into their working environment 
Wal-Mart 
Wal-Mart as a company is committed to three ambitious goals: to be supplied 100 
percent by renewable energy, to create zero waste; and to sell products that sustain 
Wal-Mart's resources and the environment. Wal-Mart laid out its sustainability 
initiative, which emphasizes on making a positive impact and reducing the impact of 
Wal-Mart on the environment in order to become the most competitive and innovative 
company in the world 
Analysis and Comparison 
Green logistics services are not only beneficial for the planet, but also offer major cost 
savings to retailers and their customers. All international retailers are aware of 
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concept of green logistics and are practicing it in some form or other. For some of 
these it is a part of their organizational strategy. However none of the Indian retailers 
have adopted green logistics practices in their day-to-day operations. Indian retailers 
should take initiatives towards going green as reducing emissions is crucial to the 
industry's long-term development in today's age of environmental sustainability. 
Simple measures such as better route planning to reduce vehicle miles, less empty 
vehicle running, driver training and more efficient vehicles and fuels can be 
implemented to start with. 
5.1.9 Non-Food Merchaudize 
Big Bazaar 
The Big Bazaar design resembles a combination of Indian bazaars or markets offering 
a broad range of items ranging from food products, furniture, hooks, fashion and 
apparels, general merchandise, electronics, fast food and leisure and entertainment 
sections. 
Initially Big Bazaar was started as a fashion hypermarket, which had Apparels, 
Accessories, Cosmetics and General Merchandise on sale. Later a wide range of other 
products were added to the list which includes FMCG products, Electronics, furniture, 
Stationery, etc. Big Bazaar stores are usually established on big areas having huge 
displays and providing cool and comfortable shopping experience to consumers and 
are said to be based on the concept of Wal-Mart USA. 
Reliance 
Reliance as a player in the Indian retail sector has had a robust growth due to its in-
store initiatives, wider product choice and value merchandising. At Reliance stores 
shoppers have an option to choose from a wide array of products in categories like 
fresh produce, food & grocery, home care products, apparel and accessories, non-food 
FMCG products, consumer durables and IT, automotive accessories, lifestyle product, 
footwear and health and wellness products. Reliance is a formidable player even in 
the optics business; it has a partnership with Grand Vision. The retail chain offers 
single brand optical products including Vision Express frames, lenses, contact lenses, 
sunglasses, solutions and accessories. Reliance's partnership with Hamleys gave the 
Indian consumers the opportunity to experience world's most wonderful toys. iStore 
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by Reliance Digital is a one-stop-shop for all Apple products and services. Reliance 
Brands have also announced exclusive licensing arrangement with two leading 
international brands: Steve Madden, a retailer of fashion-forward footwear and 
accessories for women, men and children. Quiksilver, a leading outdoor sports 
Lifestyle Company. 
Spencer's Retail 
Spencer's Retail Limited is a multi-format retailer offering 15000 quality products in 
the categories of food, fashion, staples, FMCG, personal care and electronics at 
affordable prices. Their hyper store format offer a wide range and assortment of 
merchandise in grocery, fruits and vegetables, home and office essentials, electronics 
and electrical, garments and fashion accessories, toys and personal care, all available 
at affordable prices. The Spencer's Hyper stores offer merchandise ranging from fruits 
& vegetables, processed foods, groceries, garments and fashion accessories, consumer 
electronics & electrical products, home decor and needs, office stationcries, soft toys. 
Spencer's Retail has tied up with the apparel brand Beverly Hills Polo Club. It 
presents product categories including T-Shirts, polo's, sweat shirt & sweat pants, 
casual shirt & trousers, formal shirts denims, winter wear, eyewear and watches for 
men and women. 
Wal-Mart 
Wal-Mart sells everything from phamlaceuticals to guns they even sell petrol as a loss 
leader to attract people to other products. About 60% of sales are non-grocery items 
of whicl>_30% of Wal-Mart's total US sales come from its 'Specialty division, which 
includes vacations: car rentals: hotel discounts; jewellery units: and photo, optical and 
pharmacy services. The non-food items include pet food, air fresheners, insecticides, 
charcoal, health and beauty supplies, hair accessories, and medicines. Wal-Mart has 
also initiated a pilot program to sell generic drugs at very low price. Wal-Mart 
discount stores have a garden center, a pharmacy, Tire & LubeExpress, optical center, 
one hour photo processing lab, potrait studio, a bank branch, a cell phone store and a 
fast food outlet. Some also have gasoline, Wal-Mart Supercenters also have a garden 
center. pet shop, pharmacy, Tire & Lube Express, optical center, one-hour photo 
processing lab, portrait studio, and numerous alcove shops, such as cellular phone 
stores, hair and nail salons, video rental stores, local bank branches 
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Wal-Mart neighborhood Market offer a variety of products, which include a full lines 
of groceries, phannuceutieals, health and beauty aids, photo developing services, and 
a limited selection of general merchandise. 
Carrefour 
The retail distribution in France in 1960 was highly fragmented in and product lines in 
individual stores were also very narrow. Carrefour facilitated the process of buying 
food items by creating a store where the consumer could find almost every food 
product a consumer needs. Nonfood products were later added to Carrefour line of 
products. Carrefour introduced hypermarket to sell food and nonfood products at 
discount prices. The hypermarket was very successful. 
Carrefour merchandize ranges from footwear, professional and electrical appliances, 
bed linen, lighting solutions, hygiene products laundry accessories, footwear etc. 
Carrefour hypermarkets offer about 40% non-food items. Carrefour intends to cut 
selling space in categories such as phones and jewellery, areas not considered 
profitable enough, where competition is intense, and which are hit hardest by tight 
discretionary spending power. 
Tesco 
Tesco has the highest non-food mix of the U.K. supermarkets, representing 20 percent 
of revenue. The company is also into non-food merchandise. Its non-food business 
offers home entertainment, electrical, cookshop, homeshop, white goods and 
furniture. Some of these non-food items are found only in large stores hut Tesco is 
developing a brand that would carry all these non-feud items in all Tesco stores. 
The retailer aims to be as strong in non-food as it is in food as part of its ongoing 
strategy. Tesco currently operates Homeplus stores, which sell a vast range of non-
food merchandise, including home wares, bikes and computers. Analysis and 
Comparison 
Globally the retailers have been applying various strategies to increase their margins 
and excel in serving the customer better. Both Indian and retailers from developed 
countries have been mixing non-food merehandize with grocery to attain benefits. The 
major reasons for a mix of food and non-food merchandize is to be a one stop shop 
for all needs; it serves to increase the footfall in the store, (which is a customer may 
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visit the same place for both grocery and non-food needs); it helps the retailer do 
better customer service as all the customer requirement are lalfilled under one roof; it 
helps the retailer increase its sale volume by exploiting the aspect of impulsive buying 
in a customer. 
5.1.10- Other Services 
Big Bazaar/Future Group 
Financial Services: 
Future Group's financial arm is called Future Capital Holdings Limited (FCH). It is 
the provider of financial services across consumer and wholesale businesses, with the 
goal of growing into a major financial conglomerate. 
Future Capital is conceptualized around a unique positioning of a financial services 
business and is integrated with a retail chain, Future Capital is establishing financial 
superstores within the Retail stores of Future Group such as Big Bazaar, E-zone and 
Home Town to create India's first `consumer-centric' retailer of financial products 
and services. It aims at providing holistic financial solutions by being a one stop shop 
for all retail financial products ranging from loans, payment solutions, wealth 
management and equity broking solutions, insurance offerings, real estate broking and 
money changing. 
Insurance 
Future Generali is the Future Group's arm working for it in the insurance sector; it 
deals in life and non-life insurance services and products. 'this venture is in 
partnership with Italy's Gencrali Group that is amongst the three largest insurance 
companies in Europe and is ranked amongst the Top 50 on the Fortune 500 list. 
Mobile Telephony 
Future Group has a partnership with Tata Teleservices Limited, the group provides 
mobile telephony services under the brand name '124 on the GSM platform to the 
customers of future Group's retail stores. 
Figure Supply (huin Scieuon 
Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd, the logistics and supply chain vertical of Future 
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Group, is India's first end - to - end Consumer Logistics Company. 
Reliance Industries Limited 
The company operates through three business segments: petrochemicals, refining, and 
oil and gas, other segment of the company includes textile, retail business, special 
economic zone (SEZ) development and telecom/broadband business. 
It has many subsidiaries and associates, which are: 
Reliance Life Sciences: This is in the area of medical, plant and industrial 
biotechnology opportunities. Specifically, these relate to biopharmaceuticals, 
pharmaceuticals, clinical research services, regenerative medicine, molecular 
medicine, novel therapeutics, biofuels, plant biotechnology, and industrial 
biotechnology. 
Reliance Institure of Life Sciences (RILS) is an institution of higher education in 
various fields. of life sciences and related technologies. 
Reliance Logistics (P) Limited is an end to end provider for transportation, 
distribution, warehousing, logistics, and supply chain needs, supported by in-house 
state of the art telematics and telemetry solutions. 
Reliance Clinical Research Services (RCRS), is a contract research organization 
(CRO) and wholly owned subsidiary of Reliance Life Sciences, has been set up to 
provide clinical research services to pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical 
device companies. 
Reliance Solar is the solar energy arm of Reliance. It aims to bring solar energy 
systems and solutions. 
Relicord is a stem-cell banking service controlled by Reliance Industries. 
Infotel Broadband is a broadband service provider which gained 4G licensees for 
operating across India. 
Reliance Tech Services 
It is the IT wing of Reliance Anil Dhirubhai Ambani group and provides IT 
consultancy, business process outsourcing and software development and also 
provides services to industry sectors such as telecommunications, financial services, 
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utilities, entertainment, infrastructure, BPO operations and health care. 
Reliance Globalcom 
It owns the worlds largest private undersea cable system, spanning 65,000 km 
seamlessly integrated with Reliance Communications and over 110,000 km of 
domestic optic fiber which provides a robust Global Service Delivery Platform which 
connecting 40 key business markets in India, the Middle Last, Asia, Europe, and the 
U.S. 
Reliance Internet Data Center (RIDC) 
RIDC provides Internet Data center (IDC). It is spread across 650,000 sq ft (60,000 
m2) of hosting space, it offers IT infrastructure management services to large, medium 
and small enterprises 
Reliance Digital TV 
Reliance launched Big TV in August 2008. It offers its 1.7 million customers DVD-
quality pictures on over 200 channels using MPEG-4 technology. 
Spencer's retail/ RPG Group 
Gear Tyres 
Ceat Tyres is a arm of the RPG Group with its manufacturing plants are located in 
Mumbai. Nasik and Halol, It has a wide distribution network of over 3700 dealers. 38 
regional offices and more than 120 C&F agents. It manufactures the largest range of 
tyros in the industry which incorporate both cross-ply and radial technology.The range 
of tyres cover virtually all user segments — from giant earthmovers to speciality tyres 
and 2/3 wheeler tyres. 
KRC 
KEC deals in Design, Manufacture, Supply and Construction of Turnkey Projects in 
the areas of Power Transmission lines up to 1200 kV, Power Distribution networks, 
Substations. Telecom. Railways. Cabling & Engineering Services. 
Zensar technology 
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It is the IT division on RPG Group. It provided end-to-end services from IT 
development to Business Process Outsourcing, from consulting to implementation. 
The Company has built and consolidated a comprehensive portfolio of services in IT 
and BPO. It offers a range of benefits along the value chain, from cost to value 
arbitrage from efficiency gains to lasting business impacts. 
RPG Life Sciences 
The company manufactures and markets a range of bulk drugs, formulations and 
biotechnology products. It also has research and development facilities that conform 
to international standards. 
Rati•chem RPG 
The company's manufacturing plants are located at Vasai, Kaman and Chakan in State 
of Maharashtra; Halol near Vadodara in State of Gujarat; and Nalagarh near 
Chandigarh in State of Himachal Pradesh. Raychem RPG is involved in technologies 
serving the infrastructure segment of economy. 
The RPG Group also has interest in Power sector, Telecommunication Electronics, 
Oil & Gas. Water Marine & Offshore Fire. Petrochemicals and Exports 
~% al-Mart 
Financial Services 
Monet' transfer 
Wal-Mart allows money to be transferred to another Wal-Mart store in the U.S. and 
Puerto Rico or internationally to MoneyGram agent locations in over 190 different 
countries. It also allows money to be transferred online from the convenience of home 
or office. 
WVa!-:I fart Monet' card 
The Wal-Mart \-loncyCard is a rcloadablc Prepaid MasterCard or Visa Card initiated 
by Wal-Mart. The Card is issued by GE Capital Retail Bank, member FDIC, pursuant 
to a license from Visa, U.S.A. Additional services are also provided by Green Dot 
Corporation. 
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Wal-Mart Health Insurance 
Wal-Mart covers customer's health with health care benefits. It includes insurance 
plans and savings programs which help save on prescriptions, premiums and other 
health care costs at Wal-Mart. They also have a And Medicare prescription drug plan 
that enables customer to save on monthly premiums. 
Tesco 
Tesco Bank 
Tesco Bank is the trading name of Tesco Personal Finance plc, which is a telephone 
and internet based commercial Bank in the United Kingdom owned by Tesco. Tesco 
is able to use its large customer base to cross sell financial services products. 
Customers can accumulate Tesco Clubcard points when they purchase finance 
products. 
Tesco Mobile 
Tesco Mobile is a mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) in the United Kingdom, 
the Republic of Ireland and Slovakia. It is operated by Tesco, using the 02 network as 
its carrier. Tesco mobile has millions of customers in UK. and in Ireland. Tesco 
Mobile Hungary is a 50:50 joint venture which provides Tesco Mobile branded 
services in Hungary through Tesco stores and on-line, using Vodafone's technology 
and network. 
Tesco insurance 
Tesco insurance services offered through Tesco Bank deal in home, pet travel and 
vehicle insurance. 
Carrefour 
Mobile services 
Carrefour has a partnership with Mobile Virtual Network Enabler EftOrtel SA which 
provides plattOrm-based transaction processing and management services liar Mobile 
Virtual Network (MVNO). 
The subsidiary Ettortel Technologies provides MVNE services to Efturtel 
subsidiaries and to other MVNOs. Ettortel is operating its own MVNO in partnership 
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with an international retailer Can-elbur in 4 countries. Projects sequence: 
• Carrefour Mobile (Belgium), launched in February 2006. 
• We Mobile (Italy), launched in June 2007. 
• Carrefour Mova(Poland), launched in April 2008. 
• Carrefour Telecom (Taiwan), launched in November 2008. 
Carrefour Financial Services 
Payment Card 
Carrefour has an international payment card (Visa and Visa Premier). There are now 
more than 10 million holders of PASS cards (Visa included) throughout the world. 
These cards serve as an entry point to a full range of financial services. Customers can 
not only make their purchases on credit, but can also take out a loan to buy a car or 
remodel their homes. 
Insurance 
Carrefour offers Insurance products to its customers through the Canna insurance 
company. Customers have declared the Group as one of the least expensive insurers. 
Travel Sen ices 
Carrefour customers can make travel arrangements for trips anywhere in the world at 
unbeatable prices at their hypermarket via an assisted self-service system. A wide 
choice of holidays is available at discount prices, selected by Carrefour staff from the 
catalogues of the best tour operators. 
Analysis and Comparison 
To diversify their operations and venture into more than one kind of businesses is 
seen as a common phenomena between the Indian and international retailers. 
Businesses are seen to diversify due to more than one reasons and common amongst 
them are firstly the diversification of a company in to similar kind of operations may 
allow a business to attain lower operating costs, efficiencies can also be gained 
through pooled financial resources or through pooled risk, Large firms generate cash 
that can be invested in other ventures, diversification is simply a way to grow and last 
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but not the least it buffers a company from dramatic fluctuations in any one industry 
sector. 
5.1.11. Innovative Techniques for Supply Chain Management. 
Bie Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and Spencer's Retail 
The Indian retailers surveyed demonstrate an awareness of techniques in supply chain 
management and claim to have been employing many of these to derive efficiency in 
their operations but are unable to state specifically which ones are being used and 
what benefits they bring to their operations. There seemed to be limited awareness on 
the topic at the operational levels. 
Wal-Mart 
The technique of vendor-managed inventory (VMI) was developed in the mid 1080's 
where the buyer no longer places orders but instead shares information with the 
vendor. This information relates to the actual usage of sales of their product, their 
current on-hand inventory and details of any additional marketing activity such as 
promotions. On the basis of this information. the supplier takes responsibility for 
replenishment of costumer's inventory. Wal-Mart and Procter & Gamble in the USA 
tirst adopted VMI. Wal-Mart was also amongst the first players to activate Quick 
Response and name this channel replenishment system as named Efficient Consumer 
Response (ECR). Val-Mart applied QR to the grocery business and achieved success. 
Another technique named "Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment" 
(CPFR) emerged. The difference between CPFR and other business process tools. 
such as Efficient Consumer Response, is that the other models require critical mass 
before any benefits are realized. With CPFR. a customer can improve performance by 
just having a collaborative relationship with one vendor. Wanner-Lambert, Wal-Mart, 
started the first CPFR project in 1995. This new business model, applied to Listerine 
products by Wal-Mart and Warner-Lambert, improved in stock availability horn 87 
per cent to 98 per cent, and reduced lead time from 21 to II days. 
Tosco 
VMl 
VMI implementation is aimed at reducing buffer stock in the supply chain and helps 
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suppliers plan production more efficiently and optimizes their transport. Tesco has 
implemented projects for vendor-managed inventory with 15 suppliers across 
categories that range from home entertainment to soft drinks. Nestle is one of the 
major players switching to a vendor managed inventory (VMI) relationship with 
Tesco. Successful 'MI initiative requires business processes change or else an 
organization is only shifting responsibilities and costs on to the supplier rather than 
adding any value. 
CPFR 
CPFR has proven to be a global best practice in the Retail/FMCG industry and is 
being championed many global players including Tesco. Tesco's supplier Procter & 
Gamble is among the companies that have seen tangible bencFts from its initial CPFR 
tests, which rely in part on Synera Systems Inc.'s This cover's all product categories--
including laundry, shampoo, beauty, and paper products. CPFR has generated sales 
increases while at the same time producing significant increases in inventory turns. 
Collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment would seem to he a relatively 
straightforward process: Through an online system, a retailer and a supplier share 
sales forecasts to gauge demand for their products. Once both sides agree on these 
expectations, they begin to share sales data online. 
ECR 
ECR is the latest example of how extranet technology is re-defining business 
processes and making collaborative working a reality throughout Tesco's supply 
chain. Tesco Trading Information Exchange (TIE) applications, Promotions 
Management is based on the ECR principles of greater information sharing and 
collaboration which improves quality while increasing sales and cutting costs thereby 
increasing service to the customer. This addition to Tesco's extranet is a collaborative 
workflow application, which allows Tesco and its suppliers to jointly plan, execute, 
track and evaluate promotions by sharing common data. Promotions management 
offers a robust, effective process to standardize and increase the efficiency of the 
promotions process. Nearly 400 suppliers, including L'Oreal, Procter & Gamble and 
Kraft Jacobs Suchard, are now using Tesco TIE 
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Carrefour 
VMI 
Carrefour is looking for opportunities to improve operations and reduce costs by 
reducing cycle time and inventory. In one of Carrefour's VMI initiative Kimberly-
Clark is responsible for maintaining inventory levels for both its own and Kellogg's 
products at Carrefour's distribution center. To handle the task of assembling full 
truckload shipments and running its vendor-managed inventory (VMI) program, 
Kimberly-Clark brought in a vendor-managed inventory system. This allows 
Kimberly-Clark to look into the customer's DCs and generate replenishment orders. ❑  
CPFR 
Carrefour also uses CPFR. This enabled it to share promotional campaigns 
information all across the supply chain. CPFR approach at Carrefour helped it provide 
a savings of on the sales price of a product on promotion. CPFR allows Carrefour to 
share sales forecasts via two-way interactive communication links. The trading 
partners exchanged planning data of promotion-rich product categories, in order to 
reduce inventories and out-of-stocks, and increase sale 
Analysis and Comparison 
Retailers across boundaries have been using innovative supply chain techniques 
though there seems to be a lack of awareness of the initiatives amongst the Indian 
retailers at operational level. These techniques when employed enable managers of a 
supply chain to determine an appropriate level of collaboration according to their 
specific business conditions and make the supply chain efficient through increased 
information sharing and consensus building between the supplier and the customer 
demand, and supply to the inventory. A combined view of demand and a coordinated 
response for meeting that demand reduces the uncertainty that results in stock outs, 
high safety stocks and poor sales. These techniques help set target levels, which are 
managed by the supply chain partners and the home managers are made free to 
concentrate on the home business. 
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5.2 Analysis's of the Indian retailers and grocery sector (Retail 
Industry Analysis). 
This section presents a Political, Economic, Social, Technological. Environmental and 
Legislative (PESTEL) analysis, PORTER's five forces analysis of the Indian grocery 
sector and Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis of 
individual retailers. The section starts with a PESTEL analysis followed by 
PORTER's five tortes analysis of the grocery retail industry as a whole, wherein 
various aspects of the retailer's practices with respect to the frameworks have been 
stated. The last part is a SWOT analysis of the three players and also of the grocery 
sector as a whole 
5.2.1 PESTEL FRAMEWORK Grocery Retail Industry Analysis: 
Political Environment 
The political environment in India favors development of grocery retail. For 
employment legislations, the government encourages retailers to provide a mix of job 
opportunities from flexible, lower-paid and locally-based jobs to highly-skilled, 
higher-paid and centrally-located jobs. BB has an understanding that retailing has a 
great impact on jobs and is an employment generator, retailing being an inherently 
local and labour-intensive sector. Retailing is an industry with a typically high staff 
turnover, its workers offer a higher level of loyalty and therefore represent desirable 
employees. 
Economic Environment: Economic factors are also of importance to grocery retail. 
This is because they arc likely to influence demand, costs, prices and profits. One of 
the most influential factors on the economy is high unemployment levels, which 
decreases the effective demand for many goods, adversely affecting the demand 
required to produce such goods. These economic factors arc largely outside the 
control of the company, yet they do influence performance of the company. The 
industry does get affected by any recession in the market. 
Social Factors: 
Current trends indicate that Indian customers have gradually graduated to a stage of 
preferring a 'one-stop-stop'. The major social changes influencing them is higher 
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disposable income, growth of Indian middle class, growing urbanization, more 
working Women, less time for shopping, shopping an enjoyable experience, 
preference for ambience while shopping, and western influence, more variety for 
products to name a few. The grocery retailers, have as result, therefore, increased the 
amount of non-food items available for sale. 
Further, other demographic changes like a young population (average age being 24 
years), an increase in number of female workers and a decrease in home meal 
preparation result in Indian retailers keeping (stocking) and focusing on added-value 
products and services. Focus is now also on increasing the own-label share of the 
business mix, the supply chain and other operational improvements, which can result 
in lowering costs. 
The type of goods and services demanded by consumers is a function of their social 
conditioning, and their consequent attitudes and beliefs. The health and Wellness plank 
taking an upswing also means that consumer's attitudes towards food are constantly 
changing. These retailers are also therefore adapting its product mix is to 
accommodate an increased demand for organic products. 
Convenient payment method encouraged them also to allow customers to pay in 
cheques and cash at the checkout. 
Technological changes: 
Technology is an environmental variable, which has influenced the customer. The 
new technologies benefit both the customers and the company. On one hand, 
customer satisfaction rises because foods are readily available, services can become 
more personalized and shopping more convenient. Big Bazaar, outlets for instance, 
utilizes the following technologies: 
• Wireless devices 
• Intelligent scale 
• Electronic shelf labelling 
• Selt check-out machine 
• Radio Frequency Identification (RFII)). 
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The adoption of Electronic Point of Sale (EPoS), Electronic Funds Transfer Systems 
(EFTPoS) and electronic scanners have greatly improved the efficiency and 
effectiveness of both stocking as well as distribution activities. 
Environmental Factors: 
In the west there has been increased pressure on many companies and managers to 
acknowledge their responsibility to society and behave in a socially responsible 
manner which were green issues, strategy for sustainable consumption and production 
to cut waste, reduce consumption of resources and minimize environmental damage, 
`fat tax', to name a few. However, these issues have not been actively advocated in 
India and therefore have not largely affected retailers. 
Legislative Factors: 
Various government legislations and policies have a direct impact on the performance 
of the retailers. Organized retailing in India is yet to get an industry status. 100% 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is not permitted in retailing in India. Ownership of 
retail chain is allowed only to the extent of 49% but without FDI, the sector is 
deprived of access to foreign technologies and hence a faster growth. 
5.2.2 PORTER'S FIVE (5) FORCES MODEL: 
Threat of New Entrants: 
Organized retail in India is only 3%. Therefore, the Indian grocery market is primary 
dominated by few competitors which include major brands like Big Bazaar, Reliance 
Fresh, Spencer's Fresh to name a few. Over the last few years, the grocery market has 
predominately being of the supermarket or hypermarket dominated business. Majority 
of large chains have built their power due to operating efficiency, one-stop shopping 
and major marketing-mix expenditure. They have been able to do so because they 
have already operational multiple chains and a huge number and variety of products 
and services to offer. 'though small in number they are powerful force and have had a 
great impact on the small traditional kiTMU shops. Also Reliance Fresh has been able 
to experiment with various formats which small players find difficult to emulate. 
Hence, nowadays it possesses a strong barrier for new companies who desire to enter 
the grocery market. For instance, it becomes rather difficult for new entrants to raise 
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sufficient capital because of large fixed costs of establishment (real estate costs 
escalating) and highly developed supply chains. Large capital investments are being 
undertaken by established chains, such as Big Bazaar, in advanced technology for 
checkouts and stock control systems and these impact new entrants and the existing 
ones. Other barriers include economies of scale, differentiation (in the provision of 
products or services with a higher perceived value than the competition), aggressive 
operational tactics in new product introductions, new promotional campaigns which 
has been achieved by names like Big Bazaar which is popular tornitiating 
promotional schemes for every festival-religious or national; Reliance Fresh with 
weekend discount schemes which others find difficult to imitate. 
Bargaining Power of Suppliers: 
This force represents the power of suppliers that can he influenced by major grocery 
chains and that fear of losing their business to the large supermarkets. Therefore, this 
consolidates Wither leading positions of .stores like Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and 
Spencers Fresh in negotiating better promotional prices from suppliers that small 
individual chains are unable to match. Also many like Reliance Fresh is vertically 
integrated (already into contract farming) further making their position stronger. 
Bargaining Powj!r of Gutomerc: 
The Indian retailers have increased their CRM exercises, use of loyalty cards, to hold 
the customer to itself Big Bazaar introduced the loyalty cards, and Reliance Fresh 
introduced the Reliance One; which are said to be the most successful customer 
retention strategy that significantly increases the profitability of their business. They 
have further customized their service, offered low prices, more choices, constant flow 
of in-store promotions and these have enable brands like Big Bazar and Reliance 
Fresh to further have control over and also retain their customer base. Of late a major 
change observed in grocery and food retailing has been an increased demand of non-
food items as consumers see this as a one-stop-shop'. Many like Big Bazaar have 
also ventured into other services like banking, insurance, to name a few which help 
customers in numerous other ways. 
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Threat oj'Suubstitutes: 
Threat of substitute products is to a large extent reduced by introduction of private 
labels and brands, which give the element of differentiation along with quality and 
price that no other player can provide. This strategy helps keep the substitutes at bay. 
Bargaining Power of Competitors: 
The organized grocery sector in India has seen a very significant growth in the size 
and market dominance; with greater store size, increased retailer concentration, and 
the introduction of more than one formats, an online arm; are now prominent 
characteristics of the sector. The purchasing power of the food-retailing industry is 
concentrated in the hands of a relatively small number of retail buyers. Operating in a 
high growth market, competition can be intense. These retail chains are accruing large 
amounts of consumer information that can he used to communicate with the 
consumer. Each is innovating constantly to maintain and build market share. Such 
innovation can be seen in the development of a range of trading tonnats, introduction 
of discount schemes, introduction of private labels, introduction of virtual store. etc. 
5.3 	SWOT ANALYSIS OF Indian Retailers 
5.3.1 SWOT Analysis of Big Bazaar 
STREW:A' GTHS: 
• Biggest Value retail chain in India: Big Bazaar is quoted to be the first and 
the biggest value retail chain in India. which provides the customer value 
(VFM-value for money) for its purchases. 
• Hi/: Brand Equity: Big Bazaar is also known for its high brand equity. 
• F_DLPs and discount schemes: Through its numerous Every Day Low Pricing 
Schemes (EDLPs). it brings surprises for its customers which keep increasing 
the walk-ins and also sales. 
• Loraltl' Pro'ruun: The company has introduced loyalty cards. l('I('l Bank 
Card. etc to ensure loyalty among its customers and retain them. 
• Online : I rm: It is the first Indian retailer to go online with FutureBazaar.com. 
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• Private Bruudc: It hosts a range of private brands for almost all its product 
offerings. 
• Non Food Merchandise: To take benefit of one-stop-shopping preference of 
customers, they have introduced a wide range of non-food merchandise like 
apparel, furniture, books, electronic goods, general merchandise to name a 
few. 
• Different Formats: It operates through three different tonnats the Hyper 
market. The Express (Food Bazaar), and Super Center to cater to different 
segment of customers. 
• Diversified Services: It engages into various other kinds of services like 
financial services, insurance services and online booking, to keep its 
customers to itself. 
• Other Services: It otters many other services like delivery of goods to home 
(home delivery) to tie its customers to itself. 
• Le of IT: It makes extensive use of technology like POS. WMS, RFID, PTL 
(Put-To-Light) collection and sorting technology. ERP to bring efficiency in 
its operations. 
ti'EA K.\'F_SS ES: 
• Overcrowded during offers: Big Bazaar is popular for the offers it announces 
on almost every special occasion: but these outlets become unmanageably 
crowded during these times and the outlets make no provision to ease the 
movement of traffic. Ultimately customer gets disgruntled. 
• Long Billing Counters (time consuming): The billing counters always 
invariably have long: yucues; often Customers have to wait for hours in these 
queue. 
l'his presents a strength, weakness, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis of 
Reliance Fresh. 
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5.3.2 SWOT ANALYSIS OF Reliance Fresh 
STRENGTHS: 
• Reliance is first: Reliance is the first Indian retailer to venture into this 
unorganized sector of selling vegetables and fruits with the objective of having 
100% farm fresh foods in their new retail stores. In fact, over 60 per cent of 
the floor space has been dedicated to fresh fruits and vegetables, the rest to 
other food products like staples, spices, bakery, etc. But reliance has decided 
not to add any bar soap or toothpaste and detergent in its shelves. So by using 
this strategy they are positioning themselves different from other players of 
the industries like Food wor€d, or Big Bazaar and Nilgiris. 
• Private Labels: To overcome the short comings of these specialized stores 
they are also introducing new Reliance full-fledged supermarket called 
Shakhari Bhandar which offers each and everything from the staple to soap. 
Most of the staples are under its own private label brand — `Reliance Select' 
and Reliance Value. According to the company, private labels offer far better 
profit margin to the retailer than branded products of FMCG companies. Most 
of these outlets will need only 2,000-5,000 sq. ft. A supermarket may need as 
much as 8,000-10,000 sq. ft. 
• National Brands: Reliance Fresh has provision for the national brands but it 
of 	very less stocking and display space for them. It also has a small shelf' 
dedicated to big brands like Nestle's Maggi, or MTR's masalas or Pepsi's 
Lays chips. 
• Castonrization: To cater to Indian religious sentiments of the Hindus most 
Reliance Fresh outlets have also added a large counter for puja flowers. 
• Contract Farming: Contract Farming is a system for the production and 
supply of agricultural and horticultural produce by farmers (who are primary 
producers) under advance contracts. The essence of such arrangements is a 
commitment to provide an agricultural commodity of a type (quality/variety), 
at a specified time, price, and in specified quantity to a known buyer. In fact, 
CF can be described as a halfway house between independent farm production 
and corporate/captive farming and can be a case of a step towards complete 
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vertical integration. Reliance Fresh engages in contract farthing for staples like 
potato, tomato, cauliflower, cabbage in different regions of India which gives 
it the benefit of assured quantity, quality and price. 
• Network: 1600 channels in villages 
• Discount scheme days (Sar-Sunday): Reliance Fresh has introduced various 
discount schemes; one such popular scheme is the Sat-Sunday discount offer 
for all weekends_ This has helped to increase footfall and sale too. 
• to alt Program: the company has introduced Membership cards eo ensure 
loyalty among its customers which is popularly hatown as Reliance one. This 
helps a customer earn points which he may redeem later. 
• Multiple formats: Reliance has adopted various formats for different 
categories of its products. This is a feature unique to the company and is 
gaining wide acceptance. 
• .Yon Food Merchandise: To take benefit of one-stop-shopping preference of 
customers, they have introduced a wide range of non-food merchandise like 
apparel, furniture, books, electronic goods, general merchandise to name a 
few. 
• Reliance Logistics: It has a logistic arm- Reliance Logistics which is 
efficientlyntanaging all its logistic needs. 
• live of /T: The Company is making use of POS as well as RFID for managing 
stock and security of products. 
WEAKNESSES 
• Ae online Arm: The company has still not introduced online ann which would 
have enabled it to increase its sale. 
• No concept of Green Logistics: 
5.3.3 SWOT ANALYSIS OF Spencer's Fresh: 
STRENGTHS: 
• Private Labels: The company introduced private labels and store brands for 
almost all range of products like food, personal care, fashion, home utility and 
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decor. These constitute 15 percent of their annual sales and it plans to increase 
its share to 30 percent. 
• Direct Procurement: The Company procures directly from farmers to keep the 
cost low. They also undertake responsibility of sorting, grading etc to 
maintain quality as well as price. 
• Non Food Merchandise: To take benefit of one-stop-shopping preference of 
customers, they have introduced a wide range of non-food merchandise like 
apparel, furniture, books, electronic goods, general merchandise to name a 
few. 
• Loyalty Program: The company has introduced Spencers Smart Reward with 
the objective of rewarding privileged customers. 
• Multiple .(brmnts: It offers its customers a mix of convenience stores and 
hypermarket format; thereby combining the benefits of kirana (convenience 
stare of size ranging from 1,500 to 15,000 feet) store and a mega store 
(hypermarket of size starting from 15,000 feet and stocking more than 70.000 
items). 
• Third Parry Logivtics: The company employs third party logistic providers to 
look into different logistics needs like transportation, warehousing etc needs. 
• Use of IT: The Company is making use of POS as well as RFID and ER!' for 
managing and controlling stock and security of products. 
WEAKNESSES  
• No online Arm: The company has still not introduced online ann which would 
have enabled it to increase its sale. 
• No concept of Green Logistics: 
5.3.4 SWOT ANAL YSIS OF THE GROCERY RETAIL SECTOR 
Strengtlt 
• Growth Drivers: A ]are young working population with median age of 24 
years, nuclear families in urban areas, along with increasing working women 
population and emerging opportunities in the service sector are going to be the 
key growth drivers of the organised retail sector in India. 
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• High Employment opportunities: Employment opportunities both direct and 
indirect have been increased. 
• Better realization for fanner-producers: Farmers get better prices for their 
products though improvement of value added food chain. 
• Customer aspirations are high: 'There is considerable increase in disposable 
income and customer aspirations are important factors. Customer demands 
variety of products. 
• Investment in Real Estate: It has also contributed to large scale investments in 
the real estate sector with increased construction of the retailing business. 
• Market Expansion: Large domestic market with an increasing middle class and 
potential customers with purchasing power. India was ranked second in Global 
Retail Development Index of 3f1 developing countries drawn up by AT 
Kearney. 
• The annual growth of departmental stores is estimated at 24%. 
• Consumer get VFM: Ilie benefits of larger organized retail segments are 
several. The consumers get a better product at cheaper price. So consumers get 
value for their money. 
• The sachet revolution: The growth of sachet revolution emerges for reaching 
to the bottom of the pyramid. 
• The size of Indian organised retail industry reached at Rs. 1,30,000 crate in 
2006. The trends that are driving the growth of the retail sector in India are 
low share of organised retailing and falling real estate prices. 
Weakness: 
• Will mainly cater to high-end consumers placed in metros and will not deliver 
mass consumption goods for customers in villages and small towns. 
• Merchandise Mix: Retail chains have to settled down with proper merchandise 
mix for the mall outlets. This is because retailing is allabout researching and 
surveying the market. offering choice, competitive prices and retailing 
consumers as well. 
• Size of outlets are small: Small size outlets are also one of the weaknesses in 
the Indian retailing. 96% of the outlets are lesser than 500 sq.ft. The retail 
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chains are also smaller than those in the developed countries for instance, the 
superstore food chain, food world is having only 52 outlets where as Carrefour 
promotes has 8800 stores in 26 countries. Retail chains in India are smaller 
than their international counterparts. 
• High real estate costs: The high real estate costs and escalating retail real 
estate rentals may render a few retailing business houses unavailable. Retail 
companies have to pay high rentals which are blockage in the turn of profits. 
• Volume of sale is low: The volume of sales in Indian retailing is also very tow, 
India has largest population in the world and a fast growing economy. 
Opportunities. 
• Demonstration Effect: Once the concept of retailing picks up, due to 
demonstration ettect, there will be an overall up-gradation of domestic retail 
trade. 
• Global retail giants take India as key market It is rated fifth most attractive 
retail market. The organized retail sector is expected to grow stronger than 
GDP growth in the next five years driven by changing lifestyles, increase in 
income and favorable demographic outline. Further, the major growth areas 
are identified to be food and apparel retailing which will work as key drivers 
of growth. 
• Fast paced growth: Indian retail industry has come forth as one of the most 
dynamic and fast paced industry with several players entering the market. It 
can become one of the largest industries in terms of numbers of employees 
and establislunents with newer avenues as the rural retailing is still 
unexploited Indian market. 
• Growth of retail-With India fast emerging as a retail huh due to rapid 
economic growth, abundant availibilty of skilled labour and a low cost of 
operation in Tier-I and 2 cities and increasing acceptance of ntall culture, 
retailers could take advantage of this scencrio. 
Threats: 
• Barrier to Growth: One of the greatest barriers to the growth of modern retail 
formats are the supply chain management issues. No major changes are 
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needed in the supply chain for FMCG products; these are well developed and 
efficient. For perishables, the system is too complex. Government regulations, 
lack of adequate infrastructure and inadequate investment are the possible 
bottlenecks for retail companies. The supply chain for staples is less 
complicated than the net groceries. But staples have a unique problem of non 
standardization. 
• Which segment to focus on: It is increasingly difficult to target all segments of 
society. Therefore a retailer has to make a pilot study to understand and 
identify which segment it would focus on. 
• Experiment with different formats: A retailer needs to experiment with 
different formats to identify the more successful format to provide customer 
with —value, variety and volume. 
• Initial Investment high: Heavy initial investment is required to break even 
with other companies and compete with them. This often acts as an entry 
barrier for new entrants and limits scope for expansion for the existing 
retailers. 
• Government Regulations: Labour rules and regulation are also not followed in 
the organized retails. Further, the lack of uniform tax system for organized 
retailing is also acts as an obstacles. 
• Not an industry status: Organized retailing in India is yet to get an industry 
status. 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is not permitted in retailing in 
India. Ownership of retail chain is allowed only to the extent of 49% but 
without FDI, the sector is deprived of access to foreign technologies and faster 
growth. 
• Sector is unable to employ retail staff on contract basis. 
• The unorganized sector has dominance over the organized sector in India 
because of low investment needs. The retailers in the organized sector face 
formidable threat from the unorganized retailers. It further faces competition 
from international players who are likely to enter. 
• Changing government policies, and the existing tax structure favours small 
retailers 
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CHAPTER-6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter-6 : Conclusions 
This chapter is organized into four sections. The first section deals with conclusions, 
which is followed by recommendation. Finally the implications of research and scope of 
future study has been presented. 
6.1 Major Conclusions & Findings 
Sourcing strategy 
International retailers use a mix of local and global sourcing strategy. They resort to local 
sourcing for food products and global sourcing for nun-food items. Low cost countries 
are major sourcing destinations for the non food items. Indian retailers are also using 
similar strategy. The sourcing strategy adopted by Indian players is enabling them to 
attain benefits of ordering convenience and stock management but it is somewhat lagging 
on the aspects of transport economy and discount prices of the sourced goods. 
Supply Chain Management (SCM, Techniques 
International retailers have been using SCM techniques like quick response system 
(QRS), efficient consumer response system (ECR), vendor-managed inventory (VMI) 
etc. to their advantage for quite long. These techniques enable the retailers with the task 
of forecast, planning etc. The Indian retailers are not far behind in implementation of 
these applications. Indian retailers too are using these techniques for demand planning, 
stocks out management, store replenishment and improving relationship with suppliers. A 
study done by Fliedner in 2003 highlighted the benefits of CPFR and found that the 
technology is helpful in coordinating the various supply chain activities including 
production and purchase planning, demand forecasting and inventory replenishment. It 
was found in a study by Samros and Holmstrom in the year 2000 that VMI is critical in e-
grocery business to gain competitive advantage over traditional formats. Kurnia and 
Johnston in 2003 studied the Australian grocery industry and found that ECR can make 
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the supply chain efficient and more responsive. The findings of the above studies are in 
line with the research findings. 
Virtual Store 
International retailers have introduced virtual stores and have been benetitting from 
online sale, as it constitutes a large proportion of their total sales. The only Indian retailer 
to adopt this online format is Big Bazaar, which has gained substantially through its 
strategy of selling through its web store. The online strategy has been beneficial to Big 
Bazaar as it has helped to increase choice for customers, has accrued increased loyalty, 
more customer traffic and increased margins for the customer. Other Indian retailers have 
yet to adopt this model. 
CRM srrafe& 
International retailers have used loyalty programs as a popular method of CRM exercise. 
Most Indian retailers are also doing so. The CRM strategy has helped the Indian retailers 
gain data for planning and media activity helps with merchandizing, store portfolio 
segmentation, gain customer loyalty etc. 
Private Brands 
International retailers use a mix of national and private brands for its products. Private 
brands are mainly used for categories like food, apparel, and personal care. Indian 
retailers are also using the same strategy. The private brands help the Indian retailers 
provide more choice to customers, bring customer loyalty, more customer traffic and also 
helps with data mining and customer profiling. The above findings are in line with the 
study done by Schulte in the year 1969, which says that store brands are useful to 
increase margins, generate greater store loyalty, increase customer traffic, provide greater 
mix of products, and greater margins and this is found to he particularly true to grocery 
products. The findings of this research are also supported by Pepe et a] who is their study 
in 2011 found that private label products could represent increased profitability for 
retailers and consumers preferred a full assortment of merchandize. Another study by 
Sachon and Martinez-de-Albeniz found strong growth of private label products and a 
share of 30% in total sales. Private labels eonlribute around 30 per ecnt of its sales in 
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FMCG and 25 per cent in personal care in the group's major formats, including 
Pantaloons and Big Bazaar 
Supplier relationship 
Supplier relationship brings various benefits to retailers as has been demonstrated by 
examples of the western players. Indian retailers too are utilizing supplier relationship to 
share future plan information, training supplier employees and price discount. Palmer 
2005, Bloom & Perry 2001 in their studies found that an important dimension for 
sustaining the company's expansion is it relationship with its major supplier and is 
critical to the success of SC initiative. The various aspects of this collaboration benefits 
are: price benefits (discounts), joint information sharing, joint planning, investment 
benefits like training of employees, financial help, information sharing on future plan etc. 
The findings of the above studies support the findings of the research. 
Formats 
International retailers have achieved success by adopting different formats. Indian 
retailers have largely been using two formats-the hypermarket and supermarket. Though 
the Indian experiment with the formats is limited, it is helping the retailers to garner 
increased acceptance and margins. 
Logistics 
International retailers have very advanced logistic systems to manage their operations. 
Also they have a separate logistic system in place to manage their online arm. Most of 
them have a dedicated fleet to manage their logistic needs. Indian retailers are trying to 
gain the benefits of product variety, timely dispatch and cost saving through their 
logistics strategy though they need to develop further on this front. 
IT and Digitalization strategy 
International retailers have very advanced IT tools in place to track demand, manage 
stock out and every other operation within the store as well as backend operation. Indian 
retailers have also been quick to adopt IT tools. The Indian retailers are using IT 
applications like EDI to remain connected within themselves and with suppliers. They are 
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using RFID for supply chain visibility, tracking of goods and counter shrinkage 
reduction. Other IT applications enable better degree of product replenishment, stock 
keeping, office automation, storage and retrieval. Implications of RFID on supply have 
also been discussed in the study by Wilding and Deigrado (2004) wherein they illustrated 
the deployment RFID contributing to success in SC. RFID leads to better supply chain 
visibility brings with it better tracking, shrinkage reduction, better management, faster 
mm around time, more volume because of less lead time, improvement in on shelf 
availability. 
Green Logistics 
International retailers have been going green. They have adopted green practices in 
packaging, transportation, meeting warehousing needs and also in design of store 
buildings. There is hardly any awareness of the concept among the Indian retailers. 
Broad non-food rnerchandize: 
Strength in non-food as in food merchandize also contributes to success in SC for retail 
set up. A wide array of non- food merchandize helps get multiple benefits of sourcing and 
also increased footfall. 
Diversification strategy 
International retailers have diversified widely into other operations like financial services 
and insurance to take benefits of lower operating cost and also act as a buffer from 
fluctuations in one industry. Some of the Indian players have also adopted the same 
strategy. 
Organized retail in India is simultaneoirsly a promising and challenging prospect. A 
retailer requires it high level of adaptation to succeed in the Indian retail sector. A 
retailer's success and continuous growth in the Indian organized retail market can be 
attributed not to a single but to a number of factors. Indian retailers should learn from 
the experience of international retailers rather than reinvent the wheel themselves. It 
should adopt a mix of strategies, some of which may emulate the strategies of large 
retailers of the developed world while some others would be completely tailored to the 
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Indian market Retailers who can foresee the different stages of development, and 
understood the Indiun consumer psyche, have an insight of the infrastructure bottlenecks 
that could greatly delay any returns or even results of investing in supply-chain platforms 
and thereby strengthen Us supplier network and back-office operations would emerge a 
winner. 
Therefore, each retailer who has forayed into domestic arena will have to demonstrate 
unprecedented innovation, adaptation and experimentation to succeed in the largely 
unexplored but tremendously fertile but uncertain Indian retail landscape. 
6.2 Recommendations 
Based on the study a list of recommendations have been made 
• Indian retailers should introduce an online arm as net penetration is increasing and 
also gradually there is increasing acceptance of online sale particularly in the 
metros. 
• Indian retailers should increase the product portfolio under private label brands 
because of increasing acceptance of private labels and assurance of quality at low 
price, and also because it acts as a differentiating factor. When a customer desires 
a particular brand, it would be available only at specific stores. 
• The country India is different from the developed markets. There is wide diversity 
in culture, local buying behavior. Indian retailers must understand each region, 
cultural belief, buying habits and practices and then devise a different format 
(customize a format) for different regions. So one format may not be adopted on a 
pan India basis. 
• Efficient backend operation is a critical success factor for most international 
retailers. Indian retailers too need to manage their backend operation to taste 
success. They could create a separate strategic business unit (SBU) for managing 
their logistic need. 
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• Indian retailers should adopt green practices. This would help to improve image 
of the company in the eyes of the customers and in many instances help to reduce 
cost. 
6.3 Implications of the study 
A set of implications have been drawn based on the study and the macro environment and 
have been presented below 
Introduction of diJjerent formats 
International retailers have been successful in introduction of different formats. The 
domestic retail giants should also experiment with multiple lbrmats and thereby introduce 
a number of modem retail formats like malls, hypermarkets and supermarkets, 
departmental stores, and boutiques simultaneously. Initial consumer response to 
introduction of hypermarket format in the retail sector has been very promising and has 
gained wide acceptance. With organized retail growing at a staggering pace, and with a 
growing middle class, organized retail in India is sure to see large returns by acceptance 
of these formats. Therefore domestic retailers should take courage and introduce new 
formats. 
Supply chain and Backend Operations 
The domestic retailers must be wary of is the lack of infrastructure to support supply 
chains and efficient retail operations in India. Companies in developed countries 
leveraged the infrastructure of their countries to build a large supply-chain, which has 
been the backbone of its success. Their efficient backend operations and investment in IT 
resulted in successful front-end operations. But the story in India is very different. This is 
because the infrastructure in India is inadequate. Inadequate highways, the absence of 
cold storage facilities, and an underdeveloped supply chain, has created a situation where 
the retailers cannot work efficiently. Therefore, the retailers will have to invest heavily in 
IT and backend operations, to be successful. 
Sourcing Network and relationship management 
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The retailers need to pay attention to its sourcing network, transportation system and 
other logistics and niake it both efficient and cheap. 
Virtual stores 
The growing urbanization and increase in comfort level on the net, is also responsible for 
the changing consumer psyche who are now willing to purchase online. Retailers can 
increase their offering on the net, Selling through physical as well as virtual stores can 
bring efficiency in supply chain operations of the retailers. 
HOWEVER, A RETAILER CANNOT IGNORE THE INDIA SPECIFIC FACTORS 
AND THEREFORE DNISE STRATEGY ACCORDINGLY 
Urban Rural Divide 
A major factor that has accelerated the development of organized retail in India is the 
large disparities between urban and rural organized retail penetration. While major cities 
is witnessing a fast paced growth of organized retail, the rural areas are still seeing 
organized retail in the infancy or early development phase. Therefore large-retail chains 
need to equip themselves with the skills necessary to handle all stages of development. 
India, with its rural-urban divide is witnessing a multi-stage development of organized 
retail across the country. In this backdrop managing a supply chain efficiently is indeed a 
challenge. 
Versatile Retailing 
In a country where unorganized retailers, who have no co-ordination between themselves 
which store an endless list of products, and still which control 98% of the market, 
versatile retailing may be the answer. By providing a wide array of products under one 
roof, it would work out to be essentially an organized retailer in the disguise of an 
unorganized retailer. 
High level of Experimentation 
A retailer could experiment not only with formats but also with product-mixes and brands 
as was possible. The real reward of these experiments would be the enormous amount of 
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knowledge and experience about the organized retail in India, consumer preferences, and 
operational strategies that a retailer would garner. This would be proprietary knowledge 
that is otherwise most elusive in a previously untouched and unknown organized and 
uncertain Indian retail sector. This would help the retailer get a leg-up on any possible 
competition. 
6.4 Directions for future research 
1. The study takes into account only the three major players from India, whereas the 
Indian retail market is a mix of many players with different magnitude of 
operations. Players who have regional operations dot the Indian retail space and 
some even have their operations limited to a particular city or state. A future study 
can incorporate practices of these small and regional players. 
2. As the data collected is from the national capital region (NCR) of India, it suffers 
from limited geographical scope. Future studies on the supply chain practices of 
Indian player can increase the relevance by collecting data from wider 
geographical area. 
3. The study of supply chain practices revolves around eleven variables, whereas 
more variables can be identified or the current variables can be broken further to 
have a deeper view. 
4. A future can undertake a more comprehensive relational testing based on the 
variables of the current study. 
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89. http:/Avuw.financialexpress.com 
90. http:/lwww.thehindubusinessline.com 
91. http://www.enidhi.net 
92. http!/www.investhk.gnv.hk 
93. http:/,/www.moneycontrol.com 
94. http://india.rctaitmantra.com 
95. http://eseses.futuresupp1ychains.eom 
96. http://news.franchiseindia.com 
97. http://www,retailmantra.com 
98. http://www.reliancefresh.info/ 
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99. http://www.squidoo.com 
100. http:/iwww.imagesftod.com 
101. http://www.just-food.com 
102. http://indiaretailbiz.wordpress.com 
103. http://www.iabnol.org 
104. htip://www.indiaretailing.com 
105. http://wwvrsil.com 
106. http:Nwwcv.Teliancefresh.info 
107. http://reliance-industries.com 
108. http://articles.economictinies.indiatimes.com 
109. http://www.pennarindia.com 
110. http://www.supplychainIeaders.com 
111. http://www.pantaloomctail.in 
112. http:!/www.delhihelp.eom 
113. http://www.financialexpress.com 
114. http;//www.financialexpress.com 
115. http://wwve.livemint.com 
116. http://info.shine.corn 
117. http!//www.buzzle.com 
118. http:i;netvavessays.com 
119. http://www.spencersretail.com 
120. http://businesstoday.intvday.in 
121. hup://logisticswcekcom 
122. http:/Jwww.business-standard.eom 
123. http://scaxchdataoenter.techtarget.in 
124. http:1lwwwindianba.com 
125. http:JJwww.scdigest.com 
126. httpi/wwwiaowcc.corn 
127. http:/(bizoffood.wordpteas.com 
128. http:i/walmartstores.com/pressroominewsi9365.npx 
129. http:/!photo-news.cuin 
130. http://supennarketnews.com 
131. http://www.boston.com 
132. http://www.prenhall.com 
133. http:Owww.tutorial-reports.com 
134. http://seekingalpha.com 
135. http://www.sap.com 
136. help://www.pcworhLcom 
137. http://www.wal-mart-edi.com 
138. http://www.intelligentretail.co.uk 
139. httpl/www.hotelmule.com 
140. http://corporate.walmart.com 
141. http://www.logisticsit.com 
142. http://www.itchybrainscentral.com 
143. http://www.glohalsources.com 
144. http:1/ww,w.telegraph.co.uk 
145. http://chaisamosa.net 
146. http:/isuppliemranual.tescois.com 
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147. http:/Iwww.tescoplc.com 
148. www.tesco.co.uk 
149. http://www.alk.com 
150. http://tutor2u.net 
151. http://michelgutsatz.typepad.com 
152. http://www.tescohsc.com 
153. http://www.ivoryresearch.com 
154. http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk 
155. http://subscribers.supermarketnews.com 
156. http://www.wesupply.com 
157. http://www.siIicon.com 
158. http://www.utalkmarketing.com 
159. http://www.galleria-rts.com 
160. http://ivythesis.typepad.com 
161. http://www.shippingline.biz 
162. http://www.logisticsmanager.com 
163. http://in.reuters.com 
164. http://www.globalsources.com 
165. http://docs.google.com 
166. http://www.carrefour.com 
167. http://krikor.info 
168. http:/ibusiness.in.com 
169. http:/1www.privatelabelmag.com 
170. http://www.dubaichronicle.com 
171. http://www.acccnture.com 
172. http://www.reuters.com 
173. http://www.foodanddrinkinsight.coin 
174. http://www.exportsolutions.com 
175. http:/,'jjbjy.com 
176. http://findarticles.com 
177. http://www.supplychainbrain.com 
178. http://www.delamode.ro 
179. https://www-0 I .ibm.com 
180. http://www.mymesra.com 
181. http://www.waset.org 
182. http://www.itp.net 
183. http://www.123helpme.com 
184. http:// www.chinaretailnews.com 
185. http://www.retai1-week.coni 
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ANNEXURE 
Dear Respondent, 
The following information is being collected for academic purpose only, your responses will be kept 
confidential. In the questions marked with *, 5 stands for strongly agree, 4 for agree, 3 for neither agree nor 
disagree, 2 for disagree and 1 for strongly disagree. 
Thanking You 
Saleem Hadi 
Research Scholar 
Dept. of Business Administration, AMU Aligarh. 
1. Do you source all your products from the domestic market? 	 Y/N 
2. What percentage of products do you source from overseas? 
a. 0-10% 	b. 10-20% 	 c. 20-30% 	 d. Any other------ 
*3. Does your sourcing strategy help you attain benefits 
5 4 3 2 1 
Stock Management 
Ordering convenience 
Discount Price Benefit 
Transport Economy  
4. Rate your awareness on the following aspects on a five point scale: 
a. QRS (quick response system) 	b. ECR(Efficient Consumer Response System) 
c. VMI (Vendor managed inventory) 	d. 	CPFR 	(Collaborative 	Planning, 	Forecasting 
Replenishment) 
5. Rate the degree of implementation of the following SCM techniques on a five point scale. 
a. QRS 	 b. ECR 	 C. VMI 	d. CPFR 	 e. 	Any 
Other 
*6. What benefits do adoption of these techniques entail? 
5 4 3 2 1 
Store Replenishment 
Demand Planning 
Stocks out Management 
Improvement in relationship with channel partners 
7. Do you have a virtual store? 	 YiN 
*8. Does the presence of the virtual store provide you the following benefits? 
5 4 3 2 1 
Accessibility to potential customers 
Better relationship with customers 
Gather market Information 
Maintain shoppers Profile 
Info on new products 
Info on promotions within store 
Increase chances of sale 
9. Are the stores connected through IT? 	 Y/N 
10. Have the suppliers adopted EDI (Electronic Data Interchange? 	 YIN 
*1 I. What benefits have your store entailed by adopting digitalization strategy? 
5 4 3 2 
Product replenishment _ 
Stock Kee in 
Share information with suppliers 
12. Do you have any CRM (Customer Relationship Management) strategy in place? YIN 
13. Tick the CRM strategy adopted 
a. Loyalty Program 	b. Consumer Club 	c. Any other 
14. What benefits have your store entailed by adoption of CRM? 
4 3 2 
Low Price 
Mass Sate 
Loyal Customers 
Volume Discount from suppliers 
Data for corporate planning 
Store portfolio segmentation 
Merchandi.zing 
Brand Management 
Promotion and Media activity 
Use information to mail customers 
95. What benefits do you get by adoption of your logistics strategy? 
5 	4 3 	2 1 
Timely Dispatch 
Low Cost 
Products varielytdispatch 
16. Does the retailer have store brands? 	 YIN 
17. What is the percentage of store brands? 
a. 0-10% 	b. 10-20% 	c. 20-30% 	d. 3040% 	e. Any other 
*18. What benefits do store brands help achieve? 
5 4 3 2 1 
Increased Variety 
More Customer Traffic 
Increased Loyalty 
Increased Margins 
Help with data mining (creating customer profile) 
Better Relationship with suppliers 
More Choice to customers 
19. Do you have good relations with your major suppliers? YIN 
20. What benefits does the supplier relationship provide? 
s 4 	3 	2 l 
Future Plan lnformalion 
Investment benefits 
Financial help 
Training of supplier's employees 
Joint decision making 
Use of brand name 
Price discount 
1. Do you have a RFID system installed? 
	
YIN 
22. What benefits do you achieve through RFID? 
l 1 2 	1 
SUPPLY CHAIN EFFICIENCY THROUGH 
Accelerated goods receipt 
Reduced idle time 
Inventory management optimization 
Improved process flow 
Fewer shelving errors 
Loss/theft shrinkage reduction 
SALES AND CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Reduction in out-of-stocks 
Improved merchandize availability 
SPACE PLANNING 
EFFECTIVE PROMOTION 
FASTER TURNAROUND 
*23. State the benefit brought by r1' with regards to the following aspects? 
5 4 3 2 
Tracking products within store 
Automated till + staff 
Track sales (EPOS) 
Reduced customer service time 
`24. Indicate your investment for IT-enablement of your supply chain with reference to your annual turn 
>ver. 
5 4 3 2 1 
Bar Coding  
Extranet 
EUI 
AS' RS (Automated storage and retrieval system) 
Supply Chain software 
FRP software 
Computer Hardware 
LAN 
Office Automation 
25. Have you adopted different formats for different regions? 	 YIN 
26. 1 las adoption of di li'crent formats helped achieve benefits? 
a. Increased acceptance of retail outlet 	h. Increased margins 	c. Any other 
